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Abstract
Mass measurements of unstable nuclei, providing direct measure of the nuclear binding energy, are
invaluable for nuclear structure and nuclear astrophysics. For highly neutron-rich nuclei from Co to Xe,
of importance for understanding both the astrophysical r-process and evolution of shell structure, and
for trans-Uranium nuclei, of importance for understanding the limit of nuclear existence, the shell effect
against the strong coulomb force and the unique identification during new elements search, the mass
measurements require fast measurement time, small dependence between mass and the measurement
time and high efficiency, due to their typically short life-times (T1/2 < 100 ms), heavier masses and
low production yields.
So far, high-precision mass measurements, typically defined as the order of δm/m = 10−6 or less,
have been performed with various techniques. Indirect mass measurements using nuclear reactions or
decays, however, may not be so accurate. On the other hand, direct mass measurements using storage
rings, in-flight spectrometers or Penning traps are providing high-precision masses with high accuracy.
It has been sufficient for stable, relatively long-lived and high-yield nuclei, but getting shorter life-times
and lower yields, the mass precisions achieved become poorer in general or even the measurements are
impossible. Therefore, for a lot of important nuclei mentioned above there is no choice but to depend
on theoretical mass predictions.
For such nuclei, a multi-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrograph (MRTOF) has been developed.
By using a pair of electrostatic mirrors which create an energy isochronous condition, the flight path
for a pulse of ions, e.g., from an ion trap, could be extended indefinitely and it’s possible to achieve
reasonably large resolving powers faster than could be achieved by other techniques, i.e., achieve
higher resolving powers for sufficiently short-lived nuclei. In 1990 the idea of a MRTOF system was
first proposed by H. Wollnik et al. About 10 years ago the first oﬄine experiments were performed
by Y. Ishida et al. in our group. Based on such efforts, the current MRTOF setup was designed with
online experiments in mind.
In online experiments, as the radioactive nuclei are produced at high energies, they must be ther-
malized in a helium-filled gas cell to convert them to a low-energy ion beam amenable to such mass
measurements. An already existent gas cell, designed by M. Wada et al., for use in ion trap laser
spectroscopy of Be isotopes was used to thermalize 8Li ions as an initial online test of the MRTOF.
The low-energy ion beam from the gas cell is provided as continuous beam, while pulsed ion beam is
essential for time-of-flight measurements with the MRTOF. For this purpose, a preparation trap system
which consists of the flat trap and taper trap was developed. The trap system requires reasonably high
efficiency, making sufficiently small emittance and short cooling time. The sufficiently small emittance
which was confirmed by no intensity drop during reflections in the MRTOF and the short cooling time
of 2 ms were achieved only with the flat tarp, while the sufficiently high efficiencies of ≈5.1% for 7Li+
and ≈27% for Na+ were achieved with the taper trap as an auxiliary trap. In addition, the dual-trap
scheme allowed an operational duty cycle of ≈100%.
In ToF measurement, reference ions are necessary to deduce the mass from the ToF. Basically,
highly-accurate mass measurements can be performed using isobaric reference ions which have the
same number of laps as the ion of interest. To provide such ions, an electrospray ionization (ESI) ion
source combined with an rf-carpet was developed. By using the ESI, isobaric molecular ions could be
provided over a wide variety of mass numbers and the system can be connected efficiently between
the atmosphere and the vacuum with small gas-flow conductance by rf-carpet. The ESI ion source
can be a powerful reference source, especially for mass measurements of trans-Uranium nuclei which
have no stable elements. By combining with the MRTOF, molecular ions up to 245 u were identified
and most of them have isobaric molecules.
Conventionally, it is considered that at least two known reference ions are necessary to deduce the
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mass of unknown species, due to the existence of unknown ToF offset. In online experiments, however,
by measuring the ToF offset directly from the trap ejection noise, the masses were deduced by the
single-reference method. Actually, the masses of 8Li and stable species of 7Li and 9Be were deduced
using only 12C as a reference. Taking into account the ToF drift due to the voltage fluctuations and the
titanium expansion, the mass excess of 8Li was found to be ∆ = 20945.8(27)(34) keV with the deviation
from the literature value ∆m = −0.04(267)(341) keV, corresponding to a δm/mstat = 3.6× 10−7.
The obtained mass precision is competitive with Penning traps and better than storage rings and
in-flight spectrometers, and scaling to heavier mass, the MRTOF could achieve similar mass precision
with an order of magnitude less measurement time. The achieved measurement time on the order
of 10 ms can cover a large fraction of nuclei related to r-process, pronounced nuclear shell effect and
trans-Uranium elements.
Based on these developments and the success of online experiments, two MRTOF projects are now
ongoing at RIKEN: mass measurements of trans-Uranium nuclei and of r-process nuclei. We hope that
with mass measurements with the MRTOF over the wide region from light to superheavy, one can
drastically extend the mass information, and understand nuclear structures and astrophysical process
in detail.
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1 Introduction
Precision mass measurements of short-lived, radioactive nuclei have an impact on various branches
of nuclear physics, such as nuclear structure studies, the study of astrophysical nucleosynthesis, and
the test of fundamental interactions.
The required mass precision for various field[1] is described in Table 1.1. Typically, for studies
related to nuclear structures such as shell structures, deformations and so on, a mass precision on
the order of 10−6 − 10−8 is required, while for studies related to astrophysics such as r-process and
rp-process path, a mass precision of 10−6 − 10−7 is required. Nuclei associated with such fields are
mostly short-lived, relatively heavy and have low production yields.
Table 1.1: Required mass precision for various fields
Category δm/m
Chemistry: Identification of molecules 10−5 − 10−6
Nuclear structure: shell, pairing 10−6
Astrophysics : r-process, rp-process 10−6 − 10−7
Nuclear fine structure: deformation, halo 10−7 − 10−8
Nuclear mass model 10−6
Possibly one of the most important recent developments in mass spectrometry of such exotic nuclei
is a multi-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrograph (MRTOF). For long-lived and light nuclei, the
MRTOF can provide mass resolving power better than that of a storage ring, but worse than the
venerable Penning trap. However, for short-lived nuclei – typically T1/2 < 100 ms – the MRTOF
provides much better mass resolving power than even the Penning trap. In this way, the MRTOF
represents the future of mass spectroscopy in nuclear physics, where next generation facilities will
provide ever greater access to the short-lived, neutron-rich, and superheavy portions of the nuclear
chart.
1.1 Production and separation of radioactive ions
Mass spectroscopy of importance to nuclear physics, for the most part, involves measurement of
radioactive nuclei. In recent years, as the properties of near-stable nuclei have been heavily studied,
interest has naturally shifted towards nuclear species further from stability. The nuclei which can
be produced, as well as the spectroscopic methods that can be employed, are strongly related to the
production method. There are several production methods for exotic nuclei; they each possess their
own specific advantages and complement one another.
For nuclear physics experiments, production and separation techniques of radioactive ions are es-
sential. So far, several complementary techniques have been developed, each technique having unique
sets of drawbacks and advantages. Up to now, more than 3000 nuclides have been produced at the
various radioactive ion beam facilities worldwide, and studied at energies ranging from a ∼10 keV up
to relativistic energies.
Production techniques are largely defined by the kinetic energy of the resultant nuclei, as well as the
region of the table of isotopes which can be accessed. Light and medium-mass nuclei can be produced
by fission induced by photons, neutrons, energetic-protons or heavy-ions and typically provided with
an energy of a ∼10 keV. The facilities ISOLDE in Geneva [2] and TRIUMF in Vancouver [3] amoung
others are using this production technique. For the production of heavy, superheavy, and neutron-
deficient medium-mass nuclides, heavy-ion reactions near the energy of the Coulomb barrier are often
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used, with resultant beam energies up to ∼10 MeV. This technique is exploited, for example, at ANL
in the USA [4], GSI in Germany [5], JINR in Russia [6], LBNL in the USA [7] and RIKEN in Japan
[8]. Nuclei throughout the entire range of the table of isotopes can be produced at high energies (&100
MeV/A) by in-flight fragmentation and induced fission of heavy nuclei. Such a production method is
employed at GSI [9] in Germany, NSCL in the USA [10], and RIKEN [11] in Japan.
In order to be useful, radioactive nuclei must be separated and supplied to experiments with rea-
sonably high purity. Two techniques are generally used for separating the reaction products: isotope
separation on-line (ISOL) [12] and in-flight separation [13].
1.1.1 ISOL
The isotope separation online (ISOL) technique uses a high-energy primary beam of protons or
heavy ions at energies of 100-1000 MeV/u to bombard a thick target (up to a sim100 of g/cm2)
of heavier elements, producing large amount exotic nuclei via spallation, fission, and fragmentation
[14, 15]. For the targets, different chemical compositions, such as oxides (for example CaO and MgO),
carbides (for example UCx and ThCx ), and metals (for example Ti) are used depending on the desired
radioactive species. Because of the thickness, the reaction products are stopped in a target matrix or
a solid catcher which is thick with respect to their range in matter.
The targets are generally maintained at high temperatures (sometimes up to 2000 K) so that the
reaction products can, relatively quickly, diffuse out and pass into an ion source, where they are ionized
by surface ionization, plasma ionization, or by laser ionization. The different methods employed for the
ionization of the reaction products take advantage of physical or chemical properties of the different
species to efficiently release and ionize the desired nuclide and heavily suppress unwanted contaminants
[16].
Afterwards, the ions are accelerated to an energy of a ∼10 keV, a beam energy well-suited for
low-energy experiments, such as Penning trap mass spectrometry or collinear laser spectroscopy. The
accelerated beam is then focused and mass separated using a dipole magnet, typically allowing very
high purity radioactive nuclear beams. Behind the mass separator, a beam line distributes the ra-
dioactive ion beam to various experiments located in an experimental hall. Very intense beams with
excellent beam properties for certain elements are available, but chemical properties and decay losses
in the target ultimately limit the range of secondary beams available [17] and a huge amount of isobaric
contaminants are often contained which could be a serious problem for precision experiments.
Examples of ISOL-type facilities where mass measurements with ion traps have been or will be
performed include ISOLDE [2, 18], TRIUMF [3], and ANL. At JYFLTRAP at Jyva¨skyla¨, Finland,
such ion beams are produced by use of the ion guide ISOL system IGISOL [19]. The IGISOL technique,
a forerunner of the gas cell technique to be discussed later, uses thin targets and thus avoids the release
problems mentioned above; refractory elements are accessible.
1.1.2 Fusion-evaporation
Exotic nuclei can also be produced by fusion or fusion-evaporation by bombarding a thin target
(∼1 mg/cm2) with a low-to-medium energy primary beam, typically with energies of a ∼ AMeV. The
heaviest elements are produced by fusion reactions. SHIP [5] at GSI, BGS at LBNL and GARIS at
RIKEN utilize such thin targets of heavy metal – Lead, Bismuth or actinoids, such as Uranium and
Americium – to produce heavy elements by fusion of the target and projectile.
A primary beam, typically neutron-rich Calcium, Argon or Neon, impinges the target. Upon col-
liding, a projectile and target nucleus fuse into a compound nucleus which passes through the target,
exiting the far side at a ∼100 A keV. These compound nuclei are highly excited and de-excite by
evaporation of some number of neutrons.
The technique can also be used to study nuclei of elements lighter than Uranium. This is done, for
example, at the ATLAS facility at ANL. Light rare isotope beams are produced by fusion-evaporation
using lighter projectile-target combinations, although the mechanism is unchanged.
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In contrast to the ISOL technique, where ion sources and a dipole magnet are utilized for separation,
recoil-separation techniques using the ionic charge and momentum of the recoiling fusion product
obtained in the reaction process provide beam separation in fusion-evaporation systems. Spatial
separation of the projectile and reaction products is achieved by combined electric and magnetic fields.
The separation times are determined by the recoil velocities and the lengths of the separators. They
are typically in the range of 1-2 microseconds. Two types of recoil separators have been developed:
gas-filled separators and Wien-filter or energy separators. The gas-filled separators are employed by
TASCA at GSI [20], BGS at LBNL and GARIS at RIKEN, while Wien-filter or energy separators are
employed by SHIP at GSI, VASSILISSA at Dubna [21] and FMA at Argonne [4].
1.1.3 Fragmentation and in-flight fission
In the early 1970’s, the process of projectile fragmentation via high-energy heavy-ion collisions,
which is presently utilized in many modern radioactive beam facilities to produce secondary beams
of unstable nuclei, was discovered. The projectile fragmentation process is well described by the
participant-spectator model [22]. In the case of the peripheral collisions of heavy ions at collisional
energies of more than several tens AMeV, only an overlapping region (participant) participates in
the the inter-nucleus collision and the remaining part of the incident nucleus (spectator/fragments)
passes with a velocity almost the same as the incident velocity. The momentum distribution of the
fragments, both in their longitudinal and transverse components along the incident velocity, are of
nearly spherically symmetric Gaussian shape with a narrow width in the projectile rest frame. The
narrow velocity distribution allows magnetic analysis to separate the unstable isotopes easily.
Thus projectile fragmentation is a powerful and fast method of rare isotope production, wherein
heavy-ion beams impinge on a light, thin target with a thickness of ∼1 g/cm2. Upon striking the
target, projectile nuclei shatter in a semi-combinatorial fashion. In this way, nuclei can be produced
with any numbers of neutrons and protons less than those of the projectile nucleus. Similarly, if a
Uranium primary beam is used, the Uranium nucleus can become excited by passing near to a nucleus
in the target, inducing a fission event. The resulting fission products tend toward the neutron-rich
nuclei.
Due to the kinematics of the reaction, the fragments are mainly emitted in the forward direction and
can be time-tagged. After a suitable drift time, they can be identified by their time-of-flight as well
as via standard energy-loss techniques, since the energy loss of atomic ions passing through matter,
∆E, depends on Z2, while the total energy (derived from time of flight) is a function of A.
Typically, in-flight fragmentation and fission facilities employ not just identification, but also purifi-
cation. This is accomplished by use of dipole magnets and wedged degraders. The magnetic rigidity,
Bρ, of an ion is a function of the product of its forward kinetic energy and A/q. After passing through
a dipole magnet, ions with higher Bρ will undergo less bending than those with lower Bρ, providing
some spatial separation. Using a wedge-shaped degrader between subsequent dipole magnets ampli-
fies the spatial separation as it can provide energy loss ∆E(Bρ). By inserting a slit after the second
dipole, most unwanted nuclei can be rejected. The flight time between the production target and
the exit of the separator is only on the order of microseconds, enabling rough mass measurements of
extremely short-lived nuclides. Facilities employing this technique include, for example, FRS at GSI
[9] in Germany, A1900 at NSCL [10] in the USA, and RIPS and BigRIPS at RIKEN [23] in Japan.
Among these, only BigRIPS is a next-generation separator with upgraded features, characterized by
larger acceptance and a two-stage separator scheme.
The benefits of the fragmentation or in-flight fission with in-flight separation method are manyfold:
it produces fragments lighter than the projectile with no dependence on chemical properties; there
are no delay times associated with diffusion out of a target, making even the shortest-lived nuclei
available. However, the resulting fragmentation beam still possesses a majority of the energy of the
original primary beam. Such high-energy beams are good for nuclear excitation and reaction studies,
but not so well-suited for precision mass measurements.
In-flight fragmentation and fission is the primary method employed at RIKEN. As such, techniques
to convert the energetic beam to a low-energy beam, amenable to ion trap techniques, have been
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developed in the recent past.
1.2 Gas catchers
Gas catchers, variously referred to as gas cells or gas-filled ion guides, were first used in the IGISOL
method at JYFL [24] to produce exotic nuclei using a light primary beam to bombard a thin target
located within a small gas cell. The reaction products exit the target and are thermalized in the helium
buffer gas and extracted with gas flow. While it overcame the problems associated with diffusion and
re-ionization, problems, were encountered with space-charge effects by the intense primary beam
injected into the gas cell.
A hybrid concept which combines in-flight separator and fragmentation techniques solves these
concerns. While the desired species are transported after identification, the primary beam is eliminated
by the separator; the space charge effect can thereby be minimized. The method is the centerpiece
technology for converting fragmentation beams for use in ion trap-based experiments. Radioactive ions
produced and separated by the in-flight techniques as described above are decelerated and thermalized
in a gas catcher filled by a noble gas, typically Helium. Helium gas is often chosen as the buffer gas
because it has the highest first ionization potential among chemical elements. Thus, the thermalized
ions avoid neutralization due to the high ionization potential. To have a fast and efficient extraction,
DC or DC+RF electric fields are used inside the gas cell to transport thermalized ions towards the exit
region. The extracted low-energy beam is then sent to the high-vacuum region to perform experiments.
Such systems are universal and efficient as well as fast, which is favorable for systematic measurements
of rare and short-lived species.
1.3 Ion manipulation techniques for low-energy RI beam
For low-energy experiments, ion manipulation techniques (transport, accumulation, storing, and
cooling) play an important role. Especially for radioactive ions, it is important to efficiently ma-
nipulate ions, since the yields are generally not so high. To manipulate low-energy ions, two- or
three-dimensional spatial confinement is required. In order to achieve such spatial confinement, a
potential minimum is necessary. In many cases, it is most desirable to have a confining force that
causes simple harmonic motion of the confined particle, i.e., one that is proportional to the distance
of the particle from the center of confinement. Since Earnshaw’s theorem forbids the existence of a
potential minimum in free-space by electrostatic potentials, two- or three-dimensional confinement is
achieved only by the superposition of a homogeneous magnetic field and an electrostatic quadrupole
field or a oscillatory inhomogeneous electric fields. In general, the former is called a Penning trap,
while the latter is called a Paul trap.
In our experimental setup, radiofrequency trapping techniques are used for ion manipulation.
1.3.1 RF-carpet
Ions in a buffer gas of sufficient pressure will move along the electrical flux lines, due to frequent
collisions with the gas, and finally strike the cathode and be lost unless special precautions are im-
plemented. To avoid such ion loss, we use a cathode which consists of many ring electrodes between
which rf voltages are applied in addition to dc potentials. The idea is that the average force due to
the rf gradient field drives the ions away from the electrodes. The technique has been named the “rf
carpet”. Figure 1.1 shows a typical ion trajectory calculated by a microscopic collisional model using
a Monte Carlo simulation for 8Li ions in 146 mbar Helium gas. The rf voltage applied between neigh-
boring electrode rings is 100 V0p at 16 MHz and the superimposed dc field at the surface is 12 V/cm.
The figure indicates the manner in which low energy ions are transported across the rf carpet towards
the exit nozzle. In the following, we describe the properties of the rf carpet in detail, presenting two
models to explain the physics of the rf-carpet.
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following, the properties of the rf carpet are discussed in detail. We present two models to explain
the physics of the ion carpet.
Fig. 2.13: Simulated trajectory of a 11Li+ ion near the rf carpet using a Monte Carlo simulation with a micro-
scopic collisional model. The the rf voltage was 190 Vp.p at 16 MHz in the 146 mbar helium gas at 300 K.
(1) Analysis of the Stability Region by a Mathieu Equation A singly charged ion with mass
m in a gas moves as
mr¨ +
e
µ
r˙ = −e∇Φ(r, t) (2-1.2)
where µ = µ0P0/P is the mobility of the ion (P0 is the atmospherical pressure and µ0 is the ion
mobility under the pressure of P0) and Φ is the electric potential. Here er˙/µ is the viscosity term
and −e∇Φ(r, t) is the driving term. Using the velocity relaxation time τv = µm/e Eq. (2-1.2) can
be rewritten as
r¨ +
1
τv
r˙ +
e
m
∇Φ(r, t) = 0 . (2-1.3)
The inhomogeneous electric field produced by electrodes of an rf carpet can be approximated to
be a quadrupole field by introducing imaginary electrodes as depicted in Fig. 2.14. This approxima-
tion allows us to perform analytical calculations because only the near regions to the rf carpet are
concerned. Here the quadrupole potential Φ can be asymptotically expressed as
Φ(x, y, z, t) = Φ0(t)φ(x, y, z) = Φ0(t)
x2 − y2
2r20
(2-1.4)
where Φ0(t) = U − V cosΩt. In such a field Eq. (2-1.3) is given byx¨y¨
z¨
+ 1
τv
x˙y˙
z˙
+ e
mr20
(U − V cosΩt)
 x−y
0
 = 0 (2-1.5)
Figure 1.1: Simulated trajectory of a 8Li+ ion near the rf-carpet using a Monte Carlo simulation with
a microscopic collisional model [25]. The rf voltage was 190 Vpp at 16 MHz in 146 mbar
helium gas at 300 K.
a) Analysis of the Stability Region by the Mathieu Equation
A singly charg d ion with mass n a gas moves as
mr¨ +
e
µ
r˙ = −e∇Φ(r, t) (1.1)
where µ = µ0P0/P is the mobility of the ion, P0 is the atmospheric pressure (101.325 kPa), µ0 is the
ion mobility at a pressure of P0, and Φ is the electric potential. In Eq. 1.1, er˙/µ represents a velocity
and −e∇Φ(r, t) is the driving term. Using the velocity relaxation time τv = µm/e, Eq. (1.1) can be
written as
r¨ +
1
τv
r˙ +
e
m
∇Φ(r, t) = 0. (1.2)
The inhomogeneous electric field produced by electrodes of an rf carpet can be approximated to be
a quadrupole field by introducing imaginary electrodes [26]. This approximation allows us to perform
analytical calculations because only the regions near the rf carpet are concerned. Here the quadrupole
potential Φ can be asymptotically expressed as
Φ(x, y, z, t) = Φ0(t)φ(x, y, z) = Φ0(t)
x2 − y2
2r20
(1.3)
where Φ0(t) = U − V cos Ωt. In such a field, Eq. 1.2 is given byx¨y¨
z¨
+ 1
τv
x˙y˙
z˙
+ e
mr20
(U − V cos Ωt)
 x−y
0
 = 0 (1.4)
If we substitute
τ =
Ωt
2
, p =
1
τvΩ
, ax = −ay =
4eU
mr20Ω
2
, qx = −qy =
2eV
mr20Ω
2
(1.5)
Eq. (1.4) becomes
d2u
dτ2
+ 2p
du
dτ
+ (au − 2qu cos 2τ)u = 0 (1.6)
where u indicates x or y. Substituting wexp(−pτ) for u leads to
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dw
dτ
+
[
(a− p2)− 2q cos 2τ]w = 0. (1.7)
The only change between Eq. (1.7) and the standard Mathieu’s differential equation is that a is
replaced with a− p2 to include the buffer gas damping. It is well known that solutions of the Mathieu
equations are stable only for certain regions of the a-q plane (or alternatively (a − p2)-q plane for
Eq. (1.7)) [27]. The stable solutions describe orbits for which the ions do not strike the carpet.
b) Pseudo-potential Analysis
Using the pseud-opotential approach, the time averaged effective force of the inhomogeneous rf
electric fields shall be estimated. Here we consider only the rf electric fields. The motion of the ion is
replaced by a sum of the secular motion r¯ and the micromotion ρ as follow:
r = r¯ + ρ(t) = r¯ + CErf(r) cos(Ωt+ β) (1.8)
where r¯ is assumed to be constant over a period of the rf oscillation of the high frequency Ω. Sub-
stituting Eq. (1.8) into Eq. (1.2), where −∇Φ = −∇Φ cos Ωt = Erf(r) cos Ωt and C is the constant
defined bt
ρ(t) = − e
mΩ2
√
1 + 1/τ2Ω2Erf(r) cos(Ωt+ β), tanβ =
1
τvβ
(1.9)
yields the time averaged force F¯ due to the rf electric fields as
F¯ (r¯) = e〈Erf(r¯) cos Ωt+ [∇ ·Erf(r)] ‖r=r¯(cos Ωt)ρ(t)〉time average (1.10)
= −∇E2rf(r¯)
e2
4mΩ2(1 + 1/τ2vΩ
2)
(1.11)
In the cases of vacuum and high pressure limits Eq. (1.11) becomes
F¯ (r¯) = −∇E2rf(r¯)
e2
4m
1
Ω2
Ωτv  1 (vacuum) (1.12)
F¯ (r¯) = −∇E2rf(r¯)
e2
4m
τ2v Ωτv  1 (high pressure) (1.13)
When φ is a two-dimensional quadrupole potential, the time averaged force can be written as
F¯hp(r¯) = −
V 2rf
r30
r
r0
e2
4m
τ2v = −
mµ2
4
V 2rf
r30
r
r0
(1.14)
using
φ = Vrf
x2 − y2
2r20
, E2rf = V
2
rf
r2
r20
. (1.15)
It is straightforward from Eq. (1.14) to see that as an ion comes closer to the electrodes (i.e.
larger r) it is subjected to larger opposing forces from the electrodes; the forces are larger for heavier
ions and at lower pressures. The narrow space between adjacent electrodes is very effective because
F¯hp(r¯) ≈ 1/r20.1 That is why we use the printed circuit board shown in Fig. 2.4 as an rf carpet.
1r is normalized by r0
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1.3.2 RF multi-pole ion guide
The RF multi-pole ion guide technique is frequently used for ion transport, ion trapping or mass
separation. The rounded rods placed at concyclic positions at equal spaces are generally used as the
electrodes, while especially for quadrupole mass separator hyperbolic shaped electrodes are sometimes
used. By using RF voltage alternating in phase by pi between adjacent electrodes, ions are confined
within the ion guide and the ion motion is expressed as the oscillation in the pseudo-potential.
The higher multipole rf potential provides a deeper pseudo-potential and a larger capacity of ions
[28], while the quadrupole rf potential is harmonic and the ion motion therefore has a characteristic
frequency which is a function of the mass-to-charge ratio of the ion and the field parameters for the
same given field condition; the features of mass selectivity and the finer confinement are only obtained
in the quadrupole field.
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2-1.2.4 M ltipole Ion Beam Guide
In order to transport the extracted slow RI ions from the gas cell into the ion trap under a ultra
high vacuum conditions, we use an rf sextupole/octupole ion beam guide (SPIG/OPIG) [14]. The
SPIG consists of six circular rods uniformly distributed on a circle in the plane perpendicular to the
axis of symmetry. Under the combined action of the multipole rf fields and the residual He buffer
gas cooling, well focused ion beams with low energy and small spatial spreading can be efficiently
transmitted with efficient differential pumping by use of the SPIG.
Fig. 2.18: Cross section of an OPIG mode of 2N (N=4) rods which produce a 2N pole field. Definitions in
the cylindrical coordinate system is also shown.
In the following the properties of the mutltipole rf fields are briefly reviewed. The potential for a
two dimensional 2N (N is integer andN ≥ 2) pole field which is formed by circular rods, uniformly
distributed on a circle of radius r0 around z axis with an applied rf voltage 2V cosΩt between the
adjacent rods (Fig. 2.18) is appximately written as
Φ(r, θ, z) = φ cosΩt =
[
r
r0
]N
cos(Nθ)V cosΩt . (2-1.17)
When the motion of an ion is replaced with the sum of the secular motion r¯ and the micromotion ρ
as follows:
r = r¯ + ρ(t) = r¯ + ρ0 cosΩt (2-1.18)
using the equation of motion
mr¨ = −e∇Φ (2-1.19)
ρ can be deduced as
ρ0 =
e
mΩ2
∇φ . (2-1.20)
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The time averaged force the ion is subject to is
F¯ (r¯) = −e〈∇φ(r¯) + [∇ · (∇φ)] |r=r¯ ρ(t) cosΩt〉time average
= − e
2
4mΩ2
∇ | ∇φ |2 . (2-1.21)
It means that the ion moves in the pseudo potential written as
Ψpseudo =
e
4mΩ2
| ∇φ(r) |2 . (2-1.22)
Substituting Eq. (2-1.17) into Eq. (2-1.22)
Ψ =
eN2
4mΩ2
[
V
r0
]2 [
r
r0
]2(N−1)
(2-1.23)
The shape of the pseudo potential for N = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 can be plotted as shown in Fig. 2.19 The
potential ine are plotted as a function of the relative distance from the center to the surface of the
electrode set to 0 V. The same voltage and frequency of the rf field are assumed.
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Fig. 2.19: Pseudo potentials of multipole fields. The higher multipole potential is deeper and more rectangular.
The potential lines are plotted as a function of the relative distance from the center and the surface of the
electrode is set to 0 V. The same voltage and frequency of the rf are assumed for all cases.
The advantage of the quadrupole rf field is that the potential is harmonic and that the ion motion
therefore has a characteristic frequency which is a function of the mass-to-charge ratio of the ion
Figure 1.2: (left) Cross section of an OPIG. Definitions in th cylindrical coordinate system is also
shown. (right) Pseudo-potentials of multipole fields. The higher multipole potential is
deeper and more rectangular. The potential lin s are plotted s function of the relative
distance from the center and the surface of the electrode is set to 0 V. The same voltage
and fr quency of the rf are assumed for all cases.
In the following, the properties of the mutltipole rf electric fields are briefly reviewed. The potential
for a two-dimensional 2N -pole (N is integer and N ≥ 2) field which is formed by circular rods,
uniformly distributed on a circle of radius r0 around z-axis with an applied rf voltage 2V cosΩt between
the adjacent rods (Fig. 1.2(left)) is approximately written as
Φ(r, θ, z) = φcosΩt (1.16)
=
(
r
r0
)N
cos(Nθ)V cosΩt (1.17)
The ions move with the pseudo-potential written as
Ψpseudo =
eN2
4mΩ2
(
V
r0
)2(
r
r0
)2(N−1)
(1.18)
The shape of the pseudo potential for N = 2 - 6 can be plotted as shown in Fig. 1.2(right). The
potential lines are plotted as a function of the relative distance from the center to the surface of the
electrode set to 0 V. The same voltage and frequency of the rf electric field are assumed.
The advantage of the quadrupole rf electric field is that the potential is harmonic and that the
ion motion therefore has a characteristic frequency which is a function of the mass-to-charge ratio of
the ion and the field parameters. In more practical terms, the features of mass selectivity and the
finer confinement are only obtained in the quadrupole field. Compared to this, higher multipole fields
provide a deeper potential and a larger capacity of ions for the same given field conditions.
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1.3.3 RF quadrupole ion trap and mass separator
Because the potential can be expressed by
Φ(x, y, z, t) = Φ0(t) = (U − V cosωt)
x2 − y2
2r20
(1.19)
the equation of motion of an ion with mass m and charge ze in the trap can be expressed by the
Mathieu’s equation
d2u
dτ2
+ (au − qu cos 2τ)u = 0 (1.20)
where u indicates x or y and
τ =
Ωt
2
, ax = −ay =
4zeU
mr20Ω
2
, qx = −qy =
2zeV
mr20Ω
2
. (1.21)
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By comparison with equation (4) one gets
63)
The Mathieu equation has two types of solution.
1. stable motion: the particles oscillate in the x-z-plane with limited amplitudes.
They pass the quadrupole field in y-direction without hitting the electrodes.
Figure 2. The overall stability diagram for the two-dimensional quadrupole field.
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They pass the quadrupole field in y-direction without hitting the electrodes.
Figure 2. The overall stability diagram for the two-dimensional quadrupole field.
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Figure 3. The lowest region for simultaneous stability in x-and z-direction. All ion masses lie on the
operation line, m1 > m1.
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Figure 1.3: (left) The overall stability diagram for the two-dimensional quadrupole field. (right) The
lowest region for simultaneous stability in x- and z-direction.
From the solution of Eq. (1.20) [27], the stable condition of the ion motion characterized by au
and qu are described on au-qu plane as shown in Fig. 1.3(left). The stable region that contains the
points (au, qu) = (0, 0) is often called the lowest stability region. The traps relevant for the experiments
discussed here work inside this lowest stable region with au ≈ 0, while when used as a quadrupole mass
separator (QMS), the parameter au is set near the tip of the stability diagram (au, qu) = (0.237, 0.706).
A mass range which satisfies the stable condition corresponding to m1 and m2 in Fig. 1.3 can pass
through the QMS, otherwise the motion becomes unstable and hitting to the rods corresponding to
m1 and m2 in Fig. 1.3.
1.4 Mass easurement techniques for exotic nuclei
Masses are one of the most important static properties of nuclei. Since the earliest measurements of
Aston, it has been known that ratios of atomic masses among the various nuclei deviate slightly from
integer ratios. Today, by application of Einstein’s famous equation E = mc2, we know this is due to
the binding energy required to hold the nucleus together. Thus, by measuring atomic masses we can
infer nuclear binding energies. In general, we divide the various methods used to determine atomic
masses in two categories: direct measurements and indirect measurements as shown in Fig. 1.4.
1.4.1 Indirect mass measurement
Indirect mass measurements involve the determination of Q-values of nuclear reactions or radioactive
decays as shown in Fig. 1.4. Various types of reactions have been used to determine masses both near
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Indirect method Direct method
Reactions: A(a, b)B
Decays: A → B + α
Time of flight:
Cyclotron frequency:
Conventional
Ambiguities from levels
Error accumulation
High statistics is necessary
High Precision
Less ambiguity
Universality depends on devices
fc =
qB
2 m
ttof = L
 
m
2K
Q = mA +ma  mb  mB
Q = mB +m   mA
Figure 1.4: Comparison between indirect and direct mass measurements
and far from stability. With respect to the latter, reaction Q-value measurements allow for the masses
of unbound nuclei to be determined.
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2.2 The ion cooler and buncher
The ion accumulator and buncher in the LEBIT project
has the task to convert the continuous 5-keV ion beam
from the gas cell or from an oﬀ-line test ion source into
cold ion pulses with excellent ion optical properties. The
system is based on an advanced linear RFQ trap concept.
It has been designed as a cryogenic two-stage system in
order to optimize the cooling and extraction processes:
A high-pressure part allows for fast cooling whereas in a
low-pressure trapping region ion bunches with low energy-
spread are formed. The two sections are separated by a
miniature RFQ providing diﬀerential pumping. Both the
cooler and the trap section have been built as cryogenic
devices and can be cooled with LN2. Such a cooling should
increase the acceptance of the system, decrease the cooling
time and significantly reduce the emittance of the result-
ing pulse compared to an operation at room temperature.
The cooler-buncher has been extensively tested and pro-
vides an overall eﬃciency of 30% in pulsed mode and 80%
if operated as a continuous beam cooler. For a detailed
discussion of the LEBIT cooler-buncher system, see [6].
2.3 The Penning trap
The first experimental program to benefit from the low-
energy beams produced will be high-accuracy mass mea-
surements on very short-lived isotopes. These measure-
ments will be carried out with a 9.4T Penning trap sys-
tem. Compared to the usual 6-7T systems, the main ad-
vantage of the 9.4T system is a reduction of the measure-
ment time for obtaining a given statistical uncertainty by a
factor of roughly two. The LEBIT Penning trap has under-
gone extensive testing with stable beams from the test ion
source or the gas cell. The details of the design of the sys-
tem and its performance are given in [7]. Here we present
the result of first test mass measurements on stable kryp-
ton isotopes. Singly-charged krypton and 40Ar ions were
provided from the test ion source. They were cooled and
bunched and captured in-flight in the high-precision trap.
Here their cyclotron frequency ωc was measured. Simulta-
neously captured ions of undesired isotopes were removed
from the trap by selective excitation of their motion prior
to the cyclotron frequency measurement. The cyclotron
frequency of 40Ar was used to calibrate the magnetic field
required for the mass determination. Figure 2 shows the
result of this mass determination as the diﬀerence between
the mass values measured for the krypton isotopes and
values from the most recent mass evaluation [8]. Within
the measurement uncertainty of about 6 · 10−8 very good
agreement is observed for 78,80,82,86Kr, isotopes for which
the previous mass values are determined predominately
by other Penning trap results. 83Kr and 84Kr have not yet
been determined by a direct technique and the large de-
viation from our results could be an indication that their
mass values are wrong. The observed averaged relative de-
viation from the literature values is less than 2 · 10−8, if
83,84Kr are excluded. The mass of the reference ion 40Ar is
about 40 mass units away from the measured candidates.
Fig. 2. Diﬀerence between the mass values measured with
LEBIT for diﬀerent krypton isotopes and the results of the
most recent mass evaluation [8].
This together with the observed small deviation translated
into a limit for mass dependent systematic eﬀects which
is smaller than 1 · 10−9/u.
3 Summary and outlook
The LEBIT facility at the NSCL is undergoing final com-
missioning. The gas stopping cell has been shown to eﬃ-
ciently stop relativistic ions and convert them into a low
energy continuous beam. The cooler-buncher shows excel-
lent performance in converting such beams into brilliant
pulses. Still under commissioning, the Penning trap sys-
tem already provides a very good mass accuracy.
The experimental program of LEBIT will start with
high-precision mass measurements on nuclides along the
N = Z line and on neutron-rich isotopes in the vicinity
of N = 28. Other experiments envisaged are in-trap de-
cay studies. Provisions are made for a future extension of
the experimental activities towards laser spectroscopy and
towards post-accelerated beams.
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TABLE II. The sources for the mass of 84Kr as used in AME 2003.
The influence of the individual measurements on the AME2003 value
is indicated, except in the case of the Qβ+ measurements for which
a total influence is given.
Method Influence (%) Ref. Deviation from
AME2003 (keV)
83Kr(n, γ )84Kr 25.1 [21] 0.0(0.3)
C6H12 − 84Kr 23.2 [22] −5.4(6.3)
84Rb(β+)84Kr 39.9 [23] 2.0(3.0)
84Rb(β+)84Kr [24] −1.0(5.0)
84Kr(d, p)85Kr 11.8 [25] −1.0(8.0)
84Kr-85Rb — This work −7.3(1.4)
with respect to C6H12, in good agreement with the present
result but with a larger uncertainty. The third is a group
of two Qβ+ measurements. Finally, a (d, p) measurement,
which has a small influence factor, is also in agreement with
the present measurement. The deviations of the input values
of these measurements from the AME2003 mass value are
shown in Fig. 4(a). Two ore recent measurements performed
at Florida State University with an uncertainty of 6× 10−11
[26] and at Michigan State University [27] with Penning
trap spectrometers are also included. Both are in excellent
agreement with our result.
The strong (n, γ ) link mainly constrains the mass of 83Kr,
with an influence factor of 74.7%, as reported in the AME2003.
This explains its relatively small contribution to the mass
evaluation of 84Kr with respect to its accuracy. Consequently,
(a)
(b)
FIG. 4. (a) Comparison of the results of the latest 84Kr Penning
trap mass measurements (open symbols) with the previous mea-
surements (full symbols) used in the AME2003 [9]. The gray area
corresponds to the AME2003 uncertainty. (b) Comparison of the
results of the measurements used in the revised evaluation of the
mass of 84Kr from the AMDC. The line corresponds to the new mass
evaluation. For further explanation see text.
FIG. 5. (Color online) Distribution of the Qβ− values for the
decay of 89Br as in Table 3a of Ref. [29].
the mass of 83Kr as evaluated in Ref. [9] is not correct. In the
work presented in Ref. [27], it has been directly measured and
its new value is now consistent with the (n, γ ) measurement
and the latest 84Kr mass values. Thus, the only measurement
that does not agree with the ISOLTRAP mass value is the Qβ+
determination presented in Ref. [23]. This latter result was
removed in a revised evaluation of the 83,84Kr masses from the
Atomic Mass Data Center (AMDC). Using the measurements
shown in Fig. 4(b) a mass excess of −82439.297(5) keV has
been deduced for 84Kr. The (n, γ ) measurement now only
constrains the mass of 83Kr and is therefore not shown in this
graph.
B. The masses of the radioactive isotopes 89,91Kr
The AME2003 mass values of the 89,91Kr isotopes arise
from Qβ− measurements performed in the 1970s at the
TRISTAN on-line separator [28], in the 1980s at the OSIRIS
on-line separator [29], and at ISOLDE [30]. No obvious reason
for an erroneous Q-value determination was found in the data
presented in Refs. [28] and [30] for 89,91Kr; however, a possible
mistake was discovered in Ref. [29] for 89Kr. For the latter a
distribution of the Qβ− values for the decay of 89Br, given in
Table 3a of Ref. [29], is shown in Fig. 5. A separation into
two groups is clearly visible. This indicates that a γ ray could
have been missed in the decay spectrum of 89Kr [31]. As a
consequence, the spin assignment of the ground state of 89Kr
might be erroneous as well and would need to be verified.
A new Qβ− can be calculated for the second (higher energy)
group only with a value of 5.14(12) MeV, which would place
it in agreement with the present ISOLTRAP result.
C. Other krypton masses
The remaining new mass values are in agreement with
the AME2003. Apart from the cases 86,87Kr, which were
better known mostly from precise direct [32] and (n,γ )
[21] measurements, the uncertainties have been significantly
reduced. The corresponding mass values mainly arose from
Qβ− determination and from the well-established masses of the
034331-4
PTMSDouble-focusing 
84KrAME2003
PTMS
Figure 1.5: (left) Discrepancies between AME2003 [29] evaluated from indirect measurements and
masses measured with the LEBIT Penning trap mass spectrometer for Kr isotopes [30].
(right) Differences from AME2003 for various mass measurements for 84Kr [31]. The value
of AME2003 was dominantly determined by an indirect measurements of No. 1.
The Q-value of nuclear decays provide mass differences between parent and daughter nuclei. In
order to arrive at a final mass value from a decay, the unstable species must be linked to a known
ss. For isotopes far from stability, the final mass determination may involve long chains of decays
which can lead to the accumulation of error in the final mass value. This is particularly so in e.g.
β-decay of nuclei with odd numbers of neutrons or protons, which often requires careful attention be
paid to decays into excited states.
Similarly for sing nuclear reactions, it often happens that masses d termined from spectroscopy
have mistaken the ground state for an excited (isomeric) state. An example of Kr isotopes is shown
in Fig. 1.5. Figure 1.5(left) shows discrepancies b tween AME2003 [29] evaluat d from indirect ea-
surements and masses measured with the LEBIT Penning trap mass pectrometer for Kr isotopes
[30]. There are large discrepancies for stable isotopes 83,84Kr which are evaluated only from indirect
measurements. Figure 1.5(right) shows differences from AME2003 for various mass measurements for
84Kr. All indirect measurements overestimated the mass of 84Kr and the mass from (n, γ) reaction
has large weight for AME2003 mass evaluation. It is assumed that the excited states of 84Kr were
missing, therefore the mass was determined to be larger than the one measured with Penning trap
mass spectrometers. As such, whenever possible, direct measurements are preferable.
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1.4.2 Direct mass measurement
In the 1910’s, the first direct mass measurements of atomic nuclei were performed using a spec-
trograph with aligned magnetic and electric fields, having ions of the same species focused on a
photographic plate along parabolas, developed by Thomson. Despite the poor mass resolving power,
R ∼ 20, Neon isotopes, A = 20 and 22 were identified; the discovery of “isotopism” from direct obser-
vation of two different nuclides for the same element [32]. Following the discovery of isotopism, the
“mass defect” was discovered by his student, Aston. For the experiments, the first mass spectrometer
was developed and a mass resolving power R = 600 was reached. The ensemble of masses obtained
by Aston were determinant in the discovery of nuclear closed shells [33].
Then, a long series of improvements followed which increased the mass resolving power (precision),
mass accuracy and the sensitivity of the mass spectrographs and spectrometers. In the early 1970’s
R. Klapisch and C. Thibault coupled, for the first time, a classical mass spectrometer to an accelerator,
the PS at CERN, to measure the masses of unstable species [34, 35]. They discovered that the magicity
at N = 20 disappeared for Na isotopes. Around 1980, J. Kluge had the great idea to exploit the
fantastic resolving power of Penning traps in order to perform atomic mass measurements. Before
the end of that decade, he and his group effectively obtained masses of unstable nuclear species with
unprecedented precisions [36].
In 1996 the last facility with a rare-isotope mass measurement program based on deflection-voltage
measurements, Chalk River, was closed. Today, all direct mass measurements are made by employing
some combination of time of flight, frequency determination, and magnetic rigidity. Several spectro-
graphs and spectrometers exist around the world for making mass measurements of exotic nuclei at
various precisions. SPEG [37], at GANIL, uses time of flight and magnetic rigidity measurements to
achieve a mass resolution of ≈104. The time-of-flight is on the order of 1 µs, and although the resolv-
ing power is relatively low, SPEG’s high sensitivity has allowed it to perform measurements far from
the valley of stability. TOFI [38] at LANL was designed to measure the masses of light, neutron-rich
nuclei. The S800 spectrograph [39] at the NSCL also uses time of flight and magnetic rigidity for
making mass measurements in a similar manner, and regime, as SPEG. For a given time resolution
the overall mass resolution is limited by the total time of flight of the ions.
In an effort to improve the mass resolving power two approaches have been made. The first is to use
cyclotrons to prolong the time of flight. In the case of the CSS2 [40] cyclotron, at GANIL, projectile
fragments are injected into the cyclotron and radiofrequency fields are applied to accelerate species
with a certain mass-over-charge value. The arrival time of the ion at a detector inside of the cyclotron
is measured as a function of the phase of the radiofrequency, allowing a mass determination to be
made. A similar approach [41] was used with SARA at Grenoble.
The second approach is to use a storage ring, such as the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR) at GSI.
By operating in isochronous mode [42] the revolution times of ions are recorded as they travel around
the ESR, using a thin-foil detection technique for the time-of-flight detection. Ions of different mass
create different time-of-flight spectra which can be compared to reference mass spectra to determine
a mass value. Mass resolving powers on the order of 105 can be achieved and the method has been
employed to measure the masses of many short-lived, neutron-rich nuclides [42]. Even greater mass
resolving powers can be obtained through frequency determination. Using the ESR it is possible to use
cold electrons to cool the exotic nuclei as they travel around the ESR and employ the Schottky method
to detect the revolution frequency of the ions [43]. This method increases the resolving power to ≈106
and requires a few thousand ions, yet the lengthy cooling times limit the half lives to T1/2 > 5 s.
The RF spectrometer MISTRAL [44], at ISOLDE, accepts the 60 keV ISOLDE beam, imposing a
two-turn helicoidal trajectory through a homogenous magnetic field. Using MISTRAL one determines
the cyclotron frequency, νc = qB/(2pim), of the nuclide of interest by the application of a radiofre-
quency signal applied to electrodes located at the one-half and three-half turn position within the
magnetic field. If the phase difference in the applied RF signals is correct then ions experience an
equal but opposite deflection when passing through the second electrode structure. An incorrect phase
difference will result in a net deflection and the ions will not pass through an exit slit, which allows
resolving powers of greater than 105 to be reached.
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Today, Penning trap mass spectrometry is the most precise method available for measuring stable
and unstable nuclides. Relative mass precisions of δm/m < 10−10 for stable species [45] and δm/m <
10−9 for unstable species [46] have been observed. Penning trap mass spectrometry of unstable nuclides
with half lives down to 100 ms are considered to be possible, and for instance the short-lived isotope
studied so far is 11Li [47] which has a half life of T1/2 = 8.8 ms.
Penning trap mass spectrometers have been installed at radioactive beam facilities around the
world. The first Penning trap mass spectrometer for rare isotopes, ISOLTRAP [48], was installed
at the ISOLDE facility at CERN. The low-energy, low-emittance ISOL beams are ideal for precision
experiments, such as Penning trap mass spectrometry. Following ISOLTRAP’s success, several Pen-
ning trap spectrometers were installed at other facilities: JYFLTRAP [49] at Jyv¨askyla¨, CPT [50]
at Argonne National Lab, and SHIPTRAP [51] at GSI. Although CPT, SHIPTRAP and LEBIT [52]
are installed at facilities which produce low-to-mid energy rare isotope beams, an additional step is
required to thermalize the beam before it can be used for Penning trap mass spectrometry. Thermal-
ization of the rare isotope beam is accomplished by stopping the beam in a gas cell and extracting it
at low energies.
1.4.3 MRTOF
In recent years, a new type of ToF-MS, based on an electrostatic trap [53, 54, 55, 56, 57], has
been pioneered. This multi-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrograph (MRTOF-MS or just MRTOF)
makes use of low-energy ions, relying on a pair of electrostatic mirrors between which ions reflect,
thus allowing an extremely long flight path. Thus far, such devices have been used to store ions [58],
as isobar separators and for mass measurements [55, 56, 59, 57]. They are capable of achieving mass
resolving powers of Rm > 100, 000, allowing mass precision on the order of δm/m ≈ 10−7 − 10−8
with flight times of a few milliseconds [60, 57]. They avoid the problem of microsecond isomers while
enhancing the achievable resolution without requiring an excessive measurement time. As such, they
represent an excellent compromise between energetic ToF-MS and PTMS.
In recent years, direct mass measurements using an MRTOF have been performed at GSI-FRS,
CERN-ISOLDE and RIKEN-RIPS. These systems are in principle similar, but differ slightly in oper-
ational details. Here, each system is briefly introduced and explained.
a) MRTOF@ISOLDE
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Masses of exotic calcium isotopes pin down
nuclear forces
F. Wienholtz1, D. Beck2, K. Blaum3, Ch. Borgmann3, M. Breitenfeldt4, R. B. Cakirli3,5, S. George1, F. Herfurth2, J. D. Holt6,7,
M. Kowalska8, S. Kreim3,8, D. Lunney9, V. Manea9, J. M ne´ndez6,7, D. Neidherr2, M. Rosenbusch1, L. Schweikhard1,
A. Schwenk7,6, J. Simonis6,7, J. Stanja10, R. N. Wolf1 & K. Zuber10
The properties of exotic nuclei on the verge of existence play a
fundamental part in our understanding of nuclear interactions1.
Exceedingly neutron-rich nuclei become sensitive to new aspects of
nuclear forc s2. Calcium, with its doubly magic isotopes 40Ca a d
48Ca, is an ideal test for nuclear shell evolution, from the valley of
stability to the limits of existence. With a closed proton shell, the
calcium isotopes mark the frontier for calculations with three-
nucleon forces from chiral effective field theory3–6. Whereas pre-
dictions for the masses of 51Ca and 52Ca have been validated by
direct measurements4, it is an open question as to how nuclear
masses evolve for heavier calcium isotopes.Here we report themass
determination of the exotic calcium isotopes 53Ca and 54Ca, using
themulti-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometer7 of ISOLTRAP
at CERN. Th measured masses unambiguously establish a promi-
nent shell closure at neutron number N5 32, in excellent agree-
ment with our theoretical calculations. These results increase our
understanding of neutron-rich matter and pin down the subtle
components of nuclear forces that are at the forefront of theoretical
developments constrained by quantu chromodynamics8.
Exotic nuclei with extreme neutron-to-proton asymmetries exhibit
shell structures generated by unexpected ordering of shell occupa-
tions. Their description poses enormous challenges, because most
theoretical models have been developed for nuclei at the valley of
stability. It is thus an open question how well they can predict new
magic numbers emerging far from stability9–11. This is closely linked to
our understanding of the different components of the strong force
between neutrons and protons, such as the spin–orbit or tensor inter-
actions, which modify the gaps b twe n single-particle orbits12, and of
three-body forces, which are pivotal in calculations of extreme neut-
ron-rich systems based on nuclear forces2,13,14. The resulting magic
numbers, as well as the strength of the corresponding shell closures,
are critical for global predictions of the nuclear landscape15, and thus
for the successful modelling of matter in astrophysical environments.
Three-body forces arise naturally in chiral effective field theory8,
which provides a systematic basis for nuclear forces connected via
its symmetries to the underlying theory of quarks and gluons, namely
quantum chromodynamics. Owing to the consistent description in
effective field theory, there are only two undetermined low-energy
couplings in chiral three-nucleon forces at leading and sub-leading
orders. These are constrained by the properties of light nuclei 3H
and 4He only, so that ll heavier elements are predictions in chiral
effective field theory. The present frontier of three-nucleon forces is
located in the calcium isotopes, where the structural evolution is domi-
nated by valence neutrons due to the closed proton shell at atomic
number Z5 20 (refs 3, 5). These predictions withstood a recent chal-
lenge from direct Penning-trap mass measurements of 51Ca and 52Ca
at TITAN/TRIUMF4, which have established a substantial change
from the previous mass evaluation and leave completely open how
nuclear masses evolve past 52Ca. This region is also very exciting
because of evidence of a new magic neutron number N5 32 from
nuclea spectroscopy16–18, with a high 21 excitation energy in 52Ca
(refs 19, 20). These results are accompanied by successful theoretical
studies based on phenomenological shell-model interactions21,22,
which are similar for the excitation spectra at N5 32 but disagree
markedly in their predictions for 54Ca and further away from stability.
Here we present the first mass measurements of the exotic calcium
isotopes 53Ca and 54Ca. These provide key masses for all theoretical
models, and unambiguously establish a strong shell closure, in excel-
lent agreement with the predictions including three-nucleon forces.
The mass of a nucleus provides direct access to the binding energy,
the net result of all interactions between nucleons. Penning traps have
proven to be the method of choice when it comes to high-precision
mass etermination of exotic nuclei23,24. The mass m of an ion of
interest with charge q stored in a magnetic field B is determined by
comparing its cyclotron frequ ncy nC5 qB/(2pm) to that of a well-
known reference ion, nC,Ref. The frequency ratio rICR5 nC,Ref/nC (ICR,
ion cyclotron resonance) then yields the mass ratio directly and thus
the atomic mass of the isotope.
We havemade a critical step towards determining the pivotal calcium
masses by introducing a newmethodof precisionmass spectrometry for
short-lived isotopes. The developments and measurements were per-
formed with ISOLTRAP25, a high-resolution Penning-trap mass
spectrometer at the ISOLDE/CERN facility. This method was used to
confirmand even improve the accuracy of the recentmassmeasurements
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Figure 1 | Experimental set-up.
Main components relevant for the
53,54Ca study: incoming ISOLDE ion
beam, reference ion source, radio-
frequency quadrupole (RFQ)
buncher, multi-reflection time-of-
flight (MR-TOF) mass spectrometer
and (removable) time-of-flight ion
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Fig. 5. Sectional view (adapted from [54]) of the MR-ToF device. The mass-separated ions are either detected by a microchannel-plate detector to record a time-of-flight
spectrum (right top) or selected by the BNG (right bottom).
with respect to a set of operation parameter of the mass analyzer.
In general, for a rough identification of nuclear species, an “exter-
nal”, i.e. non-simultaneous, calibration with two or more different
ion species, e.g., with stable isotopes from the alkali ion source,
is sufficient. This allows assigning a mass-over-charge value, and
therefore a likely species, to every flight time. As a start, if one
species in the spectrum is clearly identified, the relative distances
to the neighboring time-of-flight signals can be used to further
analyze the ensemble. This procedure is advantageous in case of
voltage drifts, e.g., due to a change in the environmental conditions,
which might cause time-of-flight deviations. While these may  shift
the absolute positions of the peaks, the changes in the distances
between close-neighboring signals remain negligible.
In cases where ISOLDE’s resonance-ionization laser ion source
(RILIS) [79] is employed, the unambiguous identification of one
of the unknown ions in the time-of-flight spectrum can easily be
accomplished: The RILIS system can be tuned to selectively ion-
ize only the species under investigation. Blocking the laser beam
leads to an immediate drop of the signal of the corresponding ion
in the time-of-flight spectrum, i.e. a straightforward identification,
as shown for 185Au+ in Fig. 6: The surface-ionized isobar 185Tl+
is well separated after a flight time of about 33 ms.  By monitor-
ing the count rate the ionization efficiency can be optimized even
for very low yields, independent of branching ratio and half-life,
as described below. Furthermore, the hyperfine structure of the
isotope under investigation can be studied by scanning of the reso-
nances, as show in Fig. 7 as a proof of principle with a relatively
large laser line width [80]. A high count-rate range of four orders of
magnitude could be recorded background free. A detailed discus-
sion about the application of the MR-ToF MS  in the field of in-source
laser spectroscopy is out of the scope of the present treatment and
will be given elsewhere [81].
The abundance ratios of the different species composing the
MR-ToF time-of-flight spectrum are in many cases a direct rep-
resentation of the ion-beam composition delivered from ISOLDE.
Depending on the isotope, corrections may  have to be applied with
respect to, e.g., the half-lives and charge-exchange rates from col-
lisions with buffer-gas atoms in the RFQ. By varying the delay
between the ISOLTRAP RFQ collection-time window and the pro-
ton irradiation pulse on the ISOLDE target, the time structure of the
release of the nuclides from the target can be sampled. To derive
absolute yield numbers, the efficiency of the ISOLTRAP setup up
to the MR-ToF MS  can be calibrated by the signal intensity of a
reference beam.
Currently, the intensity of an ion beam from ISOLDE is moni-
tored with Faraday-cups, which give only an integral number and
no information on the composition. In addition, the sensitivity on
the order of picoamperes is not sufficient to measure the yield
of very exotic species far away from the valley of stability. The
beam composition is determined by nuclear decay spectroscopy.
This method, however, comes to its limits if the half-life exceeds
a few tens of seconds, if the branching ratio is unfavorable (as,
e.g., in Fig. 7, with an ˛-decay branching fraction of 185Au of only
0.26%), or if the production in the target is low. In contrast, the
MR-ToF MS  offers an efficient alternative to both Faraday-cup
beam-current measurement as well as decay spectroscopy as it
has no intrinsic upper half-life limit, provides single-ion counting
and can distinguish the species delivered by its ultra-high mass
resolving power. Thus, the MR-ToF MS  is a universal analytical tool
that provides yield information for stable to short-lived species
down to the 10-ms half-life range.
The ion-identification capability can be used to optimize the
ISOLDE performance for particular experimental requirements, e.g.,
to find the best parameters to enhance or suppress the yield of
specific isotopes. For example, the temperature of an ISOLDE tar-
get determines the diffusion time of the ions out of the target. In
Fig. 8, the target temperature was  varied from about 1740 ◦C to
1810 ◦C and the effect on the ion ensemble was  observed with the
MR-ToF MS:  At mass A = 72 the spectrum shows, amongst others,
the short-lived ions 72Ga+ and 72Cu+, with half-lives of 14.10(2) h
and 6.63(3) s, respectively [82]. The proposed species are the ones
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Fig. 6. A = 185 time-of-flight spectra after 1000 revolutions in the MR-ToF MS.  (a)
The RILIS lasers were tuned to ionize 185Au+ atoms. The clear separation from 185Tl+
isotopes enables a background-free gold-yield analysis. (b) Furthermore, blocking
the laser beam unambiguously identifies the gold isotope.
Figure 1.6: (top) Main components relevant for MRTOF mass measurements at ISOLDE: in-
coming ISOLDE ion beam, reference ion source, radio-frequen y quadrupole (RFQ)
cooler/buncher, MRTOF and (removable) time-of-flight ion detector. (bottom) Sectional
view of the MRTOF. The mass-separated ions are ei he d ec e by a microchannel-plate
(MCP) detector to recor tim -of-flight spectrum or selecte by a Bradbury-Nielsen gate.
ISOLTRAP at ISOLDE/CERN is pioneer facility for high-precision mass measurements of unstable
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nuclei. The unstable nuclei are produced at the online isotope separator ISOLDE in proton-induced
fission reactions within a thick uranium carbide target using intense 1.4 GeV proton beams. The
target material is kept at an elevated temperature so that the radioactive atoms produced can diffuse
out of the target into different dedicated ion sources. There, the atoms are ionized by several different
methods: in hot plasma, on hot surface or by laser ionization. The ions are accelerated and transported
to ISOLTRAP set-up via an isotope separator online (ISOL) as a continuous 30 keV beam. They are
captured and cooled in the radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ) cooler/buncher and forwarded to the
MR-TOF as short-time bunches (see Fig. 1.6(top)).
For sufficiently long-lived species and low contaminant cases, high-precision mass measurements are
performed with a Penning trap located after the MRTOF. In that case, the MRTOF is used as an
isobar separator, therefore the time-of-flight detector after the MRTOF is removable and replaced by
a Bradbury-Nielsen gate (BNG) (see Fig. 1.6(bottom)).
In the case of the MRTOF at ISOLDE, the drift tube potential is lifted up and down instead of
switching the mirrors to store ions in or eject ions from the MRTOF. The potential lift method is
electrically easier and the mirror potential where ions turn around can be calmer than the mirror
switching method. The field penetration to the drift region is, however, created from both mirrors,
therefore the effective mass band-width become much smaller than the mirror switching method when
ions are injected and ejected. This method is not suitable for wide mass band-width measurements
such as combined with an in-flight separator, but sufficient for narrow mass band-width (or isobaric)
measurements such as combined with an ISOL technique.
Recently, the MRTOF at ISOLDE has been used for online mass measurements of neutron-rich
calcium isotopes. In the case of 51,52Ca, the MRTOF was operated as an isobar separator, delivering
the purified bunches to the Penning traps. However, for 53,54Ca the Penning-trap measurements were
not possible because of the low production rates, short life-times and copious isobaric contamination.
For example, only a few 54Ca ions per minute were detected behind the MRTOF system, accompa-
nied by several thousand contaminating 54Cr ions. The rate of delivery of 54Ca to the Penning traps
was considerably reduced owing to the lower transport efficiency and the decay losses caused by the
required extra ion trapping time. Thus for 53,54Ca the MRTOF device itself was employed as a mass
spectrometer. In the experiments, the masses of 53,54Ca were deduced by a conventional calibration
method, i.e., 39K and 53,54Cr were used as references. The mass of 52Ca deduced from the MRTOF
was consistent with the one deduced from the Penning trap, and the masses of 53,54Ca were determined
from the MRTOF for the first time with a mass precision of δm/m ≈ 10−6. The measured masses
unambiguously establish a prominent shell closure at neutron number N = 32, in excellent agreement
with theoretical calculations.
b) MRTOF@GSI
2.4. RF Quadrupole transport and diagnostics unit
Following a novel concept [19,20], the beam line behind the
stopping cell is based on a versatile low-energy (!eV) RF quadru-
pole (RFQ) transport system, which despite its compactness
(length !1 m) allows for differential pumping in the vicinity of
the stopping cell and for ion beam cooling, transport, bunching,
beam monitoring and mass separation [18]. It is thus ideally suited
to the space-restricted area at the final focus of the FRS. RFQs
transport the ions through the differentially pumped extraction re-
gion to the MR-TOF-MS. Two turbomolecular pumps, each with a
pumping speed of 1000 l/s, are used to evacuate the extraction re-
gion to a pressure of 2" 10#2 mbar at a stopping gas pressure of
100 mbar and temperature of 90 K, corresponding to an areal den-
sity of 5.5 mg/cm2 of helium.
A diagnostics unit is located behind the extraction RFQ, en-
abling the detection, identification and quantification of the ions
extracted from the stopping cell. It contains three RFQ segments.
The middle segment is located in an elevator structure, which in
addition to the RFQ segments includes a setup of a negatively
biased aluminum foil and a silicon detector, a channeltron detec-
tor, and a Cs ion source for testing of instruments downstream of
the diagnostics unit. By selection of the vertical position of the ele-
vator using a step motor, the respective functionality of the unit
can be used. The channeltron detector setup includes a conversion
dynode and can be operated in single ion counting mode at pres-
sures as high as 5 " 10#2 mbar without increase of dark counts
or loss in performance. A short deflector is mounted between the
extraction RFQ and the diagnostics unit. It can be used to attenuate
the ion beam for the study of ions of strongly different abundance
ratios and to determine the temporal profile of the extracted ions.
Vacuum separation between stopping cell and beam line is realized
using a gate valve. The RFQ segment located in the closing region of
the valve can be retracted to make way for the valve.
Future developments will include an electrically switchable
RFQ beam switchyard. It will enable selective transmission of ions
into one of six possible directions and to merge ion beams from dif-
ferent sources, e.g. for the introduction of reference ions from alkali
or laser ablation ion sources as well as the distribution of ions to
different experimental stations. Ions from the ion sources and from
the stopping cell can be mass selected using an RFQ mass filter.
2.5. Multiple-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometer
The MR-TOF-MS is a powerful and universal mass spectrometer.
As a broadband mass spectrometer it can determine the abun-
dances and identities of all ion species extracted from the stopping
cell simultaneously. It can be used to optimize the range and the
range compression of the energy buncher of the LEB and to verify
the cleanliness of the stopping cell and its proper operation. The
device can be operated as an ultra-high-resolution mass separator
to provide an isobarically pure beam. In addition, the MR-TOF-MS
can perform direct mass measurements of very short-lived and
rare nuclides.
The MR-TOF-MS is described in detail in [8–10]. Ions enter the
device through straight and curved RFQ ion guides [19]. In a
Fig. 1. Schematic view of the setup of the FRS Ion Catcher (for details see text). The length of the low-energy beam line including the stopping cell, the RFQ beam line and the
MR-TOF-MS is about 3.5 m. Components that will be added in the future are highlighted using red frames.
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Fig. 4. Left panel: schematic figure of the MR-TOF-MS for the FRS Ion Catcher and the Low-Energy Branch of the Super-FRS at FAIR (for details see text). The main functional
elements are shown only, without focusing and correction electrodes. The overall height of the device including its frame is about 2 m;  the nominal kinetic energy of the ions
amounts to 1.3 keV. The approximate pressures in individual regions of the MR-TOF-MS are indicated. Right panel: Illustration of the three operation modes of the MR-TOF-
MS:  (a) broadband mass spectrometer for ion identification with a mass resolving power (m/!m  ∼ 103 . . . 104), (b) high-resolution mass spectrometer (m/!m ∼ 105 . . . 106)
for  high-accuracy mass measurements, and (c) isobar separator. The black dots indicate points where ions are trapped, cooled and accumulated. For (a) and (b) a detector is
located in the plane of time focus of the device, for (c) the Bradbury-Nielsen gate (BNG) is moved into the plane of time focus. The schematic mass spectra shown below the
operating modes (a)–(c) illustrate the change in resolution and mass range as well as the selection of ions in the BNG.
transmission efficiencies allows to use the devices for the identi-
fication and quantification of unknown mixtures of ions and the
discovery of unknown ions, including super-heavy elements, new
isotopes and long-lived isomeric states. Future developments will
push the mass-resolving power of MR-TOF-MS beyond 106, which
will extend the reach to low-lying isomers. An example (Fig. 5)
shows that the measurement of isomers is in principle feasible
alrea y now even at unfavorable intensity ratios, which is a chal-
lenging experiment for mass spectrometers.
In the past two decades, the TOF-ICR method in Penning
traps has been established as the method of choice for perform-
ing mass measurements of radioactive nuclei with (ultra-)high
resolving power and accuracy. Mass resolving powers in excess of
107 and mass measurement accuracies of better than 10−8 have
been achieved [65,66]. Such values are not available with other
mass spectrometric methods. Such measurements typically require
hundreds of ions and cycle times on the order of one second. Cycle
times on the order of tens of milliseconds have been achieved for
light nuclei [67]. Conversely, for measurements with only tens of
ions and at large mass-to-charge ratios, cycle times of several hun-
dred milliseconds have been used [68].
Very exotic nuclei are often available only in exceedingly small
quantities, and they can have life-times on the order of mil-
liseconds. The mass measurement of such nuclei is thus a very
challenging experiment, and for a successful measurement several
performance characteristics of a mass spectrom ter are required
simultaneously:  a high mass measurement accuracy (sub-ppm,
implicitly including a high mass resolving power), high sensitiv-
ity (i.e. small number of ions required for a measurement), and a
fast measurement cycle are required. Also, measurements should
be possible at large mass-to-charge ratios, for which most high-
resolution mass spectrometers achieve a lower resolving power or
need a longer cycle tim  than for ions with small mass-to-charge
ratios.
In order to compare the performance characteristics of MR-TOF-
MS for such measurements with those of the established technique
Figure 1.7: Schematic view of the setup of the cryoge i s oppi g cell, th RFQ beam line and the
MRTOF. Components that will be added i the future are highlighted using red frames.
The MRTOF at GSI is ou l d with a cryogenic stoppi g el (CSC) perated at a helium gas
pressure of 100 mbar and temperature of 90 K aft r the FRS in-flight separ tor. The unstable nuclei
are produced by projectile fr gmen ation of a 238U prima y beam at an energy of 1 AGeV impinging
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a Be target. The projectile fragments are separated, range-bunched in the FRS, injected into the CSC
and thermalized. A DC field created by a DC cage with ring electrodes throughout the length of the
cell drags the ions towards the exit side of the CSC. There, an RF carpet with an electrode pitch of
0.25 mm creates a repulsive force with a DC potential gradient to guide the ions radially towards the
exit hole. Once the ions reach the exit hole, the gas flow drags them out off the CSC. The extracted
ions are transported by an RFQ ion guide system, which allows for differential pumping in the vicinity
of the CSC and for ion beam cooling, transport, bunching, beam monitoring and mass separation (see
Fig. 1.7).
The ions transported through the beam line above are accumulated and cooled further in the triple-
stage injection trap system. The injection scheme to the MRTOF is similar to the one used for
ISOLDE, i.e., the ions are prepared by a conventional segmented Paul trap and ejected axially. The
MRTOF at GSI employs a mirror switching method different from the one at ISOLDE. In addition to
the two cylindrical mirrors in the MRTOF, it has a post-reflector after the ejection mirror (see Fig. 1.7).
This configuration allows the MRTOF a wide-band mass spectrometry with a mass resolving power of
∆m/m > 104 and compact vertical setup for future applications using purified beam. A time-of-flight
detector is located after the post-reflector and the detector can be replaced with a BNG for isobar
separation.
Recently, they also performed an online commissioning with heavy α emitting nuclei. The success-
ful extraction of 213Rn, 218Rn and 221Ac with half-lives of 19.5 ms, 35 ms and 52 ms, respectively,
demonstrates the access to very short-lived nuclei using a combination of an in-flight separator and
a gas catcher system. It is quite difficult to access such short-lived nuclei with ISOL techniques such
as ISOLDE described above due to the restriction of the RI production process. Therefore, the com-
bination of the MRTOF with a gas catcher system is the best choice to achieve high-precision mass
measurements of short-lived nuclei. For the first time, time-of-flight measurements were performed
on heavy projectile fragments, 211Po, 211Rn and 213Rn, using an MRTOF. The data analysis of the
experiments is still underway, therefore no details can be presented here.
c) MRTOF@RIKEN
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Figure 1.8: Schematic view of the MRTOF at RIKEN for online mass measurements.
RIKEN, Japan’s premiere research facility, provides multiple sources of radioactive ion beams (RIB).
The BigRIPS [23] in-flight separator at the RIBF is capable of providing nuclei along or near the r-
process pathway. Yields exceeding several hundred per hour are expected for many of these nuclei
[61]. Additionally, the GARIS separator coupled with a high-intensity linear accelerator for SHE
studies via heavy-ion fusion is available at RIKEN. It can provide reasonable yields for a great many
trans-uranium nuclei.
The MRTOF at RIKEN is coupled with an in-flight separator and a gas catcher system (see Fig. 1.8).
Efficient conversion of these energetic RIB to low energy beams can be achieved with proven gas cell
techniques [62, 63] and allow the MRTOF to be used with these RIB. The gas catcher originally
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developed at RIKEN consists of a DC cage to drag the ions towards the exit side and an RF carpet
creates a repulsive force with a DC potential gradient to perform efficiently extraction from the gas
cell. The ions extracted from the gas cell are efficiently transported by an RFQ ion guide system to a
preparation trap system. The preparation trap for ion injection to the MRTOF has a novel structure
different from a conventional segmented Paul trap system employed at ISOLDE and GSI. The trap
consists of a pair of printed circuit boards and therefore is possible to create a pure dipole ejection
field which allows creation of a lower emittance beam than the conventional system. Therefore, there
is no intensity reduction after multiple reflections in the MRTOF, while the intensity drop is observed
to be 30-40% after several reflections due to emittance selection in the MRTOF at ISOLDE and GSI.
Additionally, the flat trap structure allows independent injection from both sides, gas cell side or
opposite, and a reference ion source can be installed at the opposite side. The MRTOF at RIKEN
is dedicated to high-precision mass measurements for now and has only a time-of-flight detector after
the MRTOF. After multiple reflections in the MRTOF, the ions are simply ejected to the detector.
Recently, an online mass measurements of unstable 8Li were performed combined with a gas catcher
system. The details are described below, but note that this is the first online mass measurement with
MRTOF coupled with an in-flight separator and in the analysis, so-called single-reference method was
first adopted for high-precision time-of-flight mass spectrometry. In the analysis, only one reference ion
was used to deduce the mass of 8Li. The method allowed higher mass precision and easier compensation
of ToF drift during the experiments.
Herein we describe the details of the design and performance of the MRTOF, our motivations for
using it for r-process and SHE nuclei and the results we anticipate for such future experiments.
1.5 Comparisons with various mass measurement techniques
~1 m
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Fig. 13. (Color) (left) Schematic view of the experimental storage ring ESR at GSI-Darmstadt. Highly charged ions are injected into the ESR directly
from the heavy-ion synchrotron (SIS) or after fragmentation and separation in the fragment separator (FRS). The ring consists of six 60◦ dipole
magnets and six quadrupole triplets and doublets, respectively, to keep the ions on their ideal trajectory. Also shown are the basic components
along with the diagnostic and experimental elements. On the right is an inset showing the Betatron oscillation superposed on the ideal trajectory
(“Sollbahn”).
The proportional factor includes the relativistic relation between the momentum and velocity of a particle (1/!2 with
! = 1/
√
1− "2 the relativistic Lorentz factor and c the velocity of light), and the relation between momentum and
trajectory change (1/!2t ) [153]. !t is referred to as the transition-! and defined by df/dpP|!=!t = 0. That is to say, for
! = !t a change in energy or momentum does not cause a change in frequency. For !< !t an increasing momentum
causes a frequency increase. The principles of mass measurements in a storage ring will be described in Section 4.4.
The longitudinal momentum spread !pP/pP is determined by the equilibrium between the cooling force of the applied
cooling technique (see Section 4.3) on the one hand and counteracting heating effects such as intra-beam scattering on
the other hand. By means of electron cooling, momentum spreads !pP/pP61 × 10−6 are routinely achieved at the
ESR for low intensity ion beams [154].
The acceptance of storage-cooler rings is, for a typical energy of 300 MeV/u, restricted to about 10 to 30#-mm-mrad
for both the horizontal and vertical emittance. Since a mass-to-charge bandm/q of typically±1% can be stored, heavier
ions with the same mass m, but different charge states q, can circulate simultaneously in a storage ring.
4. Ion manipulation and mass measurement techniques
Accumulation, storing, and cooling techniques play an increasingly important role in many areas of science. This is
reflected by the awards of Nobel prizes within the last two decades to more than ten pioneers of particle, ion, or atom
cooling. In this chapter the main ion manipulation, cooling, and frequency determination techniques in ion traps for
mass measurements will be discussed.
~25 
High energy (1- 400 MeV/u) Low energy (< keV)
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Table 2
Present and future ion storage and trapping devices for high-accuracy mass spectrometry on stable and exotic nuclides
Name Institute Kind of trap Chg. Stat. Ref.
CPT ANL/Chicago GC/RFQ/PT sci op [46,47]
ESR-MS GSI/Darmstadt SR hci op [48]
Harvard-TRAP CERN-Boston/USA PT sci cp [49]
HITRAP GSI/Darmstadt PT hci uc [50,51]
ILIMA GSI-FAIR/Darmstadt SR hci pl [52]
ISOLTRAP ISOLDE/CERN RFQ/PT sci op [10,53]
JYFLTRAP Jyväskylä RFQ/PT sci op [54]
Lanzhou-SR Lanzhou SR hci uc [55,56]
LEBIT MSU/East Lansing GC/RFQ/PT sci op [57]
Mainz-TRAP Mainz PT hci cp [58]
MIT-TRAP Cambridge–Tallahassee PT sci op [59]
MAFF-TRAP Munich GC/RFQ/EBIS/PT hci uc [60]
MATS GSI-FAIR/Darmstadt GC/RFQ/EBIT/PT hci pl [61]
RIKEN-TRAP RIKEN/Tokyo GC/RFQ/PT sci pl [62]
SHIPTRAP GSI/Darmstadt GC/RFQ/PT sci op [63]
SMILETRAP MSL/Stockholm EBIS/PT hci op [64]
SPIRAL2-TRAP GANIL/Caen RFQ/PT sci pl [43]
TITAN TRIUMF/Vancouver RFQ/EBIT/PT hci uc [65]
UW-PTMS Seattle PT sci op [66,67]
WITCH ISOLDE/CERN PT sci uc [68]
Many of them serve also for other experiments such as decay and laser spectroscopy studies. In addition to the name of the experiment and the place
of installation the table also includes the trapping devices involved in the experiment (GC= gas cell, RFQ = gas-filled segmented radiofrequency
quadrupole (Paul) trap, EBIS= electron beam ion source, EBIT=Electron beam ion trap, PT= Penning trap, SR= storage ring), the use of singly
(sci) or highly charged ions (hci), and the status of the experiment (cp= completed, op= in operation, uc=under construction or test, pl=planned).
Fig. 3. A sketch of the two main devices for direct high-accuracy mass measurements: on the left a hyperbolical Penning trap and on the right an
about 1000-fold larger (see scale) storage ring.
a time-varying quadrupole electric field is applied to the electrodes for confinement, Penning traps [36] which use a
combination of a homogeneous magnetic field with a static electric quadrupole field, and storage rings [37] consisting
of dipole magnets and magnetic lenses. For comparison, Fig. 3 shows a sketch of both kind of traps: a “little” Penning
trap with about 3 cm in diameter and a “large” storage ring with a diameter of 20 m. Since ion cooling and efficient ion
detection is essential for many applications of these devices the most important cooling and detection techniques will be
presented. Meanwhile many experiments take advantage of the use of highly charged ions, or deal with radionuclides.
Thus, the major production mechanisms of highly charged ions and radionuclides will be addressed as well.
~30 m
(>1 m)
Device
St rage ring (SR)
ESR@GSI
CSR@Lanchou
I -flight pec.
SPEG@GANIL
TOFI@Los Alamos
...
Penning trap (PTMS)
ISOLTRAP@ISOLDE
SHIPTRAP@GSI
...
MRTOF
@RIKEN
@ISOLDE
@GSI
Cost $ 50M $ 10M $ 2M $ 0.3M
Method
IMS e-CSMS
ToF ω ToF-Bρ ωc ToF
Mass resolving power ~105 ~106 ~104 >106 >105
Mass precision ~10-6  ~10-7 ~10-5 <10-7 <10-6
Half-life 10 μs  >1 s 1 μs ≳100 ms <10 ms
Drawbacks
calibrants
e-cooling time (e-CSMS)
field optimization (IMS)
μs-isomer
calibration
meas. time
single-ion meas. stabilization
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way we p l an to measure 30 to 40 new masses o f l igh t neu t ron- r i ch i so topes w i th an es t ima ted s ta t i s t i cs- l im i ted
er ror o f 30-1000 keV . W i th de tec tor improvemen t s l ead ing to be t ter a tom i c number iden t i f i ca t ion i t shou ld
be poss ib l e to extend these measuremen t s in to the l igh t f i ss ion produc t reg ion .
2. TOR - a t ime -o f - f l igh t i sochronous spec t rome ter
Our approach to a reco i l t ime -o f - f l igh t spec t rome ter i s to emp loy an i sochronous des ign , wh i ch makes
the t rans i t t ime o f a par t i c l e w i th a g i ven mass- to-charge ra t io pass ing through the spec t rome ter
independen t o f the par t i c l e ve loc i t y (see f ig . 1) . Th i s cond i t ion i s ach i eved by an ar rangemen t o f sec tor
magne t s tha t t ransm i t ions o f equa l mass- to-charge ra t io bu t d i f fer ing ve loc i t i es on t r j ec tor i es o f d i f feren t
l eng ths , such tha t the overa l l f l igh t t ime i s cons tan t . The coro l l ary to th i s ve loc i t y independence i s tha t the
f l igh t t ime i s then a d i rec t measure o f an ion ' s mass- to-charge ra t io . In add i t ion to i t s i sochronous
proper t i es , TOF I i s overa l l momen tum nond i spers i ve and focuses a l l ions s t igma t i ca l l y to the same sma l l
spo t . A reco i l spec t rome ter o f th i s t ype a l lows the s imu l taneous measuremen t o f many nuc l e i , inc lud ing
F ig . 1 . Par t i c l e t ra j ec tor i es through TOF I show ing tha t ions o f equa l mass- to-charge ra t ios requ i re the same f l igh t t imes s ince more
energe t i c ions move fas ter bu t a long a longer pa th l eng th as compared to l ess energe t i c ions. Th i s pr inc ip l e i s i l lus t ra ted by show ing
the par t i c l es a t f i ve d i f feren t t imes w i th fu l l c i rc l es represen ta t ing ions o f mass- to-charge ra t ios (m / ze ) o and k ine t i c energ i es Ko and
K1 . Ana logous l y , the open c i rc l es represen t ions o f d i f feren t mass- to-charge ra t io (m / ze ) , > (m / ze ) o aga in w i th energ i es Ko and
K1 . These c i rc l es show tha t in the t ime the fu l l c i rc l e par t i c l es have reached the s top de tec tor the open c i rc l e par t i c l es are s t i l l t rave l ing
through the sys tem ( i . e . , the t ime o f f l igh t i s a d i rec t measure o f the mass- to-charge ra t io) .
~5 m
Figure 1.9: Comparisons with various direct mass measurement techniques
As described above, various mass measurement techniques exist. In this section, the MRTOF is
compared with three other major techniques: the storage ring, the in-flight spectrometer and the
Penning trap.
Figure 1.9 shows the comparisons with respect to various figures of merit. The devices are roughly
categorized based on energy ranges of beam. For higher beam energy, the size of the device has to be
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larger (>5 m) due to the higher magnetic rigidity (Bρ). On the other hand, for lower beam energy, the
size of the devices can be much smaller (<1 m) as the ions can be confined with electric potentials. The
MRTOF is the second smallest. However a functional Penning trap system is similar to the MRTOF
in size when their superconducting magnet and cryostat are included.. Additionally the MRTOF is
the only portable device, which means the measurable region does not depend on the ion sources.
As the size gets larger, the construction cost also increases. Note that while the Penning trap itself
is small, an expensive superconducting magnet is necessary for the operation. Therefore, the full cost
of the MRTOF is smallest, only $0.3 M for overall system.
The measurement methods differ. However, there is a rough relation between their methods and the
achievable mass resolving power and mass precision. Except for the in-flight mass spectrometer, the
measurement is performed with ion trapping or storage. For frequency measurements such as Schottky
mass spectrometry mode with electron cooling in the storage ring (e-CSMS), which measures revolution
frequency, and ToF-ICR mode of the Penning trap, which measures cyclotron frequency, it takes a
relatively long time to get more than 106 mass resolving power, while for ToF measurements such
as an isochronous mass spectrometry mode of the storage ring (IMS), which measures ToF for every
revolution, and the MRTOF, which measures total ToF after multiple reflections, it takes a relatively
short time and sufficiently high mass resolving power.
A comparison of the sensitivity or the minimum number of ions is valuable for the measurement of
rare isotopes. The sensitivity of the in-flight spectrometer should be more than 10−1 ions per second
due to the need for calibration of the magnetic field. The Penning trap requires a total count of more
than 102, otherwise the fitting of the resonance curve can fail. In the case of the storage ring, the
measurement can be done by single ions with both methods, in principle. Calibration, however, is
necessary and the calibrants are not always detected simultaneously. Eventually, the mass accuracies
could be worse. While due to the MRTOF being a low-energy device, the calibration is much easier.
Therefore the realistic sensitivity confirmed so far is less than one ion per hour and in principle much
lower.
As a conclusion of this comparison, despite the MRTOF having the least construction cost ($0.3 M)
and being a portable system (∼1 m), it has a sufficiently high resolving power (>105) and precision
(<10−6), the measurement time is short enough (<10 ms) to accept the most exotic nuclei which can
be produced with current existing facilities, and the sensitivity is reasonably high (1 /s) to measure
rare species.
1.6 Research goals and strategy
So far, the MRTOF was studied with oﬄine ion source [54, 64] and the prototype-SLOWRI system
(the gas cell, the rf carpet and the OPIG) [25, 62, 26, 63]. The goal of the developments in this study,
described in the following sections, is to implement the measurement online with unstable nuclei which
includes,
1. developing the MRTOF preparation trap with sufficiently short cooling time and high efficiency
(Sec. 3.1-3.3)
2. optimization of the parameters to get a mass resolving power of Rm > 10
5 with the trap(Sec. 3.4)
3. building associated devices, an ion transport line, a quadrupole mass separator and reference
ion source for calibration(Sec. 3.5)
4. confirming the overall system online(Sec. 4.1-4.2)
5. establishing an analysis method of the MRTOF mass measurement(Sec. 4.3)
This is the first challenge to apply an MRTOF for precision mass measurement of unstable nuclei
coupled with a fragment separator and a gas cell techniques.
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2 Experimental setup
RIKEN Ring Cyclotron (RRC)
Be production target
Primary beam
High-energy 
RI beam
RIPSD1
D2
Wedged 
degraders
He gas cell
Extraction and transport line
Preparation traps
MRTOF
MCPLow-energy RI beam
Pulsed 
brilliant beam
Figure 2.1: A schematic overview of our experimental setup
A schematic overview of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.1. The experimental procedure
was carried out in the following steps:
1. Production of RI beams via fragmentation reactions by bombarding a thin Be production target
with primary beam
2. Separation of RI beams by A/Z using the first dipole magnet (D1) of the RIKEN projectile
fragment separator (RIPS)
3. Particle identification of the beam passing through the second dipole magnet (D2) of RIPS
4. Conversion to low-energy beam
a) Energy degrading and compression of the beam
b) Deceleration and thermalization in a helium gas cell
c) Transport within and extraction from the gas cell via an rf-carpet technique
5. Transport of the low-energy beam through differential pumping and into high-vacuum using an
rf octupole ion beam guide (carbon-OPIG) made from carbon reinforced polymer rods
6. Selection of desired A/q by rf quadrupole mass separator
7. Trapping in preparation traps
8. ToF measurement with MRTOF
In the following sections this system is explained in detail.
2.1 Production of high-energy RI beams
In our experiments, a 8Li beam was produced by projectile fragmentation reactions. The RIKEN
projectile fragment separator (RIPS) [11] was used to separate fragments. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic
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layout of RIPS. In the case of fully stripped ions, the first dipole magnet D1 provides a selection in
terms of magnetic rigidity Bρ [65] as, relativistically,
Bρ = 0.1439
A
Z
√√√√E(1 + E
2mu
)
(2.1)
where A is the mass number of a projectile fragment, Z is the atomic number of the projectile fragment,
E is the kinetic energy of the projectile fragment in AMeV, mu is the atomic mass unit in MeV/c
2,
namely, mu = 931.494043(80) MeV/c
2. Through Bρ analysis via the D1 magnet, projectile fragments
can be separated in A/Z due to the nearly uniform velocities of the various fragments. Although the
full RIPS system can provide selection of any desired A and Z independently, by utilizing a second
dipole magnet (D2) in conjunction with an energy degrader, only D1 in the upstream part of RIPS
was used in our experiment. To minimize problems from intense contaminants of unwanted secondary
beams with A/Z similar to our desired beam, we could use a mono-energetic degrader system, which
will be discussed in the next section.
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0 5m
RF Ion Guide
Gas Cell
Fig. 2.3: Schematic layout of the RIPS separator at RIKEN and the location of our rf ion guide setup. Insert
shows a beam envelope in the horizontal plane.
for example Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6, build a map like shown in these distributions. Particles are identi-
fied from not only mapping pattern but also the intensities. The number of produced fragments are
calculated by the calculation code of “LISE++”[11].
The optical matrix from the target to the momentum dispersive focus F1 is
X [mm] T [mrad] Y [mm] F [mrad] L [mm] D [%]
X [mm] 3.859 0 (0) (0) (0) -41.773
T [mrad] 0.1139 0.2573 (0) (0) (0) -1.844
Y [mm] (0) (0) -8.6918 7.65 (0) 0
F [mrad] (0) (0) -0.1306 -0.000 (0) 0
L [mm] 0 0 0 0 (1) 0
D [%] (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (1)
TOF and ∆E signals are connected to TDC and ADC of the data acquisition system and the
particles are identified by software. Meanwhile these signals are also connected to a hardware PI
circuit as shown in Fig. 2.9 to produce a hardware PI signals used to count the particles of interest
without any dead time.
Gas cell
MRTOF
Transport line and trap
(Unused)
Figure 2.2: Schematic layout of the RIPS separator at RIKEN and the l cation of our exp rimental
setup. Inserted red image shows a beam envelope in the horizontal plane.
The unstable nucleus of interest, 8Li, was produced in the projectile fragmentation reaction of a
100 AMeV 13C beam, provided by the RIKEN ring cyclotron (RRC), impinging a thin Be production
target. The re ction produces a so-called “coc tail beam” containing many isotopes. Because of this,
RIPS was needed for particle identification (PI) and to separate our desired species from the rest of
the cocktail.
Performing PI required the following quantities:
• ∆E: energy deposited in the scintillator ∝ Z2/v2
• ToF : time difference between rf signal from the RRC and the scintillator signal ∝ 1/v
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• Bρ: magnetic field strength of D1 ∝ (A/Z)v (non-relativistic)
When Bρ ∝ (A/Z)v is constant, ∆E ∝ A2 and TOF ∝ A/Z. Particles can be identified not only
from the mapping pattern but also their intensities by calculating the yield using the LISE++ [66]
computer program.
TOF and ∆E signals are connected to TDC and ADC of the data acquisition system and the
particles are identified by software. Meanwhile these signals are also connected to a hardware PI
circuit as shown in Fig. 2.3 to produce hardware PI signals used to count the particles of interest
without any dead time.
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Fig. 2.9: Circuit system of particle identification signals
Figure 2.3: Sketch of hardware system for particle identification signals
2.2 Prototype-SLOWRI system
As previously mentioned, the energetic beams produced by the fragmentation process must be
converted into low-energy beams compatible with our experimental methods. The system used to do
this was the prototype for the SLOWRI low-energy RI facility currently under construction at RIBF.
This prototype system comprised a 2 m-long gas cell with large rf-carpet, a differential pumping system
and a carbon-reinforced polymer OPIG to transport ions extracted from the gas cell into high-vacuum.
Radioactive ions of ≈100 AMeV from RIPS are first decelerated by a wedge-shaped degrader, then
injected and thermalized in a Helium gas cell. In the gas cell these slow ions are transported by dc
fields towards the end of the cell. An rf carpet, which is located at the end of the cell, guide the ions
to the exit nozzle using dc and rf electric fields. This system has been named an “rf ion guide”. In this
subsection an rf ion guide system for decelerating and efficient cooling of energetic unstable isotope
beams and extraction of slow unstable isotope beams which was used for the SLOWRI prototype are
described.
The wedge-shaped energy degrader is located at the energy-dispersive focal plane of the first half
of RIPS where the dispersion of the momentum is -42 mm/%. If a degrader of uniform thickness
was used to decelerate the beam, the energy spread of the beam after passing through the degrader
would be quite large because the beam already has a momentum spread of more than 3%. Since,
at the energy dispersive focal plane, the transverse position of the beam correlates with the beam
energy, it is possible to reduce the energy spread by using a wedged degrader. By placing the thicker
side of the wedge at the higher-energy side of the distribution, more energetic ions undergo greater
energy reduction than lower-energy ions. In order to achieve optimal performance, a degrader system
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in which both the effective thickness (total energy loss) and the wedge angle (energy compression)
were adjustable was used [26].
2.2.1 Gas cell
A helium buffer gas to thermalize high-energy ions exiting the degrader was used because the high
ionization potential of helium minimizes possible neutralization of the ions of interest. In order to stop
as many ions as possible, a 2 m-long gas cell with a diameter of 400 mm was used. In the 2 m-long
gas cell with a pressure of 27 mbar He, A > 20 ions, which have energies as high as 5 AMeV after the
degrader, are stopped.
The conventional Ion Guide Isotope Separator On-Line (IGISOL) systems utilize a very small gas
cell (≈10 mm-long) which can stop ions of not more than ≈10 A keV. Because the ions are delivered
by the gas flow only, if a large gas cell were used in IGISOL, it would take too much time to extract
the ions before RIs decay. In our system, most ions stopped in the He gas end up as singly charged
ions, and therefore a static electric field can be used to transport the ions toward the extraction region
of the catcher gas cell. The axial dc field is produced by electrodes on a stripe-patterned printed
circuit board mounted in a Cu cylinder within the gas cell. For ion transport, a voltage divided along
the length of the striped circuit board by resistors produced a drag field of up to 0.22 V/mm. Chip
resistors bridged the valleys between the stripes of the printed circuit board. The printed circuit
board, which was rolled into a cylinder, was attached to the inner wall of a Cu cylinder with Torr
Seal R©.
2.2.2 RF-carpet
The rf-carpet used for the experiments was the same one as used for Be laser spectroscopy [63].
Figure 2.4(top) shows a photograph of the rf-carpet and schematics of the circuits used for driving it.
There are 160 concentric ring electrodes, each 0.14 mm wide and separated by 0.14 mm, in the inner
region, i.e., within a diameter of 110 mm. RF voltages are applied between adjacent ring electrodes
to prevent the ions from reaching the surface of the rf carpet.
In addition, dc fields are applied to the ring electrodes to guide the ions towards the exit nozzle at
the center of the rf carpet. There are 85 additional concentric ring electrodes, each 0.8 mm wide and
separated by 0.2 mm in the outer region, i.e., between a diameter of 110− 290 mm. Only dc voltages
are applied to these ring electrodes to drive the ions towards the central region. Although the rf electric
fields would be effective in case of high beam intensities, this RF power was saved since in the present
situation, most of the ions are rather distant from the surfaces of the electrodes. Figure 2.4(bottom)
shows the backside of the rf-carpet which has an rf divider circuit and a dc resistive divider with a
copper cooling tube in which ethylene glycol circulates at -17 ◦C.
2.2.3 Carbon-OPIG
In order to transport the extracted slow RIs from the gas cell into the high vacuum region, an rf
octupole ion beam guide whose rods are made of carbon fiber reinforced plastic (carbon-OPIG) was
used [26]. The rod has about a 40 Ω resistance if the diameter is 1 mm and the length is 600 mm,
and therefore it is quite easy to provide an axial dc potential gradient of 1 V per 600 mm with a
reasonably low electric current of 0.2 A. The carbon-OPIG consists of eight circular rods uniformly
distributed on a circle in the plane perpendicular to the axis of symmetry. Under the combined action
of the multipole rf electric fields and the residual He buffer gas cooling, well focused ion beams with
low energy and small spatial spread can be efficiently transmitted with efficient differential pumping
by use of the carbon-OPIG.
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Fig. 2.15: Photo of an rf carpet and schematic of rf divider circuits
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Fig. 2.16: Backside of an rf carpet Fig. 2.17: RF divider circuit
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Fig. 2.16: Backside of an rf carpet Fig. 2.17: RF divider circuit
Figure 2.4: (top) Photograph of an rf carpet and schematic of rf divider circuits. (bottom) The
electrical parts, dc resistive divider, capacitors and resisters, are directly mounted on the
back side of the rf-carpet. The rf circuit is divided into three different sections from outer
to inner to reduce each input rf power.
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and the field parameters. In more practical terms, the features of mass selectivity and the finer
confinement are only obtained in the quadrupole field. Compared to this, higher multipole fields
provide a deeper potential and a larger capacity of ions for the same given field conditions.
Since the present beam guide device is located in a region with a wide range of pressures ranging
from 1 mbar to 10−9 mbar, high rf voltages can cause discharge problem.
2-1.3 The Quadrupole Mass Filter
Fig. 2.20: Schematic of a quadrupole mass filter.
A quadrupole mass filter was placed behind the SPIG/OPIG in order to eliminate impurity
ions delivered by SPIG/OPIG and to select only the ions of interest. A schematic drawing of the
quadrupole mass filter is shown in Fig. 2.20. The potential Φ can be asymptotically expressed as the
quadrupole potential of Eq. (2-1.4) near the filter axis. It leads to the equation of motion for a ion
with a charge ne and a massm as
d2u
d2τ
+ (au − qu cos 2τ)u = 0 (2-1.24)
where u indicates x or y and
Ωt
2
= τ , ax = −ay = 4neU
mr20Ω
2
, qx = −qy = 2neV
mr20Ω
2
. (2-1.25)
r0 = 4.335 mm
Figure 2.5: Schematic drawing of a quadrupole mass separator
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2.3 Quadrupole mass separator
The rf-carpet and carbon-OPIG each have rather wide mass bandwidths. As such, stable molecular
ions produced by charge exchange between Helium ions and gas impurities can be extracted from the
gas cell alongside the ions of interest. An rf quadrupole mass separator (QMS) was placed after the
carbon-OPIG in order to eliminate such impurity ions produced in the gas cell.
The QMS consists of 4 rounded rods of 10 mm diameter with inter-rod spacing of r0 = 4.335 mm.
A schematic drawing of the QMS is shown in Fig. 2.5. The QMS was typically operated with rf signals
at ≈6 MHz.
2.4 Ladder system
It is useful to measure the ion rate immediately after the QMS in order to find an optimal balance
between efficiency and purity. To do so, mass scans for various values of U/V must be evaluated.
Typically, this would be done by installing a channel electron multiplier (CEM) after the QMS.
However, particularly under online conditions, it is useful to be able to simultaneously tune the trap
and other downstream components.
To accomplish such, a ladder system was installed between the QMS and the rf-quadrupole ion guide
(QPIG). In the ladder system, a CEM and an alkali ion source are mounted above a small section of
QPIG as shown in Fig. 2.6. They are connected to the ladder support system which can move up and
down. In the up position (transmission mode), the QPIG is located on the beam axis, while in the
down position (tuning mode) the CEM and ion source are located on the beam axis, with the CEM
facing the gas cell and the ion source facing the downstream rf ion trap. In transmission mode, the
rods of the small section of QPIG are electrically connected to those of the fixed-position QPIG.
QMS
to Taper trap
from Carbon-OPIG
Up and Down
RFQ ion guide
CEM
Alkali ion source
Support 
plate
Support rods
Figure 2.6: Schematic view of the ladder system. The support rods are fixed on linear motion guides.
The support plate is fixed on PEEK blocks which are the support structure of the RFQ
rods.
2.5 Preparation traps
In order to convert the continuous RI beam delivered by the gas cell, preparation traps filled by
helium buffer gas are used. The use of gas-filled rf-multipole ion traps to accumulate and cool ions
is a proven technique [67, 68, 69]. Here a brief discussion of the implementation of this technique as
developed for the MRTOF is provided; a more substantial discussion has been published separately
[70].
To ensure maximum system efficiency, two traps were utilized. The first trap, referred to as the
“taper trap”, accumulates and pre-cools ions from the continuous RI beam. Ions can be transferred
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with near unity efficiency from this accumulation trap to the second trap, referred to as the “flat
trap”, in which the ions are further cooled prior to being orthogonally ejected and transfered to the
reflection chamber.
In this way optimal ion cooling can be performed without any losses due to duty cycle. Additionally,
because ions are ejected from the flat trap orthogonal to the axis of entry, the flat trap can accept ions
from upstream as well as from down stream. Combined with the taper trap, this allows for interleaving
measurements from online RIs and oﬄine stable sources without loss of precious RIs or the need for
any beam merging electrode system.
2.5.1 Taper trap
Δr0
2r r0
L
2r 0.8r
α (mrad)
(b)
vertical: r0 + 1 mm
horizontal: r0 - 0.2 mm
+
different DC bias
vertical: r0 + 0.5 mm
horizontal: r0 + 0.5 mm
(c)(a)
Figure 2.7: (top) Schematic view of the taper trap. In order to fit into the stainless steel tube, the
rods are 4 mm thick circular segments. (bottom) Cross sectional and 3D view of the rods
in three configurations: (a) the parallel trap, (b) the taper trap and (c) the asymmetric
taper trap (see text). The cross sectional view of entrance side is indicated by dashed line
and the flat trap aperture is indicated by rectangular gray area in bottom figures. The
rods are mounted in PEEK blocks at each end.
Typically, a gas-filled RFQ consists of segmented rods [67, 68, 69]. While the axial potential config-
uration is flexible, the structure can be mechanically complicated and the axial potential has a stepped
shape. When a low-energy continuous ion beam is slowed down by gas collisions in a segmented gas-
filled RFQ, some ions could become effectively trapped in the central region of any segment if the
segments are too long. Smaller segmentation requires a more complicated structure and control (i.e.,
resistive divider, assembling, alignment, power supply, size, etc.).
In our system, both the taper trap and the flat trap, located after the taper trap, need to be filled
with low-pressure helium buffer gas. The structure should be as small as possible to achieve fast
cooling and produce tight ion bunches. The requisite segmented structure would be rather difficult to
implement. To circumvent these mechanical difficulties, we have developed a tapered structure that
can produce an effective axial drag force [71] without the usual need for segmentation of the rods.
Similar structure has been used for a collision cell for molecular science using conical rods [71]. In
practice, to machine the conical rods with sufficient mechanical precision to be used for an RFQ is not
so easy. Thus, the tapered structure which consists of four tilted straight-rounded rods was adopted in
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our study, which is simpler structure than the conical-rod structure and first applied for ion trapping
purpose in this study.
The taper trap illustrated in Fig. 2.7 consists of four tilted rods with radius of r = 5 mm and length
of L = 190 mm. The inter-rod-gap, r0, at the outer end is 4.35 mm, while at the inner end it is slightly
larger, r0 + ∆r0, due to the tapered structure. The optimal ∆r0 was chosen based on SIMION [72]
simulations. The taper trap is housed in a stainless steel tube to isolate it from the vacuum region
outside the flat trap; a collimator at the entrance reduces the gas flow into the vacuum region.
Along the symmetry axis of any rf multipole ion guide structure, the z-component of the pseudo-
potential gradient vanishes. As such, the force along the z-axis can be evaluated from the static
potential. For the symmetric geometry discussed thus far, decreased field penetration from the wide
side results in a net field along the z-axis. As a result, the tapered structure can produce an effective
axial drag force without the usual need for segmentation of the rods.
As explained above, the strength of the effective axial drag force is determined by the slope of the
taper rods. It is simplest structure, however the strength of the effective axial drag force is uncontrolled
once installed. To allow for control of the strength of the drag force in the taper trap, the symmetric
structure was slightly changed to be asymmetric as shown in Fig. 2.7(c) in this study. The asymmetric
taper trap was developed for ion trapping for the first time in this study and drastically improved the
trapping efficiency.
2.5.2 Flat trap
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the PCBs, ions can be extracted orthogonally to the injection
axis through these exit holes.
Electrode R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
Length (mm) 14.9 2.6 2.6 2.6 14.9
: Accumulation -4.5 -5.7 -5.8 -6.0 5.0DC voltage (V)
: Cooling 27 10.5 7.5 5.0 27
DC electric potentials are used, in the standard manner, to
create an axial potential well while an RF signal superim-
posed on the outer strips provides a radially confining pseudo-
potential. By operating the trap in RF unbalanced mode, there is
no need to connect the central strip segments to an RC network,
a feature which allows for very fast switching of the centermost
segment. Such fast switching is used to apply a well-defined
dipole field at the trap center to eject ions from the trap via the
small hole in the central electrode. This ensures that the ion op-
tical properties of the ion pulse are without higher-order optical
aberrations and that the ions have a low emittance.
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Figure 1: (color online). (top) Schematic view of the taper trap. In order to
fit into the stainless tube, the rods are 4 mm thick circular segments. (bottom)
Cross sectional view of the rods in three configurations: (a) the parallel trap, (b)
the taper trap and (c) the asymmetric taper trap (see text). The cross sectional
view of entrance side is indicated by dashed line and the flat trap aperture is
indicated by rectangular gray area in bottom figures. The rods are mounted in
PEEK blocks at each end.
3. Results and discussion
The performance of the trap system was investigated in terms
of the trapping eﬃciency, cooling time and trap capacity. Al-
kali ion sources are capable of providing K and mono-isotopic
23Na and 7Li ions. 7Li+ and 23Na+ were used for the eﬃciency
measurements, while K+ ions were used for cooling time and
capacity measurements.
3.1. Trapping in the taper trap
The axial drag force of the taper trap is determined by the
rod angle, α. The value of α was optimized using SIMION.
Simulation showed an increase in transmission with larger an-
gles. The eﬀective acceptance of the flat trap, however, is esti-
mated to be about 2.8 mm (≈70% of the PCB gap). An angle of
Figure 2: (color online). Photograph of the flat trap PCB with scales annotated.
Capacitors and resistors on the back of the PCB distribute RF and DC signals
to the individual electrodes. Spacing between adjacent electrodes is 0.3 mm. A
U100 coin is included for scale.
α = 2.6 mrad, corresponding to ∆r0 = 0.5 mm for L = 190 mm
was thus adopted [11].
Using this geometry, the trapping eﬃciency and eﬀective
drag force of the taper trap were studied. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 3. Due to the taper eﬀective drag, ac-
: RFQ ion guide : CEM: Flat trap
+4 V +0.7 V +0.5 V -13 V
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Ion source Gas-filled region
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Figure 3: Experimental setup for the eﬃciency measurement of parallel and ta-
per trap mode. Ions from the alkali ion source were transported by a quadrupole
ion guide to the trap system. Channeltron electron multiplier (CEM) detectors
were installed at the axial and orthogonal exits. Typical RF frequencies, RF
voltages and DC oﬀset voltages are listed above.
cumulated ions are ejected faster from the taper trap than the
parallel trap. Figure 4(a) and (b) show axial ejection time-of-
flight spectra for the parallel trap and the taper trap, respec-
tively. As expected, the spectrum from the parallel trap has
a long tail, while the taper trap produces a sharp peak with a
width of 0.8 ms. Nearly 100% of the ions are extracted within
this peak. This shows that the axial drag force due to the taper
structure pushes the ions toward the exit side continuously and
such ions can be extracted as a bunch.
The transport eﬃciency which defined as the ratio of the
counts at the axial CEM with trapping to that without trapping
at the parallel or taper trap as a function of the storage time is
shown in Fig. 4(c) and (b). The eﬃciency of the parallel trap
quickly decreases with increasing the storage time, while the
taper trap peaks at 4 ms, then gradually decreases. For the par-
allel trap, well-cooled ions, e.g. after a longer storage time, are
2
*
* R1 side is the entrance in this case.
Figure 2.8: Photograph of th fl t trap PCB with scales and typical dc voltages annotated. Segmented
electrodes are printed on the front (left) and electrical circuit is printed on the back (right).
Capa itors and re i ters on th back of the PCB distribute rf and dc signals to the individ-
ual electrodes. Spacing between adjacent electrodes is 0.3 mm. A Y=100 coin is included
for scale.
The flat trap is constructed using two printed circuit boards (PCB) as shown in Fig. 2.8. It
operates on the same principle as a traditional segmented Paul trap, but uses a novel geometry. While
a traditional Paul trap creates a well-approximated quadrupole field using four rod electrodes, our flat
trap design uses six strip electrodes. While the quadrupole approximation is not sufficient for use as
a mass filter, it is perfectly well-suited for ion storag and cooling.
The PCBs are mounted on an aluminum block and separated by 4 mm distance. Each PCB consists
of three strips divided into 7 segments (see Fig. 2.8). The central electrode of each board has a 0.5
mm2 plated hole at its center. By applying a potential difference between the center electrodes of
the PCBs, ions can be extracted orthogonal to the injection axis through the small exit holes. DC
electric potentials ar used, in the stand rd manner, to create an axial poten ial well while an rf signal
superimposed n the oute strips provides radially confining pseudo-potential. By operating the
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trap in rf unbalanced mode, there is no need to connect the central strip segments to an RC network,
a feature which allows for very fast switching of the centermost segment. Such fast switching is used
to apply a well-defined dipole field at the trap center to eject ions from the trap via the small hole
in the central electrode. This ensures that the ion optical properties of the ion pulse are without
higher-order optical aberrations and that the ions have a low emittance.
2.6 Reference ion sources
Any time-of-flight mass spectrometer needs mass references to derive unknown masses from ToF
and, in principle, to track the ToF drift in devices for high-precision mass measurement; the MRTOF
is no exception. In general, to determine the mass of a given ion, at least two known reference masses
are required. The reference masses should, preferably, be isobars of the species of interest to avoid
any high-order effect in the relation between ToF and masses. And also, intensity of the reference ions
should be sufficiently high, otherwise the measurement duty cycle for the species of interest is reduced
and the tracking of the ToF drift in MRTOF is impossible.
In online experiments, however, such isobaric references cannot always be obtained with sufficiently
high intensity from the same beam as the species of interest. Therefore, an external ion source which
is independent from the high-energy beam of the species of interest is necessary.
2.6.1 Alkali ion source
As previously mentioned, the flat trap can accept ions independently from two directions. This
allows for the installation of oﬄine ion sources without a need to disconnect from the RI beam
line. The use of an oﬄine source is ideal not only for performing oﬄine testing, but also for online
calibration. For precision mass measurements, isobaric references are optimal. However, for simple
identification of ion species, isobars are not necessary; well-known reference ions are. To this end,
thermal ion sources capable of supplying alkali and alkali-earth ions (Li+, Na+ , K+, Ca+, Rb+ and
Cs+) have been utilized.
In the actual setup, alkali element thermal ion sources bought from HeatWave Labs [73] were
installed. A typical setup is shown in Fig. 2.9. The ion source was mounted on feedthroughs connected
by an ICF70-NW40 conversion nipple which is electrically isolated from ground. The ion source has a
two-lead heater electrically isolated from the body. The body has three support leads. To fix the ion
source in place, the heater leads and one body lead were connected to feedthroughs. An extraction
electrode which has the same potential as the conversion nipple was located on the ion source to
transport ions efficiently. Typical electric power to the heater was ≈10 W, at which the manufacturer
estimates the ion emission surface approaches 1200 ◦C.
2.6.2 RF-carpet electrospray ion source
The SLOWRI and SHE-Mass projects plan to measure masses of isotopes from Be through the
heaviest trans-Uranium elements. For sub-bismuth elements, with A/q < 209, isobaric atomic refer-
ence ions can be made from stable elements. Some elements are more readily ionized than others;
the optimal ionization method depends on the element. However, for ions with A/q > 209, stable or
long-lived atomic isobars do not exist, with the exception of A/q ∈ {232, 234, 235, 238}; isotopes for
which atomic masses have been precisely determined by direct mass measurements are only slightly
less rare in this region. Between the lack of atomic reference ions above A/q = 209 and lack of a
flexible all-purpose method for ionizing most elements, we chose to develop a molecular ion source to
produce reference ions.
There exist a wide variety of schemes to produce molecular ions. We require the ion source to meet
two conditions: providing reference ions for studies up through the trans-uranium mass region, and to
do so without any major changes of the existing setup. In particular, it must be vacuum compatible
while not necessitating frequently breaking vacuum.
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Figure 2.9: Photographs of an Alkali ion source and its mounting. The ion source was mounted on
feedthroughs connected by an ICF70-NW40 conversion nipple which is electrically isolated
from GND. Typical electric power to the heater was ≈10 W, resulting in a temperature of
≈1200◦C.
Based on our criteria, electrospray (ESI) was determined to be the most preferable method. An ESI
ion source can provide ions across a wide-mass range by adduction of polar molecules onto a central
ion. The setup is rather simple and the source material can be kept at atmospheric pressure – changing
references does not require opening any vacuum chamber, minimizing possible contamination of the
vacuum side and traps as well minimizing time required to change references. A possible drawback to
the ESI is that ions must be transported from atmosphere (≈103 mbar) to vacuum (< 10−3 mbar).
In conventional ESI systems, multiple skimmer electrodes are used in conjunction with differential
pumping. To achieve good vacuum, either small skimmer-holes are necessary to reduce gas conductance
or a large pumping system is needed to handle the heavy gas flow. The former is generally adopted.
However, the small holes cause a large reduction in ion transmission efficiency. The ion intensity is
not alway sufficient, then, for low-abundance molecules, which can be several orders of magnitude less
than that of the main species. Minimizing efficiency loss at the skimmer is therefore highly desirable.
With this in mind, an ESI ion source with improved vacuum coupling was developed to provide
isobaric molecular reference ions for SLOWRI and SHE-Mass projects [74]. In this ion source, the
conventional skimmer is replaced by an rf-carpet for more efficient transport of molecular ions into
the high-vacuum region. The small exit hole negates the need for a large pumping system or complex
of skimmers. Moreover, the use of the rf-carpet allows more efficient transport of ions into vacuum
than any complex of skimmers would.
The rf-carpet ESI ion source was tested with the MRTOF. The experimental setup consisted of
the rf-carpet ESI ion source and the MRTOF in combination with the preparation traps as shown in
Fig. 2.10. The ions produced by the ESI are introduced from atmosphere to low vacuum (≈1 mbar) by
gas flowing through a transport capillary. The transported ions are collected above the rf-carpet. A
super-imposed dc-gradient drags the ions toward the exit orifice, from which they are then transported
to a quadrupole mass separator (QMS) behind the rf-carpet. The QMS was used to select the mass
range of interest. The selected ions were then guided to the preparation traps where they were
accumulated, cooled and injected into the MRTOF as an ion bunch confined to a small phase space.
ToF measurements were performed in the manner described in Section 3.4.
The ESI part was built with the help of Dr. Gary Eiceman’s group [75] at New Mexico State
University. It consists of a syringe (HAMILTON: 1005TLL), a syringe pump (ISIS: CXF1010), a
fused silica tube (UPCHURCH SCIENTIFIC: FS-110, 360 µm×100 µm×2 m) and an ESI capillary
(PicoTip: MT320-100-5-5) as shown in Fig. 2.11(top right). The fused silica tube was connected to
the ESI capillary with an insulation adapter.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic view of the RF-carpet ESI setup with the MRTOF system. The ESI setup
was installed at the opposite side from the gas cell. The setup behind the RFQs of
r = 6 mm (RFQ of r = 10 mm, Taper trap, Flat trap and MRTOF) was identical to
online experiments.
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Fig. 2.8 RFカーペット上でのイオンの動きの概略
また、RFカーペットの側がキャピラリーよりも電圧が高くてはイオンが RFカーペット上に到達でき
なくなってしまう為、キャピラリーと RFカーペットの最も外側のリング電極には同じ DC電場をかけて
いる。さらに、RFカーペットが平面状である為、キャピラリーから放出されたイオンが RFカーペット
ではなくチャンバーの壁の方へと引き寄せられるのを防ぐ為に RFカーペットの外側に RFカーペットの
最も外側の円環と同じ DC電位のの円環を配置し、そこに金属製の壁を立てた。実際に差動排気系に搭載
した RFカーペットの写真を Fig. 2.9に示した。
Fig. 2.9 差動排気系に搭載した RFカーペット
この壁がある場合と無い場合のそれぞれにおいて RFカーペットの外側とキャピラリーに 50 Vを、RF
カーペットの中心に 10 V を印加した場合にチャンバー内に発生する電場の等電位面を描いた物を Fig.
2.10に示す。
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Figure 2.11: Photographs of the oﬄine RF-carpet ESI setup. The ESI capillary was mounted on an
XYZ-stage for alignment. A plume near the tip of the ESI capillary is illuminated by laser
light for ease of visualization. The rf-carpet was mounted on the wall of the bulkhead
between the 1st and 2nd rooms, together with the rf and dc mixing circuit. The rf-carpet
has 55 electrodes with a 0.28 mm pitch and a 0.4 mm2 exit orifice at the center.
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The ESI capillary and transport capillary were separated by a few millimeters for insulation, and a
potential difference of >1 kV was applied between them to pull the ions into the transport capillary,
as well as to create the Taylor cone that the ESI depends on. The transport capillary connected the
atmospheric portion of the ESI to the 1st room. In the 1st room, the rf-carpet PCB was mounted on
the wall of the bulkhead between the 1st and 2nd rooms together with the rf and dc mixing circuitry.
On the outer electrode of the rf-carpet, a ring electrode was attached to suppress field penetration
from the ground potential of the chamber. Beyond the rf-carpet, in the 2nd room, RFQ ion guides
with r = 6 mm were located, to transport the ions to the preparation traps.
It is of utmost importance that the ion source not diminish the vacuum quality of the overall system.
As such, in the 2nd room the pressure needs to be less than 10−1 Pa, corresponding to a mean-free-path
of λ ∼ 70 mm, to transport the ions efficiently. To achieve this condition, the gas conductance must
be minimized. In the case of the rf-carpet ESI, the conductance is fully determined by the geometry
of the transport capillary and the area of the rf-carpet exit orifice. For the exit orifice, the lower
bound on the area is determined by the geometry of the carpet – the diameter of the orifice should be
reasonably larger than the inter-electrode pitch of 0.28 mm.
In order to categorize the gas-flow situation, the Knudsen number Kn is often used. It is defined as
Kn = λ/D, (2.2)
where λ is the mean free path and D is a representative physical length scale, such as inner diameter
of the transport capillary in this case. λ in air at atmospheric pressure is about 70 nm, so if we assume
the diameter of 0.5 mm, we calculate Kn to be
Kn ∼ 1.4× 10−4. (2.3)
The flow state is different depending Kn and is typically categorized as
Kn < 0.01 : viscous flow (2.4)
0.01 ≥ Kn > 1 : transitional flow (2.5)
Kn ≥ 1 : molecular flow, (2.6)
indicating that the flow in the transport capillary can be treated as viscous flow.
The gas conductance in viscous flow, Cvis, is described by
Cvis =
piD4
128ηL
(P0 + P1)
2
, (2.7)
where P0 and P1 are, respectively, the pressures before and after the transport capillary, η is the
viscosity coefficient and L is the length of the transport capillary. In air at ordinary temperatures,
the viscosity coefficient is η = 18.1 µPa·s, therefore Cvis is calculated to be
Cvis = 1.41× 10−10(P0 + P1) [m3/s]. (2.8)
The flow rate Q is described as Q = C ·∆P = C · (P2 − P1), so
Q = 1.41× 10−10(P 21 − P 20 ). (2.9)
The effective pumping speed of the rotary pump connected to the 1st room is 200 L/min and P0 is
atmospheric pressure, therefore P1 is calculated to be ≈427 Pa, in good agreement with the measured
value of 410 Pa.
The 2nd room is connected to the 1st by a 0.4 mm2 orifice. Here, Kn is calculated to be Kn ∼ 0.03,
corresponding to transitional flow. Assuming molecular flow, the gas conductance, Cmol, is described
by
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Cmol = A
√
RT
2piM
[m3/s], (2.10)
where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, M is the molar mass of the gas and A is the
cross-sectional area of the orifice. Using the molar mass of air at room temperature, Cmol is calculated
to be
Cmol = 2.3× 10−5 [m3/s]. (2.11)
On the other hand, assuming viscous flow with a short tube of 0.3 mm length, the gas conductance,
Cvis, calculated in the same manner as for the transport capillary, is found to be
Cvis = 1.4× 10−7(P1 + P2) [m3/s]. (2.12)
From these conductances and the 500 L/s pumping speed of the TMP connected to the 2nd room, the
pressure in the 2nd room is calculated to be 3.1× 10−2 Pa or 8.0× 10−2 for viscous or molecular flow,
respectively. The pressure measured in the 2nd room was 4.4× 10−2 Pa, between two conditions.
The pressure of 4.4×10−2 Pa in the 2nd room is sufficiently low pressure for ion transport, therefore
the 300 mm long transport capillary with 0.5 mm inner diameter is sufficient.
2.7 MRTOF
Herein we describe the details of the design and performance of the MRTOF, our motivations for
using it for r-process and SHE nuclei and the results we anticipate for such future experiments.
RIKEN, Japan’s premiere research facility, provides multiple sources of radioactive ion beams (RIB).
The BigRIPS in-flight separator at the RIBF is capable of providing nuclei along or near the r-process
pathway. Yields exceeding several hundred per hour are expected for many of these nuclei [61].
Additionally, a high-intensity linear accelerator combined with the GARIS separator for SHE studies
via heavy-ion fusion is available at RIKEN [76]. It can provide reasonable yields for a great many
trans-uranium nuclei [77]. Efficient conversion of these energetic RIB to low energy beams can be
achieved with proven gas cell techniques [62, 63] and allow the MRTOF to be used with these RIB.
Gas cell8Li Beam 
from RIPS
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Ladder system
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RFQ
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Figure 2.12: Sketch of the experimental setup (not to scale). A section of RFQ between the QMS
and the taper trap was mounted on a ladder system along with a channeltron electron
multiplier, which can be used as a beam intensity monitor, and an alkali ion source for
oﬄine test. An SSD detector was used for α decay detection during 8Li for beam line
tuning.
The components of the MRTOF are mounted on a rollaway frame of adjustable height to allow for
transport of the MRTOF with a minimized concern for misalignment of the ion-optical components.
This is to allow the device to be easily transported between the various RI beams available at RIKEN.
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In fact, the device has been transferred from an initial off-line experimental space (B3F in the RIBF
building) to the RIPS on-line experimental hall (B2F in the original Nishina Accelerator building),
with the help of an elevator and a crane, in half of a day. The system was immediately turned back
on and worked well after simply pumping down to nominal vacuum conditions within a few days.
The primary components, shown in Fig. 2.12, are a buffer gas filled rf-multipole ion trap and an ion
reflection chamber, with space reserved for a dedicated gas cell to possibly be installed in the future.
In the interim, radioactive isotopes can be provided by the prototype-SLOWRI system at RIPS [11].
2.7.1 Principles of operation
The MRTOF requires low-energy ion beams amenable to ion trapping. Since the ions we are inter-
ested to measure are delivered as a high-energy beam, typically ∼5 AMeV for SHE and ≥100 AMeV
for other exotic nuclei, a gas cell and energy degrader system are used for conversion to low energy
beams. Stopping high-energy ion beams in helium gas is a proven technique for thermalizing such
beams.
Passing through a thick degrader, typically glass or polycarbonate plastic, reduces the kinetic energy
of the ions to . 5A MeV. The energy is further degraded by passing through a thin beryllium window.
The window provides separation of vacuum and high-pressure (20 mbar) helium environs. The ions
undergo collisions with the helium gas, eventually coming to thermalize in the gas. Electric fields are
employed to extract these stopped ions from the gas cell. A radio-frequency multipole (“rf multipole”)
ion guide system is used to efficiently transport ions through a differential pumping system after
extraction from the gas cell. Ions are delivered from the gas cell as a continuous ion beam. A pair of
buffer gas filled rf ion traps convert the continuous beam into a pulsed beam with optimal ion-optical
properties. Ions accumulated in the first trap (“taper trap”) can be efficiently transferred to the
second trap (“flat trap”), where they are further cooled before being ejected orthogonally. While ions
are cooling in the flat trap, more ions can accumulate in the first trap. In this way no ions are wasted
regardless of the measurement duty cycle.
Ions ejected from the flat trap are transported to the MRTOF reflection chamber as a short duration,
low energy-spread ion pulse. This period shortly after ejection from the flat trap will be referred to
as “MRTOF injection”. During MRTOF injection, ions are electrostatically accelerated toward the
reflection chamber, passing through a set of beam steering electrodes along the way. The reflection
chamber consists of a pair of electrostatic ion mirrors and lenses along with a field-free drift region.
Simplistically, one can envision that the ions drift back and forth, reflecting between the mirrors.
However, it is important to consider that ions with slightly different kinetic energies will actually travel
slightly different paths inside the mirrors. An ion with a higher energy will penetrate the mirror more
deeply than an ion with smaller energy, thus traveling a slightly longer distance. As a result, after
travel some distance following the reflection, the lower energy ions can catch-up with the higher energy
ions. This is the mechanism used by to create a sharp time-focus in a reflection [78]. By adjusting a
pair of mirror potentials the MRTOF can extend the position of this time-focus out to a flight length
of kilometers, assuming sufficient vacuum conditions [53, 64].
Each mirror comprises several annular electrodes. By quickly switching the potential of the outmost
electrode in the mirrors, it is possible to allow ions to enter and exit the reflection chamber. During
MRTOF injection, the outermost electrode of the injection-side mirror is switched to a sufficiently
low potential as to allow ions to enter the reflection chamber. After the ions have had sufficient time
to reach the ejection-side mirror, but not so long as for them to have returned to the injection side,
the potential is switched back to a nominal mirror value. This traps the ions between the mirrors,
where they reflect back and forth until such time as the potential applied to the outermost electrode
on the ejection side is lowered sufficiently to permit the ions to leave the reflection chamber and travel
to an ion detector. Such ejection switching is preferably done while the ions are in or near to the
injection-side mirror.
In choosing the time of ejection from the reflection chamber, one effectively chooses how many
reflections an ion makes, and thus the flight path. Choosing a flight path that matches the position of
the time-focus results in a minimum width in the detected time-of-flight. This width will ideally be
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the so-called turn-around time for ions ejected from the trap, typically a few ns. As such, very high
resolving powers can be achieved.
2.7.2 Vacuum system
It is important to achieve as good vacuum as possible in the reflection chamber to minimize collisions
of ions with residual gas. Such collisions can result in ion loss or the production of a low-energy tail
in the ToF spectra. The reflection chamber is pumped via a pair of turbo-molecular pumps (TMP)
with 400 L/s pumping speed, one near each mirror. The electrodes and mounting structures are made
of Titanium, which has attractive vacuum qualities and coefficient of thermal expansion well-matched
to the ceramics used for isolating the electrodes. This allows for the system to be baked without risk
of the electrode shifting about. The flat trap is mounted very near to the reflection chamber, both for
ion-optical purposes, and to minimize the overall size of the MRTOF system, to allow it to be easily
moved between RI sources.
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Figure 2.13: Schematic details of vacuum coupling of trap and MRTOF. The flat trap is located at
the center sandwiched in between acceleration electrodes. The flat trap and taper traps
are enclosed by PCBs and stainless tube to preserve the same gas pressure of 10−3 mbar.
The pressure requirements of the preparation traps and the reflection chamber are, unfortunately,
not aligned. The preparation traps must be filled with a Helium buffer gas at a pressure on the order
of 10−3 mbar, while in the reflection chamber high-vacuum is required, preferably <10−7 mbar, so that
the mean free path is greater than the total flight path. Both conditions are met by constructing the
preparation traps such that the gas conductance to the reflection chamber is minimal. The buffer gas
volume of the trap is well-sealed between a pair of printed circuit boards mounted on an aluminum
block. A gas line built into the Aluminum frame allows buffer gas to be delivered directly to the
sealed volume of the trap. This structure is mounted inside a multi-flange vacuum chamber pumped
by a 300 L/s TMP backed by a dry scroll pump. Ions enter the trap via a large opening (3 mm ×
6 mm) in the aluminum block on which the trap is constructed, the details of which will be described
in Sec. 3.2. This entrance area is isolated from the primary trap vacuum chamber by means of a
reentrant vacuum chamber pumped by a small TMP. The only conductance exposure to the reflection
is a small 0.5 mm2 opening through which the ions can be ejected orthogonal to the direction they
entered. The Aluminum mounting bracket has a cylindrical opening on each side to allow ions to enter.
The rf quadrupole rod structures used to transport the ions to the trap are placed inside stainless
steel tubes which fit snugly into the cylindrical openings by means of a rubber O-ring. The far end of
each tube is snugly secured, similarly by means of rubber O-ring, in an ICF70 flange. In this way, the
bulk of the trap chamber, pumped by a 300 L/s TMP, experiences a minimal gas load from the trap.
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A miniaturized gate valve (µ-valve) is installed at the front of the reflection chamber to allow
modification of the trap chamber without introducing air (and water) into the reflection chamber.
Due to space limitations and a need to minimize electric field perturbations, a special geometry is
used for the gate valve. A thin plate is mounted on a rotary-linear motion feedthrough on the trap
chamber side of a differential pumping barrier. The pumping barrier has a 5 mm diameter opening for
ions to pass through during normal operation. A rubber O-ring separates the plate from the barrier.
When the plate is moved to its lowest position, high-pressure in the trap chamber compresses the plate
onto the O-ring and creates an effective valve to preserve the vacuum in the reflection chamber while
opening the trap chamber for modification or maintenance. When the Helium buffer gas is removed
from the preparation traps, typical background pressure in the trap chamber is <10−7 mbar, while
that of the reflection chamber is 5×10−10 mbar, mostly water and hydrogen. Under typical operating
conditions, the vacuum in the primary trap chamber is ∼1.5× 10−5 mbar. The small geometry of the
preparation traps prohibits direct measurement of the pressure inside, but conductance calculations
indicate it is on the order of 10−3 mbar. Under such conditions, the pressure in the reflection chamber
is typically 8× 10−7 mbar. This is sufficient, as it yields a mean free path on the order of 100 m.
2.7.3 Reflection chamber
The MRTOF reflection chamber contains a suite of annular cylindrical electrodes comprising a
pair of electrostatic mirrors and lenses separated by a drift tube. Each mirror is comprised of five
electrodes of 20 mm length and 100 mm annular diameter with 2 mm inter-electrode spacing. The
lenses are each 64 mm long with 18 mm annular diameter. The drift tube is made from stainless
steel mesh, 370 mm long with an inner diameter of 105 mm. With the exception of the drift tube,
all electrodes are machined from titanium, with the inner surface being gold plated. A Hamamatsu
F4655-10 multichannel plate (MCP) ion detector is mounted with its detection surface 10 mm from
the final electrode.
The electrodes are mounted on a U-shaped titanium support bracket as shown in Fig. 2.14. Highly
uniform ceramic rods on either side of the electrodes provide insulation between the electrode and
the support bracket and ensure uniform centering of the electrodes. Bolts, insulated from the support
bracket by ceramic collars, are used to fix the electrodes firmly in place. At the time of mounting, the
inter-electrode gap was fixed using precision gap plates.
Titanium was chosen as the material for the electrodes and support structure for both its vacuum
and thermal expansion properties. The ceramic and Titanium, having nearly identical coefficients of
expansion, allow the system to be baked without risk of misaligning the optics. Baking the system to
a sufficient temperature, furthermore, can activate the titanium such that it will act as a pump.
The potential distribution used in biasing the mirrors and lenses, as well as the potentials for the
injection to and ejection from the reflection chamber, were determined by the use of unpublished
code developed by V.A. Shchepunov. The code is based on the differential algebra [79] methods
commonly used to analyze synchrotron accelerators. The result of this optimization is a less-than-
obvious potential distribution. The optimization suggests that, for the geometry we chose to use, best
results occur by using a single lens, on the ejection side, while connecting the injection-side lens to
the drift tube. Additionally, the mirror potentials are not arranged monotonically, as can be inferred
from Fig. 2.15. Despite this unusual potential distribution, simulations with SIMION [72] and similar
ray-tracing codes [80] indicated extremely high mass resolving power could be achieved.
With the exception of the outermost (end cap) electrodes and one lens, the mirror electrodes are
connected by an ex-vacuo divider chain, reducing the number of degrees of freedom. To achieve the
best possible vacuum conditions in the reflection chamber, the divider chain is external to the vacuum
chamber and each electrode has an independent feedthrough. Due to its outsized bias potential, the
lens is independently biased. To allow ions ejected from the trap to enter the reflection chamber, the
first electrode is switchable. Similarly, to allow ions in the reflection chamber to exit to the MCP, the
final electrode is also switchable.
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Figure 4: Sketch of MRTOF electrode mounting. (top) Electrode mounting technique.
Ceramic rods run along the length of the support bracket to insulate the electrodes. A bolt
through the electrode and bracket fixes the electrode firmly in place. (bottom) Electrode
layout. Between the trap and MRTOF is a set of acceleration plates, followed by a pair
of x-y steerers and a very small gate valve. The electrostatic mirrors are each built from
seven ring electrodes (I1∼I7 and E1∼E7); in addition, there is a lens (IL and EL) between
each mirror and the drift chamber. (color online)
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Figure 2.14: Sketch of MRTOF electrode mounting. (top) Electrode mounting technique. Ceramic
ods run along the length of the support bracket to insulate the electrodes. A bolt
through the electrode and bracket fixes the electrode firmly in place. (bottom) Electrode
layout. Between the trap and MRTOF is a set of acceleration plates, followed by a pair
of x-y steerers and a very small gate valve. The electrostatic mirrors are each built from
seven ring electrodes (I1-I7 and E1-E7); in addition, there is a lens (IL and EL) between
each mirror and the drift chamber.
2.7.4 Electronics
The MRTOF electronics can be divided into two groups – voltage control circuitry and timing
circuitry. The voltage control circuitry is essentially USB-SPI interfaced DAC and ADC units used
to regulate the various bias potentials of the MRTOF. The timing circuitry is a combination of delay
circuits, fast switches, constant fraction discriminators and a TDC. The electronics are controlled via
LabView interface.
Voltage distribution and stabilization
The four phases of the flat trap are created by an analog switch 74HC4052. The switch uses 2-bit
logic to switch between four states. The outputs from this switch are sent to an array of PA85 fast
high-voltage op-amps configured for 40× amplification. The high-capacitance of the trap results in a
slew rates of ∼5 V/µs. Hence, the needs for the previously discussed dump phase to prepare the ion
accumulation potential well.
The electrode bias potentials are provided by Matsusada programmable high voltage supplies. As
described above, several electrodes are tied together via a voltage divider chain. This reduces the
system to seven ig -voltage supplies, a mor reasonable number of degr es of freedom. A pair of
Matsusada HPMR-5P (+5 kV, 2.5 W) are used for each of the switched el ctrodes. The dr ft potential
is provided by a Matsusada HPMR-5N (−5 kV, 2.5 W), while the lens is biased using a Matsusada
HFRS-10N (−10 kV, 5 W). A Matsusada HPMR-5P1.2 (+5 kV, 6 W) provides the bias for the mirror
potentials, determined by a voltage divider array.
In order to utilize the MRTOF as a mass spectrograph, it is imperative that the time-of-flight of
any given ion species not appreciably change over time. At a bare minimum, the time-of-flight must
change smoothly and slowly (as compared to measurement duration) over time. A large effort has
been made to minimize ToF drift.
There are three major sources of ToF drift. The MRTOF will expand or contract as the ambient
temperature changes, leading to a small shift in the ToF. The phase of the trap rf signal has a strong
impact on the ToF. The largest affect on the ToF, however, comes from the voltage distribution used to
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Figure 5: Voltage dividers are used both to bias the ring electrodes and to monitor the var-
ious bias voltages. The 100MΩ resistors are high-precision resistors from Japan FineChem
with temperature coefficients of 10 ppm/◦ and the potentiometers are Bourns series 3006,
chosen for their stability against vibration. All others are built from multiple ZeroTC
resistors form Alpha Electronics Corp. The potentiometers allow for ≈0.1% variation in
the voltages individually, without affecting the divider array. Four independent 50k::100M
dividers are used for monitoring the mirror end cap voltages, while a 20k::100M divider is
used to monitor the lens voltage.
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optics. Due to the massiveness of the MRTOF, little can be done about the379
thermal expansion, save for monitoring the temperature. The rf phase effect380
can be easily mollified by phase-locking the trap ejection timing. Controlling381
the voltage distribution is a more difficult task.382
While the bias of certain electrodes are more critical than others, the383
most sensitive voltages approach a one-to-one effect on the ToF – wherein a384
1 ppm change in voltage could lead to a 1 ppm change in ToF. To minimize385
these effects, a three-fold strategy is employed. The first strategy makes use386
of the fact the mirror potentials should be isochronous – small changes in387
the kinetic energy of an ion should not result in a change in the ion’s ToF.388
For this reason, the mirror biases are provided by power supplies floating on389
the drift potential. In this way, if the drift potential changes slightly, all the390
other voltages drift with it, resulting in a slight change in the energy of the391
ion that should be compensated by the isochronous mirror potentials.392
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Figure 2.15: Voltage dividers used to bias the ring electrodes and monitor the various bias voltages.
The 100MΩ resistors are high-precision resistors from Japan FineChem with temperature
coefficients of 10 ppm/◦C and the potentiometers are Bourns series 3006, chosen for their
stability against vibration. All others are built from multiple ZeroTC resistors form
Alpha Electronics Corp. The potentiometers allow for ∼0.1% variation in the voltages
individually, without affecting the divider array. Four independent 50k:100M dividers
are used for monitoring the mirror end cap voltages, while a 20k:100M divider is used to
monitor the lens voltage.
form the mirrors potentials, along with the drift voltage and injection optics. Due to the massiveness
of the MRTOF, little can be done about the thermal expansion, save for monitoring the temperature.
The rf phase effect can be easily mollified by phase-locking the trap ejection timing. Controlling the
voltage distribution is a more difficult task.
While the bias of certain electrodes ar more critical than others, the most sensitive voltages ap-
proach a one-to-one effect on the ToF – wherein a 1 ppm change in voltage could lead to a 1 ppm
change in ToF. To minimize these effects, a three-fold strategy is employed. The first strategy makes
use of t e fact the mirror potentials should be isochronous – small changes in the kine ic e ergy of
an ion should not result in a change in the ion’s ToF. For this reason, the mirror biases are provided
by power supplies floating on the drift potential. In this way, if the drift potential changes slightly,
all the other voltages drift with it, resulting in a slight change in the energy of the ion that should be
compensated by the isochronous mirror potentials.
The second strategy is to bias most of the mirror electrodes using a resistive divider array, as shown
in Fig. 2.15. The divider array uses Zero-TC resistors from Alpha Electronics Corp. These resistors
have a temperature coefficient of ∼0.15 ppm/◦C. Because the mirror end cap electrodes are switched
b tween an inject on (ejection) voltage and a trapping vol age, th y are excluded from being biased
via the divider array to minimize unwanted switching noise.
The third strategy is actively regulating the bias supplies. In total, seven power supplies are used
in the reflection chamber – two for each end cap, one to set the mirror potentials, one for the ejection
side lens (EL) and the drift potential that they float on. Each of these are monitored by using a
high-impedance voltage divider. The dividers shown in Fig. 2.15 make use of 100 MΩ high-precision
resistors from Japan Finechem (TC ∼ 10 ppm/◦C) in series with a 50 kΩ ZeroTC resistor. The
supply voltage is connected to the 100 MΩ resistor while the drift potential is connected to the
ZeroTC resistor, providing a 1:2000 scale voltage relative to the floating ground. The monitors for the
mirror potential and the drift potential are exceptions. The drift potential (being the floating ground)
must be measured relative to true ground, as shown in Fig. 2.15. The mirror potential, as shown in
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The second strategy is to bias most of the mirror electrodes using a re-393
sistive divider array, as shown in Fig 5. The divider array uses Zero-TC394
resistors from Alpha Electronics Corp [7]. These resistors have a tempera-395
ture coefficient of ≈0.15 ppm/◦C. Because the mirror end cap electrodes are396
switched between an injection (ejection) voltage and a trapping voltage, they397
are excluded from being biased via the divider array to minimize unwanted398
switching noise.399
The third strategy is actively regulating the bias supplies. In total, seven400
power supplies are used in the reflection chamber – two for each end cap,401
one to set the mirror potentials, one for the ejection side lens (EL) and the402
drift potential that they float on. Each of these are monitored by using a403
high-impedance voltage divider. The dividers (shown in Fig. 5) make use404
of 100MΩ high-precision resistors from Japan Finechem (TC ≈10 ppm/◦C)405
in series with a 50kΩ ZeroTC resistor. The supply voltage is connected406
to the 100MΩ resistor while the drift potential is connected to the ZeroTC407
resistor, providing a 1::2000 scale voltage relative to the floating ground. The408
monitors for the mirror potential and the drift potential are exceptions. The409
drift potential (being the floating ground) must be measured relative to true410
ground, as shown in Fig. 5. The mirror potential, as shown in Fig. 5, is411
connected to the floating ground by the 12.08 MΩ divider array. The voltage412
across the final resistor in the chain is used as a 1::2400 voltage monitor413
signal.414
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Figure 6: Sketch of voltage control and distribution
These voltage monitor signals are used as a feedback signal for a digital415
PID system, which maintains the voltages. The monitor signals are digitized416
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Figure 2.16: Sketch of voltage control and distribution system
Fig. 2.15, is connected to the floating ground by the 12.08 MΩ divider array. The voltage across the
final resistor in the chain is used as a 1:2400 voltage monitor signal.
These voltage monitor signals are used as a feedback signal for a digital PID system, which maintains
the voltages. The monitor signals are digitized using a 24-bit ADC (LTC2449, Linear Technologies)
using a MAX6350 as voltage reference. An onboard computer then adjusts the high-voltage power
supply programming voltages, according to a PID algorithm, to maintain each voltage at the desired
value. The programming voltages are supplied by using a precision op-amp (OP4177) to combine
two outputs from a 16-bit, 32-channel DAC (AD5372, Analog Devices) so as to approximate a 22-bit
DAC. The ADC-DAC system, as well as the divider array and 1:2000 voltage dividers, is inside a
well-sealed container. The temperature inside the container is measured using an LM135 temperature
sensor. The PID system regulates the temperature inside the container by means of a 15 W Peltier
cooler/heater (SL-3FF from Nippon Blower) element.
Timing and ion detection
using a 24-bit ADC (LTC2449, Linear Technologies) using a MAX6350 as417
voltage reference. An onboard computer then adjusts the high-voltage power418
supply programming voltages, according to a PID algorithm, to maintain419
each voltage at the desired value. The programming voltages are supplied420
by using a precision op-amp (OP4177) to combine two outputs from a 16-421
bit, 32-channel DAC (AD5372, Analog Devices) so as to approximate a 22-422
bit DAC. The ADC-DAC system, as well as the divider rray and 1::2000423
voltage dividers, is inside a well-sealed container. The temperature inside the424
container is measured using an LM135 temperature sensor. The PID sy tem425
regulates the temperature i si e the container by means of a 15 W Peltier426
cooler/heater (SL-3FF from Nippon Blower)r element.427
3.2. Timing and ion detection428
A schematic overview of the timing circuitry is shown in Fig. 7.429
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Figure 7: Schematic of MRTOF Timing Electronics
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At the heart of the timing circuitry is a xxxxxxx programmable timing433
generator. It provides TTL timing pulses for triggering trap ejection, injec-434
tion mirror end cap switching, ejection mirror end cap switching and to select435
trap voltage configuration state. To create signals that are precisely delayed,436
a Stanford DG535 precision programmable delay generator is used.437
The438
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Figure 2.17: Sche atic of RTOF Timing Electronics
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A schematic overview of the timing circuitry is shown in Fig. 2.17. In the case of the MRTOF, a
P7887 TDC, from Fast ComTec GmbH, is used to measure the time between ejection of ions from the
flat trap and their arrival at an MCP detector. The P7887 has 250 ps precision even with multiple
stop signals. At the heart of the timing circuitry is a programmable timing generator NI PCI-6602
controlled by LabView. It provides TTL timing pulses for triggering trap ejection, injection mirror
end cap switching, ejection mirror end cap switching and to select trap voltage configuration state. To
create signals that are precisely delayed, a Stanford DG535 precision programmable delay generator
is used. to adjust the trap potential through four states, a trap ejection signal, and a pair of signals
to trigger injection into and ejection of ions from the reflection chamber. The trap ejection signal is
considered to be the start of a cycle. It is used to eject trigger the ejection of ions from the trap and
to phase lock the trap rf signal at ejection, which is vital for ensuring the ions always have the same
initial conditions.
The trap ejection signal is split and sent to a Stanford DG535 precision programmable delay gen-
erator as well as being inverted and used as a veto for a constant fraction discriminator.
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3 Oﬄine studies
Before running, we must learn to walk. Similarly, before the MRTOF could be used for online mass
measurements of any short-lived radioactive nuclei, numerous oﬄine studies were required. These
studies included computer simulations required for optimal design of the traps and reflection chamber,
measurements of the efficiency of the traps, simulation of the MRTOF performance to optimize the
design, and measurement of the actual MRTOF performance.
3.1 Taper trap
The taper trap required a fair amount of oﬄine effort. Much time was spent on simulations. Good
figures of merit for its performance had to be devised. The performance had to be measured.
3.1.1 Simulations for taper trap
Prior to making the taper trap, its performance and an optimal geometry were simulated by SIMION
[72]. First a symmetric taper trap was considered, as shown in Fig. 2.7(b). For the same rf voltage
and frequency, the strength of the effective drag force is uniquely determined by the angle of the taper
rods ∆r0 which distort the electric field. Important quantities to be investigated in simulations were
the transmission efficiency and the beam size after passing through the taper trap. The former reflects
the strength of the effective drag force, while the latter influences the transfer efficiency into the flat
trap located after the taper trap.
The transmission efficiency was calculated as a function of ∆r0. Ion trajectories in the taper trap
were calculated assuming a Helium buffer gas pressure of 0.5 Pa, an rf frequency of 4 MHz and an rf
voltage of 720 Vpp, which is a typical pressure for buffer gas cooling and realistic conditions for the
system. Ion-gas interactions were modeled as hard sphere collisions. 2000 ions were started at the outer
edge (∆r0 = 0 mm) of the taper trap with an initial energy of 5 eV. The number of ions reaching the
inner edge of the taper trap within 1 ms were then recorded. The transmission efficiency was defined
as the ratio of recorded ions to initial ions. These calculations were performed for various ∆r0. The
result is shown in Fig. 3.1(left). For ∆r0 = 0 mm, i.e., a parallel RFQ without segmentation, only
≈57% of ions can be transported since the ions are stopped by collisions with the buffer gas and there
is no force to transport them. For larger ∆r0, the transmission efficiency increases up to ≈93%. There
is an effective drag force for these cases, therefore almost 100% of ions will eventually be transported,
although such may require 3 - 5 ms.
Increasing ∆r0 weakens the confining pseudo-potential well and distorts the quadrupole field. Such
features could affect the beam size. The beam size should be as small as possible because the entrance
aperture of the flat trap is 4 mm × 11 mm and the effective acceptance of the flat trap is ≈70% of
the gap, i.e., ≈2.8 mm. The transverse beam profile was recorded at the same inner edge position
used to determine transmission efficiency. The beam size was defined as ±6σ of the Gaussian fitting
of the beam profile corresponding to the area of 99.7%, where σ is the standard deviation of the
Gaussian. Figure 3.1(right) shows the beam size as a function of ∆r0. For ∆r0 = 0 mm, the beam
size is ≈1.7 mm, which is sufficiently small compared to the flat trap entrance. For larger ∆r0, the
beam size increases, up to ≈4.3 mm for ∆r0 = 2 mm. The beam size of >3.0 mm at ∆r0 > 0.8 mm
is slightly larger than the flat trap acceptance and causes an efficiency loss for the transport from the
taper to the flat trap. If the transport time from the taper trap to the flat trap is longer than 3 ms,
∆r0 = 0.5 mm could be better than the others. Therefore, the taper trap with ∆r0 = 0.5 mm was
adopted for experiments.
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Figure 3.1: Simulated transmission efficiency and beam size as a function of ∆r0
3.1.2 Experiments for taper trap
The performance of the preparation traps was investigated in terms of the trapping efficiency, cooling
time and trap capacity. Alkali ion sources capable of providing K+ and mono-isotopic 23Na+ and 7Li+
ions were used. 7Li+ and 23Na+ were used for the efficiency measurements, while K+ ions were used
for cooling time and capacity measurements.
In a buffer-gas filled trap, cooled ions do not come out efficiently or quickly without any drag force.
As previously mentioned, a taper structure produces an effective axial drag force. Due to the drag
force, the pre-cooled ions can be efficiently transported to the flat trap. The axial drag force of the
taper trap is determined by the rod angle, α. The value of α was optimized using SIMION, and an
angle of α = 2.6 mrad, corresponding to ∆r0 = 0.5 mm for L = 190 mm, was adopted as detailed in
Sec. 3.1.1.
: RFQ ion guide : CEM: Flat trap
+4 V +0.7 V +0.5 V -13 V
Parallel trap
Ion source Gas-filled region
Axial CEM
Orthogonal CEM
Taper trap
+4 ~ -4 V
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-
-
Figure 3.2: Experimental setup for the efficiency measurement of parallel and taper trap mode. Ions
from the alkali ion source were transported by an rf quadrupole ion guide to the trap
system. Channel electron multiplier (CEM) detectors were installed at the axial and
orthogonal exits. Typical rf frequencies, rf voltages and dc offset voltages are listed above.
Using this geometry, the effective drag force and the trapping efficiency of the taper trap were
studied. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.2 together with typical rf frequencies, rf voltages
and dc offset voltages. Na+ ions from the alkali ion source were transported to the taper trap by
rf quadrupole ion guides which consist of four 10 mm rods. CEM detectors were installed at the
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axial and orthogonal exits. In order to reduce the gas conductance, the taper trap and flat trap were
enclosed by stainless steel tubes and collimators. The pressure in the gas-filled region was maintained
at ≈0.5 Pa as was used in calculations for the gas-flow conductance and the pressure measured outside
of the flat trap. The flat trap was operated in transmission mode; the segmented dc electrodes were
set to a uniform potential distribution. Measurements were made using both a tapered and parallel
configuration for purpose of comparison.
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Figure 3.3: (top) Typical time-of-flight spectrum measured by CEM at axial exit for (a) the parallel
trap and (b) the taper trap with enlarged figure around the peak. The ion counts are not
comparable because the absolute intensity is different in each case. (bottom) Transport
efficiency as a function of the storage time for (c) the parallel trap, (d) the taper trap. For
both, the ion counts were integrated over 1 ms (filled squares) and 20 ms (filled circles).
Due to the taper effective drag, accumulated ions are ejected faster from the taper trap than the
parallel trap, from which they essentially just diffuse. Figures 3.3(a) and (b) show axial ejection
time-of-flight spectra for the parallel trap and the taper trap, respectively. As could be expected, the
spectrum from the parallel trap has an extremely long tail, while the taper trap produces a sharp
peak with a width of only 800 µs. The initial spike ahead of the long tail can be explained by ions
which accumulated near the flat trap entrance which were extracted quickly when the potential of the
flat trap entrance decreased. In the case of the taper trap, it is clearly seen that nearly 100% of the
ions are extracted within this peak. This shows that the axial drag force due to the taper structure
continuously pushes the ions toward the exit side, causing most ions to accumulate near the flat trap
entrance from where such ions can quickly be extracted as a fairly tight bunch.
The transport efficiencies from the taper (parallel) trap to the flat trap were measured with the
following methodology. First, the ion rates without trapping in the taper (parallel) trap, Ydc, were
measured at the axial CEM. Second, the ion rates after trapping, Ytrap, were measured at the same
detector for various storage times. The transport efficiency, trans, shown in Fig. 3.3(c) and (d) was
defined as trans = Ytrap/Ydc.
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The efficiency of the parallel trap quickly decreases with increasing storage time, while the taper
trap peaks at 4 ms, then slowly reduces to an equilibrium. For the parallel trap, well-cooled ions,
e.g. after a longer storage time, are hard to extract without an axial drag force, while for the taper
trap, the well-cooled ions are efficiently extracted due to the effective drag force. It should be noted
that for the taper trap, during the storage time of 0 - 4 ms ions are not well cooled, therefore the
beam size is insufficiently small and the efficiency is not maximized within 4 ms. The taper effect is
also exemplified by the difference in signals integrated over 1 ms and 20 ms, as shown in the bottom
panels of Fig. 3.3. For the parallel trap, only ≈14 - ≈20% of ions from the 20 ms integrated time
are contained in 1 ms integrated time, while for the taper trap, more than 90% of extracted ions are
found in the first integrated millisecond.
3.2 Flat trap
The flat trap has a novel flat geometry specialized for brilliant ion bunch production for MRTOF
mass measurement. Thus, in order to create a sufficiently good quadrupole field for ion trapping it
was investigated in detail by calculations. The performance of the flat trap was then investigated
experimentally with MRTOF.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic view of the flat trap. Each PCB consists of three stri s divided into 7 segments
(see Fig. 2.8). The central electrode of each board has a 0.5 mm2 plated hole at its center.
By applying a potential difference between the center electrodes of the PCBs, ions can be
extracted orthogonal to the injection axis through the small exit holes.
3.2.1 Simulations for flat trap
It is known that the standard four-rod quadrupole creates a good approximation to a quadrupole
electric field, and that this is maximized for rod diameter r = 1.148r0 [27] where r0 is the inter-rod
radius. One way to evaluate the goodness of the quadrupole field is to look at the linearity of the
fields along the transverse axes. Along the transverse axes, a perfect quadrupole field obeys
Ei =
(
V/r20
)
xi. (3.1)
So the linearity of the fields along the axes can be used as a figure of merit. An additional figure of
merit is the ratio of the linear coefficients for the two radial fields, which should ideally be unity.
In this investigation the “non-linearity” is defined as the deviation of Pearson’s r from unity and the
“imbalance” is defined as the deviation from unity of the ratio of linear coefficients. Using a standard
Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR) algorithm, the potential map for a standard four-rod quadrupole
was calculated. In each case the rod radius was r = 150 grids. After calculation of the potential map,
the fields along the axes were calculated, the value of Pearson’s r was calculated for the field along
each axis, and their product was recorded, as well as the ratio of the linear fitting coefficients. This
was repeated for a series of inter-rod distances, r0.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.5. The minimun of non-linearlity was found at r/r0 = 1.111 as
shown in Fig. 3.5(left). A difference from proper value of 1.148 is 3% and corresponding to 3 grid
units difference. As the field imbalance should be zero by geometric arguments in Fig. 3.5(right), the
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deviation must be from the imperfect circular approximation on a grid – for larger r/r0 the inter-rod
separation is less and the effects of imperfection are amplified. Experience informs us that even under
such conditions, the RFQ can be well simulated; therefore we will take an imbalance of 0.05% as
equivalent to perfect when we approach the optimization of the flat trap.
Standard four-rod quadrupole
It is known that the standard four-rod quadrupole creates a good approximation to a 
quadrupole electric field, and that this is maximized for rod sizes r = 1.148r0 where r0 is the 
inter-electrode radius.  How good of a field is this?  One way to evaluate the goodness of 
the field is to look at the linearity of the fields along the axes.  Along the axes, a perfect 
quadrupole field obeys
Ei = (V/r02)xi
So we can use the linearity of the fields along the axis as a figure of merit.  An additional 
figure of merit is the ratio of the linear coefficients for the two axial fields, which should 
ideally by unity.  In this investigation we will refer to the “non-linearity” as the deviation of 
Pearsonʼs r from unity and the “imbalance” as the deviation from unity of the ratio of linear 
coefficients.
 Using a standard SOR algorithm, we calculate the potential map for a standard 
four-rod quadrupole.  In each case the rod radius is r = 150 grids.  After calculation of the 
potential map, the fields along the axes are calculated, the value of Pearsonʼs r is 
calculated for the field along each axis, and their product is recorded, as well as the ratio 
of the linear fitting coefficients. This is repeated for a series of inter-rod distances, r0.  
 The results are shown below.  As the field imbalance should be zero by geometric 
arguments, the deviation must be from the imperfect circular approximation on a grid -- for 
larger r/r0 e inter-rod separation is less and the effects of imperfection are amplified.  
Experience informs us that even under such conditions, the RFQ can be well simulated; 
therefore we will take an imbalance of 0.05% as equivalent to perfect when we approach 
the optimization of the flat trap.
 It is also worthwhile to look at the region 
over which the linearity is good.  The figure to the 
left shows the residual from a linear fit for the field 
along the x-axis.  The linear fit is essentially perfect 
out to ~0.67r0 and the non-linearity is 10 ppm over 
0.9r0.  This is our basis of comparison for the flat 
trap optimization.
Optimization of the Flat Trap  Peter Schury
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Figure 3.5: Simulation results of the non-linearity (left) and the imbalance (right) of a quadrupole field
in the flat rap. The minimum of non-linearity was found at r/r0 = 1.111. A difference
from proper value of 1.148 is 3% and corresponding to 3 grid units difference.
It is also worthwhile to look at the region over which the linearity is good. Figure 3.6 shows the
residual from a linear fit for the field along the x-axis. The linear fit was essentially perfect out to
∼0.67r0 and the non-linearity was 10 ppm over 0.9r0. This is our basis of comparison for the flat trap
optimization.
Standard four-rod quadrupole
It is known that the standard four-rod quadrupole creates a good approximation to a 
quadrupole electric field, and that this is maximized for rod sizes r = 1.148r0 where r0 is the 
inter-electrode radius.  How good of a field is this?  One way to evaluate the goodness of 
the field is to look at the linearity of the fields along the axes.  Along the axes, a perfect 
quadrupole field obeys
Ei = (V/r02)xi
So we can use the linearity of the fields along the axis as a figure of merit.  An additional 
figure of merit is the ratio of the linear coefficients for the two axial fields, which should 
ideally by unity.  In this investigation we will refer to the “non-linearity” as the deviation of 
Pearsonʼs r from unity and the “imbalance” as the deviation from unity of the ratio of linear 
coefficients.
 Using a standard SOR algorithm, we calculate the potential map for a standard 
four-rod quadrupole.  In each case the rod radius is r = 150 grids.  After calculatio  of the 
potential map, the fields along the axes are calculated, the value of Pearsonʼs r is 
calculated for the field along each axis, and their product is recorded, as well as the ratio 
of the linear fitting coefficients. This is repeated for a series of inter-rod distances, r0.  
 The results are shown below.  As he field imbalance should be zero by geometric 
arguments, the deviation must be fr m the imperfect circular appr ximation on a grid -- for 
larger r/r0 the inter-rod separation is less and the effects of imperfection are amplified.  
Experience informs us that even under such conditi ns, the RFQ can be well simulated; 
therefore we will take an imbalance of 0.05% as equivalent to perfect when we approach 
the optimization of the flat trap.
 It is also worthwhile to look at the region 
over which the linearity is good.  The figure to the 
left shows the residual from a linear fit for the field 
along the x-axis.  The linear fit is essentially perfect 
out to ~0.67r0 and the non-linearity is 10 ppm over 
0.9r0.  This is our basis of comparison for the flat 
trap optimization.
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Figure 3.6: Residual from linear fit at x/r0 = 1.154. The linear fit was essentially perfect out to
x ∼ 0.67r0 indicated by red line.
An initial geometry was set for 50-grid-units long electrodes separated by 10 grid units and gapped
by 100 grid units. The geometry is shown in Fig. 3.7(left). The potential map was calculated using a
standard SOR routine, the same as for the four rod quadrupole above. Based on the results for the
optimal four rod system, a goal of non-linearity was set to <250 ppm along 2/3 trap volume with field
imbalance of <0.05%.
The axial field strength for the initial geometry is shown in Fig. 3.7(right). This is clearly not an
optimal solution. To find an optimal solution, the properties of the general geometry were investigated
systematically. A program to create the geometry, calculate the potential V (x, y), determine the axial
fields and perform linear fitting was developed. The program allowed for modification and recalculation
of the potential V (x, y). For simplicity, the inter-sheet gap was fixed at 100 grids, since this gap was
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Flat Trap Quadrupole
 We start with an initial geometry with 50 gird unit long 
electrodes separated by 10 grid units and gapped by 100 
grid units.  The geometry is shown at left.  The potential 
map is calculated using a standard SOR routine, the same 
as for the four rod quadrupole above.  
 Based on the results for the optimal four rod system, 
we set a goal of non-linearity <250 ppm along ⅔ trap volume 
with field imbalance of <0.05%.
 The axial fields for the initial geometry are shown below.  
This is clearly not an optimal solution.  To find an optimal solution, 
we start by systematically 
investigating the properties of the general 
geometry.  I have written a program to 
create the geometry, calculate the 
potential V(x,y), determine the axial fields 
and perform a linear fit on them.  The 
program allows for modification and 
recalculation of the potential V(x,y).  We 
begin by “scanning” over the various 
dimensions.  For simplicity, we choose to 
hold the gap constant at 100 grids as we 
have previously determined the we want 
a 3 mm trap gap.
 To begin, we fix the inter-electrode 
spacing at 10 grids and scan the electrode 
lengths.  For this scan, we maintain a unity ratio 
in the length of the center and outer electrodes.  
The minimum non-linearity is found for a length 
o 86 grids.  This geometry, referred to as 
86-10-86-100 has a non-linearity of 180 ppm 
with a 2% field imbalance.
 Next we fix the central electrode at 86 
grids and scan the length of the outer electrode.  
For a length of 115 grids, the non-linearity is 179.8 
ppm, but the field imbalance reduces to 0.58%.
 Finally, the inter-electrode spacing was 
scanned and it was found that for the geometry 
86-11-115-100 the non-linearity is 178.9 ppm with a 
field imbalance of 0.13%.  This is not as nice as 
the four rod quadrupole, but is likely sufficient for 
our needs.
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Figure 3.7: An initial geometry of the flat trap (left). The electrodes with applied rf signals are shown
with blue squares and the grounded electrodes are shown with red squares. Each electrode
was 50-grid-units long, is separated by 10 grid units and gapped by 100 grid units. The
radial fields for the initial geometry are clearly not an optimal solution (right).
also fixed in the initial design of the trap at 3 mm.
To begin, the inter-electrode spacing was fix at 10 grids and the electrode lengths were scanned. For
this scan, a unity ratio in the length of the center and outer electrodes was maintained. The minimum
non-line rity was found for a length of 86 grids as shown in Fig. 3.8(left). This geome ry, referred to
as 86-10-86-100 has a non-linearity of 180 ppm with a 2% field imbalance.
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Figure 3.8: Combined non-linearity as a function of the length of both inner and outer electrodes (left)
and outer electrodes with fixed central electrodes as 86 grids (right). The geometrical
factor described in the figures are defined as (inner electrodes)-(inter-electrode spacing)-
(outer electrode)-(trap gap) and scanning values are indicated as “c”. In both figures,
the non-linearity was calculated for 67% of trap volume. In the right figure the minimum
non-linearity was f und for a length of 86 grids. In the left figure, a non-linearity of 179.8
ppm was found at the length of 115 grids.
Next the central electrode length was fixed at 86 grids and the length of the outer electrode was
scanned. For a length of 115 grids, the non-linearity was 179.8 ppm as shown in Fig. 3.8(right), but
the field imbalance was reduced to 0.58%. Finally, the inter-electrode spacing was scanned and it was
found that for the geometry 86-11-115-100 the non-linearity was 178.9 ppm with a field imbalance of
0.13%. This was not as nice as the four rod quadrupole, but is likely sufficient for our needs.
Next, a support frame was added to the geometry to ensure that it will not negatively impact the
operation of the trap. The optimization was begun with a worst-case scenario of a frame which is 0.6
mm from the outer edge of the trap. The geometry is shown in Fig. 3.9(left); the scale is in millimeters.
50
 Next, we add a support frame to the geometry to 
ensure that it will not negatively impact the operation of the 
trap.  We will begin with a worst-case scenario of a frame 
which is 0.6 mm from the outer edge of the trap.  The 
geometry is shown at right; the scale is in millimeters.
 We perform the simple task of evaluating the fields 
as a function of the potential applied on the frame, relative 
to the central electrode, when the potential difference 
between the inner and outer electrodes is 200 V.  As can be 
seen below, the effect of any reasonable potential 
difference is 
negligible.  As 
such, we need not be concerned about the 
frame, since for any greater frame size the 
effect must be reduced.
The drop at 0 V is the value for no frame.  The 
electrode “disappears” at exactly zero volts.  
This is a non-detrimental artifact of the 
calculation method.
 Now, we must finally consider the trap region 
itself.  We need yet to consider the impact of the central 
hole.  At right we show the geometry 86-11-115-100-10, 
which adds a 0.3 mm wide hole to the central 
electrodes.  The impact of the hole, as a function of 
width is shown below.  As we can see, it is very 
important to keep the hole as small as possible.
 For our desired 0.3 mm hole, the field is not un-
acceptably poor.  The non-linearity is 286 ppm, with a 
field imbalance of 0.97%.  This may not be great for use 
as a mass filter, but should be plenty sufficient for an ion 
trap.
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 Next, we add a support frame to the geometry to 
ensure that it will not negatively impact the operation of the 
trap.  We will begin with a worst-case scenario of a frame 
which is 0.6 mm from the outer edge of the trap.  The 
geometry is shown at right; the scale is in millimeters.
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as a function of the potential applied on the frame, relative 
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seen below, the effect of any reasonable potential 
difference is 
negligible.  As 
such, we need not be concerned about the 
frame, since for any greater frame size the 
effect must be reduced.
The drop at 0 V is the value for no frame.  The 
electrode “disappears” at exactly zero volts.  
This is a non-detrimental artifact of the 
calculation method.
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which adds a 0.3 mm wide hole to the central 
electrodes.  The impact of the hole, as a function of 
width is shown below.  As we can see, it is very 
important to keep the hole as small as possible.
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as a mass filter, but should be plenty sufficient for an ion 
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Figure 3.9: The geometry of 86-11-115-100 with a ground d support frame which is 0.6 mm from the
outer edge of the trap (left). The combined non-linearity and the fi ld imbalan are shown
as a function of the potential difference between the frame and inner electrode (right).
The simple task of evaluating the fields as a function of the potential applied on the frame, relative
to the inner electrode, was performed when the potential difference between the inner and outer
electrodes is 200 V. As can be seen in Fig. 3.9(right), the effect of any reasonable potential difference
is negligible. As such, the frame seems not to be disconcerting, since for any greater frame size the
effect must be reduced. The drop at 0 V is the value for no frame. The electrode “disappears” at
exactly zero volts. This is a non-detrimental artifact of the calculation method.
Now, the trap region itself must be finally considered. The impact of the central hole yet needs to
be considered. In Fig. 3.10, the geometry 86-11-115-100-10, which adds a 0.3 mm wide hole to the
inner electrodes, was shown. The impact of the hole, as a function of width is shown in Fig. 3.11. As
we can see, it is very important to keep the hole as small as possible.
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Figure 3.10: The geometry with 0.3 mm wide holes to the inner electrodes
For our desired 0.3 mm hole, the field is not unacceptably poor; the non-linearity is 286 ppm, with a
field imbalance of 0.97%. This may not be great for use as a mass filter, but should be plenty sufficient
for an ion trap.
As a final detail of the quadrupole field is the field factor. For an ideal quadrupole, the electric field
is given by Ei = (V/r
2
0)xi. The slope of our field for geometry 86-11-115-100 is 0.047 V/grid for Vq
= 200 V and r = 50 grids, which should give a slope of 0.08 V/grid. Thus, we have a field factor
of 1.7 which should be taken into account when attempting to use this device as a quadrupole mass
separator.
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 Next, we add a support frame to the geometry to 
ensure that it will not negatively impact the operation of the 
trap.  We will begin with a worst-case scenario of a frame 
which is 0.6 mm from the outer edge of the trap.  The 
geometry is shown at right; the scale is in millimeters.
 We perform the simple task of evaluating the fields 
as a function of the potential applied on the frame, relative 
to the central electrode, when the potential difference 
between the inner and outer electrodes is 200 V.  As can be 
seen below, the effect of any reasonable potential 
difference is 
negligible.  As 
such, we need not be concerned about the 
frame, since for any greater frame size the 
effect must be reduced.
The drop at 0 V is the value for no frame.  The 
electrode “disappears” at exactly zero volts.  
This is a non-detrimental artifact of the 
calculation method.
 Now, we must finally consider the trap region 
itself.  We need yet to consider the impact of the central 
hole.  At right we show the geometry 86-11-115-100-10, 
which adds a 0.3 mm wide hole to the central 
electrodes.  The impact of the hole, as a function of 
width is shown below.  As we can see, it is very 
important to keep the hole as small as possible.
 For our desired 0.3 mm hole, the field is not un-
acceptably poor.  The non-linearity is 286 ppm, with a 
field imbalance of 0.97%.  This may not be great for use 
as a mass filter, but should be plenty sufficient for an ion 
trap.
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Figure 3.11: The combined non-linearity and the field imbalance as a function of the width of hole in
inner electrodes (left) and the enlarged figure up to 0.4 mm (right).
Now, let us consider extraction of ions from the trap. For this, three geometries should be com-
pared – the four rod quadrupole, the central switching flat trap and the full switching flat trap. In
Fig. 3.12(left), the potential for full switching, whereby the center and outer electrodes are both set to
±Vd, are shown. The red box in Fig. 3.12 indicates the region which was analyzed. The same region
was analyzed for the central-only switching, in which the center electrodes are set to Vouter ± Vd. A
similar image is presented for the case of the four rod dipole in Fig. 3.12(right). The top and bottom
rods are set to ±Vd, while the side electrodes are at ground.
 As a final detail of the quadrupole field is the field factor.  For an ideal quadrupole, 
the electric field is given by Ei = ±Vq⋄Xi / r02.  The slope of our field for geometry 
86-11-115-100 is 0.047 V/grid for Vq = 200 V and r0 = 50 grids, which should give a slope 
of 0.08 V/grid. Thus, we have a field factor of 1.7 which should be taken into account when 
attempting to use this device as a QMS.
Dipole Fields
 Now we need to consider extraction from the 
trap.  For this, we should compare three situations -- 
the four rod quadrupole, the central switching flat 
trap and the full switching flat trap. 
 On the right we have the potential for full 
switching, whereby the center and outer electrodes 
are both set to ±Vd.  The red box indicates the 
region which will be analyzed.  The same region is 
analyzed for the central-only switching, in which the 
center electrodes are set to Vouter ± Vd.  
 A similar image is presented for the case of 
four rod dipole.  The top and bottom rods are set to  
± Vd, while the side electrodes are at ground.
The above right image shows a comparison of the three scenarios.  While the full 
switching flat trap is best, the central switching system is decidedly better than the four rod 
system.  Furthermore, the region of ± 0.15 mm is the only part where the dipole field truly 
matters, as this is the area below the extraction slit.  In this region both flat trap scenarios 
are equally good.
3D Trap Potential
 We are presently beginning an analysis of the axial trapping potential for the 3D 
segmented flat trap.  
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Figure 3.12: The equipotential line during the ejection from the flat trap with full switching (left) and
the four rods quadrupole (right). Res boxes indicate the region which was analyses.
Figure 3.13 shows a comparison of the three scenarios. While the full switching flat trap is best,
the central switching system is decidedly better than the four rod system. Furthermore, the region of
±0.15 mm is the only part where the dipole field truly matters, as this is the area below the extraction
slit. In this region both flat trap scenarios are equally good.
3.2.2 Cooling time of flat trap
Herein the cooling time characteristics of the flat trap are mainly discussed. As previously described,
the flat trap is located after the taper trap. Its function is to provide final ion bunch preparation for
the MRTOF. The width, emittance, and energy spread of ion bunches ejected from the flat trap
directly affect the efficiency and the mass resolving power of the MRTOF. The flat trap is required
to efficiently provide fast cooling of both axial and radial ion motions, and to eject ions with low
emittance. Ejection is achieved by the novel flat geometry’s ability to make a pure dipole field for
orthogonal ion ejection. This is in stark contrast to the axial ejection from a traditional Paul trap,
which produces ion pulses with large high-order optical aberrations.
Fast cooling is an important feature needed for the measurement of short-lived nuclei. In Helium
buffer gas at pressures of ≈10−3 mbar at room temperature, the axial cooling is achieved by collisions
with He atoms in the dc potential well created by the segmented electrodes, while the radial cooling is
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Figure 3.13: The non-linearity of dipole fields for the three situations. While the full switching flat
trap is best, the central switching system is ecided y better than the four rod system.
achieved within the confinement of the rf quadrupole pseudo-potential well. Because of the orthogonal
ejection from the flat trap, the axial and radial cooling are partially decoupled; both axial and radial
motions must be quickly cooled for effective ion bunching.
As the ion cloud cools, it becomes smaller and the velocity of ions decreases. As the exit hole
comprises a much smaller geometric factor along the axis than perpendicular to it, the axial cooling
strongly determines the fraction of the ion cloud which can pass through the exit hole. The radial
velocities of the ions, however, contribute to the energy spread and turn-around time, which determines
the detected pulse width. Thus, the rate of detected ions provides a figure of merit for axial cooling,
while the pulse width is a figure of merit for radial cooling. As shown in Fig. 3.14, both the count rate
and peak width saturate within around 2 ms at ≈ 3×10−3 mbar, indicating that the ions accumulated
in the flat trap are fully cooled, both axially and radially, within 2 ms. The achieved cooling time is
sufficiently short for mass measurements of short-lived nuclei with MRTOF.
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Figure 3.14: Two types of cooling time dependences of K+ for various gas pressures. (left) The ion
count rate, measured at the orthogonal CEM, as functions of the cooling time, repre-
senting the axial cooling. (right) The width of the ToF peak, measured after MRTOF
without reflections, as functions of the cooling time, representing the radial cooling.
3.2.3 Trapping capacity of flat trap
In online experiments, the gas cell may deliver intense molecular impurities. Too many impurities
could saturate the trap. To estimate the maximum allowable contaminant ratio, the trap capacity
was measured using K isotopes with the MRTOF. The result is shown in Fig. 3.15. The intensity
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of incoming K+ ions was measured at the rods of the taper trap and the total number of trapped
K ions was estimated from the 40K+ counts at the MCP after mass analysis in the MRTOF. At
high intensities, individual ion signals overlap and ion counting is not possible. K+ ions were used
due to the low abundance (0.0117%) of 40K, which allowed for reasonable estimation of the total
number of ions in a given pulse. By separating the K isotopes in the MRTOF, the total ion rate
could be calculated from the rate of 40K+ which never saturated due to its very low abundance. This
measurement was performed under different conditions from the trapping efficiency measurements and
thus the efficiencies cannot be compared.
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Figure 3.15: Trapping capacity of the flat trap. The total K+ ions stored in the flat trap was estimated
from the 40K+ counts at the MCP after mass analysis in the MRTOF. Lines for efficiencies
of  = 1, 0.1, 0.07 are described.
From the result described in Fig. 3.15. The flat trap capacity was found to be around 9.3 × 103
ions. The maximum ion density in the trap, nmax, is dominantly limited by the space charge. nmax
can be evaluated to be
nmax =
qV0p0
er20
=
4Dr0
er20
(3.2)
where q is the Mathieu’s q-value, V0p is the rf amplitude, r0 is the inter-rod radius of the quadrupole
field, and Dr is the pseudo-potential well depth. Using the experimental parameters, q = 0.4, r0 ∼
1.4 mm, V0p = 370 V0p, which correspond to Dr = 37 V, nmax is obtained as nmax ∼ 6× 104 mm−3.
Assuming the shape and the volume of the ion bunch are cylindrical shape and ∼0.2 mm−3 which
corresponds to the radius of r ∼ 0.2 mm and the width of w ∼ 2 mm, the maximum number of ions
per bunch is evaluated as ∼1.2 × 104 ions which is well-consistent with the experimental saturation
limit of ∼9.3× 103 ions.
3.3 Dual-trap system
Ions transported from gas-cell side have an energy of less than 10 eV and an energy spread of a
∼1 eV typically due to gas collisions in the poor vacuum region. On the other hand, the energy loss
in the flat trap is estimated as a ∼1 eV. The lower-energy ions, which are well-cooled in the taper
trap, are gently transported from the taper trap to the flat trap and smoothly trapped in the flat trap,
while the higher-energy ions, which are not well-cooled in the taper trap, are transported in and go
out from the flat trap. It causes an efficiency loss.
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Taper trap
Flat trap
PHe: 10-3 Torr
effective drag force
Figure 3.16: Schematic view of the dual-trap system. Two identical taper traps were installed on both
side of the flat trap. Ions which have energies higher/lower than energy losses in the taper
trap can be eventually trapped in the flat trap by the presence of the effective drag force.
In order to maximize the trapping efficiency, a dual-trap system were used as shown in Fig. 3.16.
The taper trap was used as an auxiliary trap to accumulate and precool an ion bunch while an earlier
bunch is being cooled in the flat trap, and to expand the trapping region of the flat trap during the
first stage of cooling in the flat trap, thereby, it allows an operational duty cycle of ≈100%, with high
efficiency.
3.3.1 Asymmetric taper trap
In the case of the symmetric taper trap, the ion envelope is symmetric near the boundary, while the
flat trap entrance is not (see Fig. 3.17(a)). This can cause some ion loss at the interface with the flat
trap during each back and forth pass. To avoid this, the inner shape of the taper trap was modified
to be asymmetric as shown in Fig. 3.17(b).
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Figure 3.17: Cross-sectional views of the symmetric and asymmetric taper trap, and positions of ion
losses at the front wall of the flat trap entrance. For all geometries, the inter-rod vertical
gap is extended by ∆r0 = 0.5 mm. For horizontal gap, the symmetric taper trap has
∆r0 = 0.5 mm (left) and the asymmetric taper traps have ∆r0 = 0 mm (center) and 0.5
mm (right). The dashed lines indicate the position of ∆r0 = 0.5 mm. Ions lost by hitting
to the front wall of the flat trap entrance, which is colored with light blue, are indicated.
This asymmetric geometry was investigated by simulation first. Figure 3.17 shows cross-sectional
views of (a) the symmetric taper trap and (b) the asymmetric taper trap, and positions of ion losses
at the front wall of the flat trap entrance. For all geometries, the inter-rod vertical gap is extended
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by ∆rv0 = 0.5 mm. For horizontal gap, the symmetric taper trap has ∆r
h
0 = 0.5 mm (left) and the
asymmetric taper traps have ∆rh0 = 0 mm (center) and −0.5 mm (right). Ions lost by hitting the front
wall of the flat trap entrance which is colored with light blue are indicated. For the symmetric taper
trap, a lot of ions are hitting the wall horizontally, while for the asymmetric taper trap, a smaller
amount of ions are hitting and only a few ions are hitting in the case of ∆rh0 = −0.5 mm (right).
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Figure 3.18: An example of the control of the potential gradient in the asymmetric taper trap. Ion
rates were measured as a function of the trap offset voltage with various dc biases. The
shift of rising positions indicate the average potential near the flat trap entrance is varied
and the dependence of the ion rates maximum suggests the potential gradient is also
changed.
An asymmetric geometry has an another feature. If unequal dc biases are applied to each pair of
rods, the axial dc potential is changed from an symmetric geometry as described above. Thereby, the
axial potential gradient in the taper trap can be controlled to some extent. Fig. 3.18 shows an example
of the experimental verification of this effect. Incident ion energy at the flat trap is determined by
the dc potential difference between the taper trap and the flat trap. In the result, the rising positions
shift depending on the dc biases. That indicates the average potential of the taper trap is varied and
the optimal trap offset voltage to trap ions in the flat trap also changes. Additionally, the dependence
of the maximum ion rate suggests the potential gradient is also changed.
To optimize the geometry, the trapping efficiencies of various horizontal gaps, ∆rh0 using Na
+ ions
were measured by adding spacer plates between the rods and the PEEK support block.. Prior to
each efficiency measurements, the dc biases and the rf conditions were optimized, the gas pressure was
set to ≈0.5 Pa in the flat trap, and the transmission efficiency for straight through the flat trap was
measured.
To evaluate the transmission efficiency, the ion current at the taper trap, Itaper, located before the
flat trap and at the RFQ ion guide, IRFQ, located after the flat trap were measured (see Fig. 3.2). The
transmission efficiency, straight, was calculated as straight = IRFQ/Itaper Figure 3.19 shows the result of
the measurements. From the linear fitting of the data, the transmission efficiency of straight = 80(3)%
was obtained. In the following measurements of the trapping efficiency, the incoming ion rate measured
at the axial CEM was normalized by the straight.
The trapping efficiencies were evaluated in the same way as explained in Sec. 3.1.2. While operating
at 100 Hz, ions were precooled and accumulated in the taper trap for 7 ms before being transferred
to the flat trap. Cooling was performed in the flat trap for 3 ms. After the final cooling phase, ions
were ejected from the flat trap and detected at the orthogonal CEM. While ions were cooling in the
flat trap, new ions were also accumulating in the taper trap system.
The results are summarized in Table 3.1. The efficiency increases with decreasing horizontal gap.
That is the same trend as expected from simulation. The efficiency reaches a maximum value of
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Figure 3.19: Transmission efficiency for straight through the flat trap. The ion current at the the taper
trap located before the flat trap and at the RFQ ion guide located after the flat trap were
measured. From the linear fitting of the data, the transmission efficiency of 80(3)% was
obtained.
27% at ∆rh0 = −1.1 mm and drops at ∆rh0 = −2.1 mm to 5.4%. The reduction is explained by the
quadrupole field distortion being too large to confine and transport ions stably, and the dc biases
become too large for smaller ∆rh0 resulting in the ion heating.
Similarly to the measurement of Na+, the trapping efficiency of 7Li+ was also measured and an
efficiency of 5.1% was obtained. The difference in efficiency between Na+ and 7Li+ is explained due
to the mass difference which causes large momentum transfer in collision between 7Li+ and helium
atoms. This results in 7Li+ being ejected from the rf pseudo-potential: often called “rf heating”.
Table 3.1: Trapping efficiencies for various horizontal gaps, ∆rh0 , using Na
+ ions. The vertical gap was
fixed as ∆rh0 = 0.5 mm.
∆rh0 (mm) ∆r
h
0 (mm) Efficiency (%)
+0.5 +0.5 12 symmetric
+0.5 0 19 horizontally in parallel
+0.5 −0.5 18
+0.5 −1.1 27
+0.5 −2.1 5.4
The energy spread of uncooled ions entering the flat trap is estimated to be less than 10 eV,
therefore higher-energy ions may turn back and leave the flat trap. By using the taper trap to extend
the trapping region, ions can cross over the boundary between the flat and taper trap multiple times
until the ion energy decreases enough to allow them to accumulate in the flat trap. Due to the
effective trap drag force, ions cannot become trapped in the taper region during this “extended trap”
phase. On the other hand, these traps can be used in dual-trap mode; the simulation is described
in Fig. 3.20. The ions are first accumulated and precooled in the taper trap, then those well-cooled
ions are transfered to the flat trap; the newly incoming ions (red line in Fig. 3.20) are trapped in this
phase simultaneously.
The two operation modes were compared in terms of the efficiency with the parallel trap and the
asymmetric taper trap optimized. Figure 3.21 shows the efficiency as a function of the offset voltage
of the flat trap for each trap with transmission and trapping mode. In the transmission mode, ions
were not precooled in the taper trap and were always trapped in whole region in the accumulation
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Figure 3.20: Schematic view of the dual-trap system. Two identical taper traps were installed both
side of the flat trap. Ions which have energies higher/lower than energy losses in the taper
trap can be eventually trapped in the flat trap by the presence of the effective drag force.
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Figure 3.21: Trapping efficiency of 7Li+ for the parallel trap in (a) transmission mode and (b) trapping
mode, and for the taper trap in (c) transmission mode and (d) trapping mode.
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phase. In the trapping mode, ions were precooled and accumulated in the taper trap for 7 ms before
being transferred to the flat trap.
For the parallel trap, there is almost no gain between the two modes due to the absence of the drag
force and well-cooled ions in the precooling don’t contribute so much to the efficiency. It is consistent
with the discussion so far.
The efficiency of the taper trap with the transmission mode also shows a low gain compared to the
parallel trap with both modes, while with the trapping mode the efficiency is increased by an order
of magnitude. In the transmission mode of the taper trap, higher-energy ions should cross over the
boundary between the flat and taper trap multiple times until ions are accumulated in the flat trap,
causing an efficiency gain. From these comparisons, it is assumed that the ion energy and emittance
through the boundary are much higher than expected and such ion trajectories are disturbed and lost
when ions cross over the boundary multiple times.
3.4 MRTOF
Our goal for the MRTOF has been to achieve mass resolving powers Rm > 100, 000. This requires
determining, applying, and maintaining a proper set of bias voltages for the many electrodes.
For such requirements, simulations were first performed with ideal conditions, then optimal condi-
tions were determined experimentally.
3.4.1 Simulations for MRTOF
Simulations were performed to determine an optimal bias distribution. Additionally, the simulations
provided information on the error budget for the various biases. Of particular importance is the effect
of slight errors in the various biases on the mass resolving power. Separately, since any real world
measurements require some time, the mass resolving power could be reduced by dynamic shifts in the
ToF due to fluctuations or drifts of the various biases. Important insight into these effects, provided
by simulations, motivated decisions on how to implement the electrode bias system.
The evaluation of the MRTOF must begin with a comparison of calculated and experimental be-
havior. As part of the design procedure, many aspects of the MRTOF were simulated. As previously
mentioned, the bias voltage distribution for the mirrors was optimized using a differential algebra-based
routine. The differential algebra-based code does not calculate the ion trajectories, but calculates the
electric potential on the flight axis and uses a differential algebra method to quickly (compared to
e.g., SIMION) calculate the ToF and ToF variance at a predetermined number of revolutions in the
drift chamber, based on an assumed initial condition of the ion cloud in the rf trap. From the ToF
and its variance, the mass resolving power is calculated and used by the code as a figure of merit
for optimization of the electrode biases. The optimized values for a −5 kV drift potential with 518
revolutions, assuming an initial ion cloud of 500 µm rms radius at a temperature of T = 300 K, are
given in Table 3.2.
The differential algebra code was also used to estimate the affect of small variations in the various
voltages. Figure 3.22 shows the calculated affect of individual small deviations from the optimized
electrode biases on the mass resolving power. Based on this result, relative errors of <50 ppm in any
bias does not significantly reduce the achievable mass resolving power. The widths of the curves in
Fig. 3.22, along with the affect of the bias variation on times of flight, are tabulated in Table 3.3.
These results indicate that the resolving power is not adversely impacted by small deviations from the
ideal voltages.
The differential algebra code, having the advantage of being rather fast, was well-suited for usage
in calculating an optimized potential distribution. However, it has two short-comings: it could not
calculate the peak shape, nor could it easily calculate affects of variation of the drift potential. For
these reasons, a second code was used to verify the results of the differential algebra code. The
IONFLY code [81] is an extension of SIMION with, among other features, improved Runge-Kutta
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Table 3.2: Optimized MRTOF voltages from the differential algebra optimization code. Optimized for
518 revolutions with a drift potential of −5 kV. Initial condition of ion cloud was assumed
to be rrms = 0.5 mm at T = 300 K.
Electrode Bias (V) Electrode Bias (V) Electrode Bias (V)
ejL −14350.35 inL −5000 Drift -5000
ej1C 2074.25 in1C 1115.52 A1 −1758
ej1O −500 in1O −1150 A2 −1150
ej2 −463.23 in2 −537.49 A3 −1150
ej3 414.78 in3 277.89 TrapP 300
ej4 −2356.60 in4 −5000 TrapN −300
ej5 1048.58 in5 −5000
ej6 −2841.95 in6 −5000
ej7 −3381.23 in7 −5000
Figure 8: Calculated affects on mass resolving power from varying the bias voltages.
The differential algebra code, having the advantage of being rather fast,492
was well-suited for usage in calculating an optimized potential distribution.493
However, it has two short-comings: it could not calculate the peak shape,494
nor could it easily calculate affects of variation of the drift potential. For495
these reasons, a second code was used to verify the results of the differential496
algebra code. The IonFly code [? ] is an extension of SimIon with, among497
other features, improved Runge-Kutta routines for better calculation speed498
and accuracy. We decided to use it to verify the optimization and perform499
simulation studies that the differential algebra code as not capable of doing.500
Using IonFly with the optimized mirror potentials, the resolving power at501
518 was found to be Rt ≈ 106. With this verified, the IonFly code was used502
to verify the affect of bias variation on the times of flight. This was achieved503
by calculating the times of flight of 10 ions randomly selected from a ”cloud”504
of rrms=0.5 mm and T=300 K, calculating the mean ToF, changing the bias505
potential and repeating. Linear fits to the data could then be made, as given506
in Table 4. In most cases, the agreement between the two calculations is507
quite good.508
It is worthwhile to notice that the three largest ∆t/∆V values are for the509
mirror end caps (ej1C and in1C) and the drift potential. Since the end caps510
are switched and drift potential is also the next to lowest potential, after511
the out-sized lens (ejL) potential, it is reasonable to consider using the drift512
potential as a floating ground for the ensemble of MRTOF potentials. In this513
way, any change in the drift potential results in a uniform change of the entire514
MRTOF potential distribution. Effectively, changing only the kinetic energy515
of the ions injected into the reflection chamber. Since it is assumed that the516
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Figure 3.22: Calculated affects on mass resolving power from varying the bias voltages
Table 3.3: Calculated variation in Rm and ToF caused by variation in bias potential. FWHM(Rm) are
given in ppm of voltage, while ∆t/∆V values are ppm/ppm.
Electrode FWHM(Rm) ∆ToFDiffAlg/∆V ∆ToFIonFly/∆V
ejL 430 −0.151 −0.032
ej1C 306 −0.193 −0.163
ej1O – – 1.7× 10−3
ej2 1657 −0.085 −0.076
ej3 744 −0.047 −0.052
ej4 255 0.026 0.021
ej5 1468 0.079 0.077
ej6 415 0.020 0.019
ej7 202 0.027 0.012
in1C 212 −0.260 −0.216
in1O – – 2.9× 10−4
in2 962 0.027 0.030
in3 2579 0.009 0.004
Drift – – −0.265
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routines for better calculation speed and accuracy. We decided to use it to verify the optimization
and perform simulation studies that the differential algebra code was not capable of doing.
Using IONFLY with the optimized mirror potentials, the resolving power at 518 was found to be
Rt ∼ 106. With this verified, the IONFLY code was used to verify the affect of bias variation on the
times of flight. This was achieved by calculating the times of flight of 10 ions randomly selected from
a “cloud” of rrms = 0.5 mm and T = 300 K, calculating the mean ToF, changing the bias potential
and repeating. Linear fits to the data could then be made, as given in Table 3.3. In most cases, the
agreement between the two calculations is quite good.
It is worthwhile to notice that the three largest ∆t/∆V values are for the mirror end caps (ej1C
and in1C) and the drift potential. Since the end caps are switched and drift potential is also the next
to lowest potential, after the out-sized lens (ejL) potential, it is reasonable to consider using the drift
potential as a floating ground for the ensemble of MRTOF potentials. In this way, any change in the
drift potential results in a uniform change of the entire MRTOF potential distribution. Effectively,
changing only the kinetic energy of the ions injected into the reflection chamber. Since it is assumed
that the mirror potentials are isochronous, this should not effect the time-of-flight or mass resolving
power, at least not within some limited range.
As previously indicated, the code used to optimize the bias potentials was unable to provide infor-
mation about the peak shape. The peak shape, however, is a very important quality. In particular,
the better the peak shape is understood, the better the ToF can be determined by peak fitting. It was
initially anticipated that the peak would be a Gaussian shape. The simulations, however, indicated
that is was an asymmetric Gaussian shape, an example of which is provided in Fig. 3.23. It had
previously been assumed that the slow-side tail seen in [54] was solely an effect of scattering. These
simulations, however, indicated that the tail may actually be related to high-order optical aberrations.
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Figure 9: Calculated peak shape for ions with A/q=28.
4.2. Measurements529
During initial commissioning of the MRTOF-MS, it was found to be un-530
able to hold the voltages required for 5 keV operation. With some effort, the531
structure eventually was able to hold voltages sufficient for 2 keV operation.532
The calculated optimal voltages were scaled down and a nearby optimum533
was found. As can be seen from Table 3, the bias potentials are very near to534
the calculated values. The mass resolving power achieved, Rm ≈150,000 is535
less than hoped by a factor of five, but still sufficient.536
The various voltages of the MRTOF were scanned to experimentally de-537
termine the affect of the of the voltage variations. Fig. 10 shows the resolving538
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Figure 3.23: Calculated peak shape for ions with A/q = 28
3.4.2 Experiments for MRTOF
During initial commissioning of the MRTOF, it was found to be unable to hold the voltages required
for 5 keV operation. With some effort, the structure eventually was able to hold voltages sufficient
for 2 keV operation. The calculated optimal voltages were scaled down and a nearby optimum was
found. As can be seen from Table 3.3, the bias potentials are very near to the calculated values. The
mass resolving power achieved, Rm ≈ 150, 000 is less than hoped by a factor of five, but still sufficient.
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The various voltages of the MRTOF were scanned to experimentally determine the affect of the
voltage variations. Figure 3.24 shows the resolving power as functions of the variation of bias voltages.
These indicate that the calculation actually overestimated the affect of voltage variations on the
resolving power. The resulting affect on the ToF is shown in Table 3.4, alongside the results of the
IONFLY simulation. Despite the scaled down values, the agreement is remarkably good.
Table 3: Calculated (scaled) and measured optimal bias potentials.
Electrode VCalc VMeas
TrapP 113 80
TrapN -113 -80
A1
A2,3
in1C 2416.02
in1O 1318.07
Mirror 2374.27
Drift 1883.00
ejL 3690.15
ej1C 2781.85
ej1O 1318.07
power as functions of the variation of bias voltages. These indicate that the539
calculation actually overestimated the affect of voltage variations on the re-540
solving power. The resulting affect on the ToF is shown in table 4, alongside541
the results of the IonFly simulation. Despite the scaled down values, the542
agreement is remarkably good.543
Figure 10: Measured affects on mass resolving power from varying the bias voltages.
As the above results indicate, the achievable resolving power is limited544
by the stability of the applied biases. While the inherent resolving power545
is robust against small deviations from the the optimum, the ToF can be546
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Figure 3.24: Measured affects on mass resolving power from varying the bias voltages
Table 3.4: Calculated and measured variation in ToF caused by variation in bias potential. All values
are ppm/ppm
Electrode ∆ToFCalc/∆V ∆ToFExp/∆V
ejL −0.032 −0.038
ej1C −0.163 −0.162
ej1O 1.7× 10−3 6.8× 10−3
Mirror 0.035 −0.087
in1C −0.216 −0.221
in1O 2.9× 10−4 1.4× 10−3
Drift – 7.7× 10−4
As the above results indicate, the achievable resolving power is limited by the stability of the applied
biases. While the inherent resolving power is robust against small deviations from the optimum, the
ToF can be strongly affected by small changes in the biases. To achieve the highest resolving powers,
the voltages in the reflection chamber must be reasonably well maintained – in order to achieve
Rm = 10
6 requires, according to Table 3.3, that the all the biases are stable to ∆V/V ∼ ±1 ppm.
To accomplish this, as has previously been discussed, a temperature regulated PID controller is used.
The controller provides long-term stability on the order of ∆V/V ∼ ±5 ppm [82], sufficient to allow
Rm ∼ 200, 000.
The PID controller relies on voltage dividers and a high-precision voltage reference to monitor the
applied voltages. Both the voltage divider, as well as the reference voltage, have some temperature
dependence – 1 ppm/K for the voltage reference, 10 ppm/K for the ej1, ejL, and in1 voltage dividers,
and <1 ppm/K for the mirror divider based on the manufacturer’s data sheets. When these com-
ponents suffer from thermal drift, the PID control system will incorrectly seem to be appropriately
maintaining the voltages.
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date the sufficiency of the thermal stabilization of the PID controller system.567
To determine the thermal response of the PID controller, 39K+ ions were568
analyzed with a mass resolving power of Rm ≈100,000. The setting of the569
temperature controller was changed and allowed to come to equilibrium, de-570
termined by waiting for the ToF peak to cease drifting after the change of571
the temperature controller. Between consecutive measurements, the temper-572
ature was returned to 306 K to ensure the observed drift was only related to573
the temperature of the PID controller. The result, shown in Fig. 11b, is that574
a 1 K change in the temperature of the PID control box produces a 6.5 ppm575
shift in the ToF. The measured temperature stability therefore corresponds576
to a ±0.19 ppm fluctuation in the ToF. As the period of the thermal fluctu-577
ations is on the order of minutes, this fluctuation mostly results in a slight578
broadening of the ToF peak for longterm measurements, but may still lead579
to undesirable shifts in the case of short duration data acquisition.580
Figure 11: (a) The thermal stability of the PID controller was measured to be σT=19
mK. The ToF drift caused by thermal fluctuations was measured to be -6.5(5) ppm/K.
The PID controller is not the only possible source of thermal effects. The581
MRTOF-MS is supported on a large Titanium structure. While it is designed582
to be bakeable, the structure is too massive to be reasonably thermally sta-583
bilized. As such, effects from thermal expansion and contraction should be584
expected.585
A PT100 thermistor attached the Titanium support bracket allows moni-586
toring of the temperature of the structure. Because the structure is too large587
to thermally regulate, the effect of thermal expansion was investigated by588
baking the vacuum chamber at 60◦C and then turning off the baking. The589
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Figure 3.25: (left) The thermal stability of the PID controller was measured to be σT = 29 mK. (right)
The ToF drift caused by thermal fluctuations was measured to be −6.5(5) ppm/K.
The magnitude with which this could effect the ToF spectrum depends on the net voltage drift as
a function of temperature in combination with the level of thermal control which the PID controller
can achieve. Figure 3.25(left) demonstrates that the PID thermal controller can obtain a longterm
stability of σT ∼ 29 mK. The magnitude of the temperature effect on the ToF was checked to validate
the sufficiency of the thermal stabilization of the PID controller system. To determine the thermal
respons of the PID controller, 39K+ ions were analyzed with a mass resolving power of Rm ∼ 100, 000.
The setting of the temperature controller was changed and allowed to come to equilibrium, determined
by waiting for the ToF peak to cease drifting after the change of the temperature controller. Between
consecutive measurements, the temperature was returned to 306 K to ensure the observed drift was
only related to the temperature of the PID controller. The result, shown in Fig. 3.25(right), is that
a 1 K change in the temperature of the PID control box produces a 6.5 ppm shift in the ToF. The
measured temperature stability therefore corresponds to a ±0.19 ppm fluctuation in the ToF. As the
period of the thermal fluctuations is on the order of minutes, this fluctuation mostly results in a slight
broadening of the ToF peak for longterm measurements, but may still lead to undesirable shifts in the
case of short duration data acquisition.
The PID controller is not the only possible source of thermal effects. The MRTOF is supported on
a large Titanium structure. While it is designed to be bakeable, the structure is too massive to be
reasonably thermally stabilized. As such, effects from thermal expansion and contraction should be
expected.
A PT100 thermistor attached to the Titanium support bracket allows monitoring of the temperature
of the structure. Because the structure is too large to thermally regulate, the effect of thermal
expansion was investigated by baking the vacuum chamber at 60 ◦C and then turning off the baking.
The structure quickly cooled to ∼45 ◦C. Because its only thermal contact is on the injection-side
of the MRTOF, during the rapid cooling it is assumed the Titanium support structure had a large
temperature gradient across its length. However, cooling from 45 ◦C down to room temperature
occurred over the course of several hours, during which the Titanium support structure may be
assumed to have only a small temperature gradient across its length. The ToF as a function of
temperature during this period is shown in Fig. 3.26(left).
The evaluated effect of thermal expansion, ∆t/t ·K = 4.9 ppm/K, is comparable to the 8.6 ppm/K
thermal expansion coefficient of Titanium, perhaps reduced slightly by the isochronous nature of the
electrostatic mirrors. This indicates the importance of monitoring, if not regulating, the temperature
of the MRTOF bulk structure – a 0.2 ◦C change in the temperature between measurements could lead
to a 1 ppm deviation in the measured mass.
Figure 3.26(right) shows the long term stability of the measured ToF over the course of two days.
As can be seen, there are long durations with no ToF shift as well as durations when the ToF drift is
≈3 × 10−7/hr. The longest duration of drift, leading to a 4 ppm shift in the ToF, is consistent with
an increase in the bulk temperature of ∆T ≈ 0.8 ◦C over the course of 12 hours.
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structure quickly cooled to ≈45◦C. Because its only in thermal contact is590
on the injection-side of the MRTOF, during the rapid cooling it is assumed591
the Titanium support structure had a large temperature gradient across its592
length. However, cooling from 45◦C down to room temperature occurred593
over the course of several hours, during which the Titanium support struc-594
ture may be assumed to have only a small temperature gradient across its595
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The evaluated effect of thermal expansion, ∆t/t·K=4.9 ppm/K, is com-598
parable to the 8.6 ppm/K thermal expansion coefficient of Titanium, perhaps599
reduced slightly by the isochronous nature of the electrostatic mirrors. This600
indicates the importance of monitoring, if not regulating, the temperature of601
the MRTOF-MS bulk structure – a 0.2◦C change in the temperature between602
measurements could lead to a 1 ppm deviation in the measured mass.603
Figure 12b shows the long term stability of the measured ToF over the604
course of two days. As can be seen, there are long durations with no ToF605
shift as well as durations when the ToF drift is ≈3×10−7/hr. The longest606
duration of drift, leading to a 4 ppm shift in the ToF, is consistent with an607
increase in the bulk temperature of ∆T ≈0.8◦C over the course of 12 hours.608
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Figure 12: Thermal expansion can play an important role in the operation of the MRTOF-
MS. (a) Measured effect of thermal expansion on the ToF. (b) Long-term stability of the
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Figure 3.26: Effects of thermal expansion on the ToF. (left) Measured effect of thermal expansion on
the ToF. (right) Long-term stability of the MRTOF. The fast component is consistent
with thermal expansion from a 0.8 ◦C increase in the temperature of the MRTOF.
3.5 RF-carpet ESI
An electrospray ionization (ESI) ion source has possibility to provide a wide variety of molecular
ions simultaneously and in almost all species isobars exist. That is a main reason to develop as a
reference ion source for MRTOF mass measurements. Additionally, an rf-carpet technique developed
in our group can replace a conventional skimmer system without a large amount of transmission loss.
The performance of an ESI ion source with an rf-carpet is experimentally detailed below.
3.5.1 Production of wide-mass ions
As introduced in Sec. 2.6.2, between the lack of atomic reference ions above A/q = 209 and lack of
a flexible all-purpose method for ionizing most elements, an ESI ion source can be the best solution
to produce reference ions. The ESI can produce a wide variety of molecular ions simultaneously from
a combination of solute and solvent.
Prior to testing with the MRTOF, the ESI part was tested with a commercial mass spectrometer,
the Shimadzu 2020MS quadrupole mass spectrometer, at NMSU. A sample of Reserpine was dissolved
in a solvent of Methanol:Water = 1:1 with Formic acid as a proton donor to a concentration of 5 ppm.
A clear strong peak of m/z = 609 u was found and it was identified as Reserpine with proton as shown
in Fig. 3.27(top). This confirmed that our ESI works in general usage.
Next, the ion production in the region of nuclear mass measurements was tested without any sample.
The ions were produced from the solvent and contaminants by making adduct clusters. Over the region,
a lot of peaks were confirmed with various yields as shown in Fig. 3.27(middle). The peaks were found
over almost all mass numbers as shown in Fig. 3.27(bottom). This result satisfies our requirements
for using as a reference ion source.
3.5.2 The RF-carpet ESI
To test with the MRTOF system, the ESI was combined with an rf-carpet and connected to the
MRTOF system as shown in Fig. 2.10. To produce molecular ions with the ESI, first a solution is
prepared with a specific sample in a solvent with a trace of formic acid being added to favor positively
charged ions. In this work, we used three different solutions as listed in Table 3.5. The solution
is pushed into the ESI capillary by a motor driven syringe pump. A voltage of 2-5 kV is applied
between the ESI capillary and the transport capillary, which are separated from each other by 10-30
mm. Due to this short distance, the electric field is as high as 106 V/m. The molecules are polarized
near the exposed surface, which forces the liquid to point downfield and form a so-called Taylor
cone [83, 84]. Near the tip of the Taylor cone the repulsion between positive charges at the surface
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Reserpine: C33H40N2O9 (M=608 u), 5ppm
Methanol:Water=1:1+Formic acid 0.1%
[M+H]+
No sample
Methanol:Water=1:1+Formic acid 0.1%
[3(CH3OH)+H]+
Figure 3.27: Mass spectra of the ions from ESI measured with the Shimadzu 2020MS quadrupole mass
spectrometer. In general usage, a sample, for instance Reserpine, is ionized and makes a
single strong peak (top), while for our purpose, a sample is not alway used but solvent
clusters and contaminants are useful (middle). Over the region of interest for nuclear
mass measurements, the peaks are made with various yields (bottom).
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increases, causing instabilities which form droplets with approximately the same size as the cone’s
tip. The charged droplets evaporate while drifting toward the transport capillary; the droplets shrink
while preserving the charge. At a certain radius, known as the Rayleigh limit [85, 86], the strong
repulsion between charged ions overcomes the surface tension and Coulomb fission of the droplet
occurs. Coulomb explosions leads to a jet of ever smaller charged droplets, which undergo cycles
of evaporation and Coulomb fission until the droplets are small enough that ion evaporation occurs,
forming gas-phase ions [87]. Gas flow forces transport the ions into and the through the transport
capillary.
Table 3.5: Solutions used for the production of molecular ions by the ESI. Each solution is prepared
by dissolving a sample in solvent (CH3OH or C2H5OH) and formic acid (HCOOH) mixture.
The amount of sample is chosen to provide the desired concentration (conc.) in the solvent.
Concentrations of formic acid are on the percentage level of the total solution.
Sample Conc. (ppm) Solvent Formic acid
C6H8O7 200 CH3OH 0.1%
C17H21NO·HCl 100 CH3OH 0.1%
No sample – C2H5OH 10%
In conventional ESI systems, a skimmer is placed behind the transport capillary where a potential
difference is applied to pull ions to the high vacuum region. In our system, we replace the skimmer
with an rf-carpet. Just as for the skimmer, an electric field transports ions to the rf-carpet, where
they hover above the surface due to an inhomogeneous rf electric field, then they are driven by a dc
electric field towards the rf-carpet exit hole of 0.5 mm diameter.
The rf-carpet consists of a planar printed circuit board with 54 ring electrodes, each 0.15 mm with
a pitch of 0.3 mm as shown in Fig. 2.11. An rf amplitude of up to 300 Vpp has been applied between
neighboring electrodes with a frequency up to 4 MHz, while a dc gradient of less than 3 V/mm has
been superposed between the outmost ring and the center. The gas pressure in the rf-carpet chamber
is about 4 mbar, while in the second chamber the pressure is on the order of 10−4 mbar. The residual
gas is mainly air since the ESI system is placed in air. When ions reach the rf-carpet exit hole, they
are pulled into the second chamber, where a rf quadrupole (RFQ) ion guide transports the ions and
a mass separator (QMS) provides an initial mass selection.
3.5.3 The RF-carpet characteristics
An electric field transports the ions from the edge of the transport capillary to the rf-carpet. The
ions are repelled from the rf-carpet surface by an inhomogeneous rf electric field and a dc electric field
drives them toward the rf-carpet exit hole. According to the well-known Mathieu’s equation, the ion
motion is stable within a limited parameter space of dc and rf amplitudes. For the rf-carpet, the gas
pressure must also be taken into account to find the stability region, which is determined by the two
dimension-free parameters (a− p2) and q defined as
a− p2 =
(
2eU
mr20ω
2
)
−
(
e
mµω
)
(3.3)
q =
4eV
mr20ω
2
, (3.4)
where e, m and µ are the electric charge, mass ans mobility of an ion, respectively, and U , V and ω
are the dc-, rf-amplitudes and the angular frequency applied between adjacent electrodes, respectively.
r0 is related to the distance between adjacent electrodes. The inhomogeneous rf electric field can be
described by electric pseudo-potential wells with a maximum average effective force approximated in
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high pressure by [25]:
F¯maxhp = −
1
4
mµ2
V 2
r30
. (3.5)
The rf-carpet pseudo-potential makes a corrugated shape, with the troughs being centered on the
electrodes. In order for the pseudo-potential approximation to be valid, an ion must spend several
oscillations of the field in the vicinity of a single trough. Efficiently transporting ions to the rf-carpet
exit hole by having the required pseudo-potential depth makes the pressure, dc and rf electric fields
critical parameters for stable ion motion.
To illustrate the characteristics of ideal transport for a particular mass, we performed tests at 4 mbar
of gas pressure for low- and high-frequency rf electric fields, varying the rf and dc voltages applied to
the rf-carpet ring electrodes. The dc voltage, Vdc, is the voltage applied between the outer and the
central electrodes, where U in Eq. 3.4 can be deduced from Vdc [25]. The ions were detected behind
the MRTOF after a single pass (without reflections). The time-of-flight (ToF) spectra obtained are
shown in Fig. 3.28. The rf-carpet was tuned to ideal conditions for the transmission of light and heavy
ions. By tuning the rf-carpet parameters (frequency, Vrf and Vdc), a mass range can be chosen as seen
in Fig. 3.28, where low mass ions (m/z < 150) are drastically reduced when the rf-carpet is set for
the transmission of heavy ions. Fig. 3.29 shows the ion intensity for particular examples; m/z = 50,
150 and 260 from Fig. 3.28, as a function of rf and dc voltages for frequencies of 4 MHz and 1.6 MHz.
The ion intensity of low mass ions (m/z = 50) decreases at lower frequency, while for high mass ions
low-frequency is still sufficient to guide ions to the rf-carpet exit hole. Higher rf frequency requires
greater rf amplitude. Low mass ions require much higher rf amplitude than high mass ions at the
same frequency.
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Fig. 3: Time-of-flight from the trap to the MCP
detector behind the MRTOF-MS without any re-
flection.(top) rf-carpet tuned for light ions trans-
mission (4MHz, Vrf = 220V, Vdc = 60V).(bottom)
rf-carpet tuned for heavy ions transmission (4MHz,
Vrf = 60V, Vdc = 20V).
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Figure 3.28: Time-of-flight from the trap to the MCP detector behind the MRTOF without any re-
flections. (Top) rf-carpet tuned for light ions ransmission (4 Hz, V = 220 V, U = 60
V). (Bottom) rf-carpet tuned for heavy ions transmission (4 MHz, V = 60 V, U = 20 V).
Typically, molecular species with low masses have higher mobility than molecular species with
higher masses, thus for low frequency they may move between electrodes in less than a few rf periods
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and   are the dc-, rf-amplitudes and the angular
frequency applied between adjacent electrodes, re-
spectively. r0 is related to the distance between ad-
jacent electrodes. The inhomogeneous rf field can
be described by electric pseudo-potential wells with
a maximum average e ective force approximated in
high pressure by [20]:
F¯maxhp =  
1
4
mµ2
V 2rf
r30
. (3)
The rf-carpet pseudo-potential makes a corru-
gated shape, with the troughs being centered on
the electrodes. In order for the pseudo-potential
approximation to be valid, an ion must spend sev-
eral oscillations of the field in the vicinity of a
single trough. E⇥ciently transporting ions to the
rf-carpet exit hole by having the required pseudo-
potential depth makes the pressure, dc and rf fields
critical parameters for stable ion motion.
To illustrate the characteristics of ideal trans-
port for a particular mass, we performed tests at
5mbar of gas pressure for low- and high-frequency
rf fields, varying the rf and dc voltages applied to
the rf-carpet ring electrodes. The dc voltage, Vdc,
is the voltage applied between the outer and the
central electrodes, where Udc in Eq. 1 can be de-
duced from Vdc [20]. The ions were detected behind
the MRTOF-MS after a single pass (without reflec-
tions). The time-of-flight (ToF) spectra obtained
are shown in Fig. 3. The rf-carpet was tuned to
ideal conditions for the transmission of light and
heavy ions. By tuning the rf-carpet parameters
(frequency, Vrf and Vdc), a mass range can be chosen
as seen in Fig. 3, where low mass ions (m/z < 150)
are drastically reduced when the rf-carpet is set for
the transmission of heavy ions. Figure 4 shows the
ion intensity for particular examples; m/z = 50,
150 and 260 from Fig. 3, as a function of rf and
dc voltages for frequencies of 4MHz and 1.6MHz.
The ion intensity of low mass ions (m/z = 50) de-
creases at lower frequency, while for high mass ions
low-frequency is still su⇥cient to guide ions to the
rf-carpet exit hole. Higher rf frequency requires
greater rf amplitude. Low mass ions require much
higher rf amplitude than high mass ions at the same
frequency.
Typically, molecular species with low masses have
higher mobility than molecular species with higher
masses, thus for low frequency they may move be-
tween electrodes in less than a few rf periods making
the pseudo-potential approximation invalid. There-
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making the pseudo-potential approximation invalid. Therefore, at low frequency, lighter ions may
have unstable motion and could be lost before reaching the rf-carpet exit hole, while the motion of
heavier ions is slower where the pseudo-potential approximation is still valid, allowing stable motion.
At the higher rf amplitudes required for light ions, the pseudo-potential well becomes deep, therefore
higher dc voltage is required for lighter ions to prevent them from being trapped. However, the dc
voltage should not be so large as to cause unstable ion motion.
To efficiently transport low mass ions with the rf-carpet, higher frequency and higher dc and rf
voltages are required. Higher mass ions can be transported using considerably lower frequency, dc and
rf amplitudes.
3.5.4 The RF-carpet performance
In order to test the efficiency of the rf-carpet, we compare the current impinging on the carpet with
the current extracted from the carpet. The impinging current was determined by utilizing the carpet
itself as a Faraday cup. The current extracted from the rf-carpet was determined by utilizing the
QMS as a Faraday cup. For this purpose, a solution of methanol and water with a ratio of 1:1 with
formic acid (0.1% of the total volume) was used. Part of the large variety of molecular ions produced
from this solution is shown in Fig. 3.27(middle), which was measured using the Shimadzu 2020MS
placed behind the ESI system. The observed ion current behind the rf-carpet was ≈15% of the total
ion current observed before the rf-carpet, with the rf-carpet tuned for low mass region. Considering
the rf-carpet’s limited mass bandwidth and the wide-band production of the ESI, we believe the true
transmission efficiency is near unity.
3.5.5 Analysis of heavy molecular ions with the MRTOF
Once the ideal rf-carpet conditions are found, ions are stored in the rf ion trap and transferred
to the MRTOF to fly for a time sufficient to separate molecular ions by mass. The time between
consecutive reflections in a given mirror (one revolution) can be determined for a known reference ion
and scaled for a given ion of interest. For this purpose, 85Rb+ ions from the alkali ion source placed
on the other side of the rf ion trap were used as a marker for low mass ions. For higher mass ions,
C17H21NOH
+ ions from the solution prepared with diphenhydramine hydrochloride (C17H21NO·HCl)
as listed in Table 3.5 were used as a marker. After a certain number of reflections, the peak width is
minimum – the time focus condition. Thus, the total time-of-flight can be written as:
t = t0 + nT, (3.6)
where n is the number of revolutions of the ions of interest, T is the time of one revolution and t0 is
to the first order the single pass ToF. In a given electrostatic field, light ions fly faster than heavier
ions. Ions with slightly different masses stored for the same time (nT ) will have different ToFs. Ions
with sufficient mass difference may come at different number of revolutions, with heavy ions making
lower number of revolutions than lighter ions. A typical ToF spectrum at the time focus condition is
shown in Fig. 3.30, where m/z = 93, 94 and 95 isobars are well separated.
The ToF peaks were fitted with a Gaussian function by means of least-square approach to obtain the
mean ToFs and their uncertainties. Figure 3.31 shows an example of a ToF peak of m/z = 243 with
the fitting function. Further details concerning the fitting function of the ToF peaks will be discussed
elsewhere. Some examples of the results are given in Table 3.6, where molecules with m/z = 243, 244
and 245 could be used as references for the mass measurement of trans-uranium elements 243−245Np,
243Cf, 243−245Es, 243−245Fm and 245Md, which have half-lives of a few milliseconds to minutes. A
mass resolving power of Rm ≈ 100 000 could be achieved in 13-20 ms. This resolving power could
be preserved for heavier masses. Due to this high resolving power, the molecular ions from the new
ESI ion source could be unambiguously identified even for less abundant molecules as it is the case of
13CC4H6N
+
2 (∼5.4% natural abundance).
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Fig. 5. Molecular ions produced from a solution of methanol and tap water with a ratio of 1:1 with formic acid (0.1% of the total volume). The spectrum was measured using
the  Shimadzu 2020MS placed behind the electrospray ionization system.
while for high mass ions low-frequency is still sufficient to guide
ions to the rf-carpet exit hole. Higher rf frequency requires greater
rf amplitude. Low mass ions require much higher rf amplitude than
high mass ions at the same frequency.
Typically, molecular species with low masses have higher
mobility than molecular species with higher masses, thus for low
frequency they may  move between electrodes in less than a few
rf periods making the pseudo-potential approximation invalid.
Therefore, at low frequency, lighter ions may  have unstable motion
and could be lost before reaching the rf-carpet exit hole, while
the motion of heavier ions is slower where the pseudo-potential
approximation is still valid, allowing stable motion. At the higher
rf amplitudes required for light ions, the pseudo-potential well
becomes deep, therefore higher dc voltage is required for lighter
ions to prevent them from being trapped. However, the dc voltage
should not be so large as to cause unstable ion motion.
To efficiently transport low mass ions with the rf-carpet, higher
frequency and higher dc and rf voltages are required. Higher mass
ions can be transported using considerably lower frequency, dc and
rf amplitudes.
3.2. The rf-carpet performance
The major advantage of using the rf-carpet is efficient collection
of ions in buffer gas. It can transport ions through small exit hole
to high vacuum region which also allows to use simple pumping.
By using a transport capillary diameter of 0.5 mm a pressure of
1.8 × 10−3 mbar could be reached in the high vacuum region, while
in the rf-carpet region the pressure was 4.1 mbar. Using a smaller
capillary with 0.25 mm  diameter allowed to achieve a pressure of
1.5 × 10−4 mbar in the high vacuum region, while in the rf-carpet
region the pressure was 0.7 mbar. These pressures could be reached
by using one rotary pump with a pumping speed of 200 l/min in the
rf-carpet chamber and one turbomolecular pump with a pumping
speed of 300 l/s in the QMS  chamber.
In order to test the efficiency of the rf-carpet, we compare the
current impinging on the carpet with the current extracted from
the carpet. The impinging current was determined by utilizing the
carpet itself as a Faraday cup. The current extracted from the rf-
carpet was determined by utilizing the QMS  as a Faraday cup. For
this purpose, a solution of methanol and tap water with a ratio of
1:1 with formic acid (0.1% of the total volume) was used. Part of
the large variety of molecular ions produced from this solution is
shown in Fig. 5, which was measured using the Shimadzu 2020MS
placed behind the electrospray ionization system. The observed
ion current behind the rf-carpet was ≈15% of the total ion current
observed before the rf-carpet, with the rf-carpet tuned for low mass
region. Considering the rf-carpet’s limited mass bandwidth and the
wide-band production of the ESI, we  believe the true transmission
efficiency is near unity.
3.3. Analysis of heavy molecular ions with the MRTOF-MS
Once the ideal rf-carpet conditions are found, ions are stored
in the rf ion trap and transferred to the MRTOF-MS to fly for
a time sufficient to separate molecular ions by mass. The time
between consecutive reflections in a given mirror (one revolution)
can be determined for a known reference ion and scaled for a given
ion of interest. For this purpose, 85Rb+ ions from the alkali ion
source placed on the other side of the rf ion trap were used as a
marker for low mass ions. For higher mass ions, C17H21NOH+ ions
from the solution prepared with diphenhydramine hydrochloride
(C17H21NO·HCl (Table 1)) were used as a marker. After a certain
number of reflections, the peak width is minimum – the time focus
condition. Thus, the total time-of-flight can be written as:
t = t0 + nT, (4)
where n is the number of revolutions of the ions of interest T is the
time of one revolution and t0 is to the first order the single pass ToF.
In a given electrostatic field, light ions fly faster than heavier ions.
Ions with slightly different masses stored for the same time (nT) will
have different ToFs. Ions with sufficient mass difference may  come
at different number of revolutions, with heavy ions making lower
number of revolutions than lighter ions. A typical ToF spectrum at
the time focus condition is shown in Fig. 6, where m/z = 93, 94 and
95 isobars are well separated.
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Fig. 6. ToF spectrum after a storage time of 13,629 !s. The spectrum was  obtained
from  the ethanol solution (Table 1). The m/z  = 93, 94 and 95 isobars are well sepa-
rated. Non highlighted peaks in the ToF spectrum are lighter or heavier molecular
ions that come at much higher or lower numbers of revolutions in the MRTOF-MS.
Figure 3.30: ToF spectrum of ions from ESI after a storage time of 13 629 µs. The spectrum was
obtained from the ethanol solution as listed in Table 3.5. The m/z = 93, 94 and 95
isobar are well separated. Non highlighted p aks n the ToF spectrum are lighter or
heavier molecular ions that come at much higher or lower numbers of revolutions in the
MRTOF.
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Fig. 7. ToF peak of m/z = 243 fitted with a Gaussian with an exponential tail.
Table 2
Time-of-flight, peak width and the mass resolving power obtained for various
molecules from the molecular ion source. The peak width !t  is the FWHM of the
Gaussian fit.
m/z Molecules Time-of-flight (ns) !t (ns) Rm
95 C5H5NO+ 13,626,528.8(0.3) 70 97,000
C4H5N+3 13,627,327.0(0.6) 62 110,000
13CC4H6N+2 13,627,916.1(0.6) 71 97,000
C6H9N+ 13,629,136.0(0.3) 67 102,000
243  C12H9N3O+3 20,493,142.0(0.5) 92 112,000
244  C12H10N3O+3 20,482,317.1(1.8) 120 86,000
245  C10H5N4O+4 20,469,137.7(1.4) 103 99,000
C12H11N3O+3 20,471,084.7(3.1) 138 74,000
The ToF peaks were fitted with a Gaussian function to obtain
the mean ToFs and their uncertainties. Fig. 7 shows an exam-
ple of a ToF peak of m/z  = 243 with the fitting function. Further
details concerning the fitting function of the ToF peaks will be
discussed elsewhere. Some examples of the results are given in
Table 2, where molecules with m/z = 243, 244 and 245 could be
used as references for the mass measurement of trans-uranium
elements 243−245Np, 243Cf, 243−245Es, 243−245Fm and 245Md,  which
have half-lives of a few milliseconds to minutes. A mass resolv-
ing power of Rm≈ 100, 000 could be achieved in 13–20 ms.  This
resolving power could be preserved for heavier masses. Due to
this high resolving power, the molecular ions from the new ESI ion
source could be unambiguously identified even for less abundant
molecules as it is the case of 13CC4H6N+2 (∼5.4% natural abun-
dance).
4. Conclusion
We have developed an electrospray ion source coupled to a
radiofrequency carpet for more efficient extraction and simpler
pumping. The large mass range of the molecular ions pro-
duced by this ion source allowed us to successfully test both
the rf-carpet and the MRTOF-MS system, which will be used
for direct mass measurement of superheavy elements. Molecu-
lar ions with various masses could be efficiently extracted from
the ion source with the rf-carpet. With the high mass resolv-
ing power of the newly developed MRTOF-MS (Rm≈ 100, 000),
the molecular isobars could be easily identified even with low
yield. The mass resolving power is preserved over a wide mass
range.
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Figure 3.31: ToF peak of m/z = 243 fitted as a Gaussian with an exponential tail.
Table 3.6: Time-of-flight, peak width and the mass resolving power obtained for various molecules
from the molecular ion source. The peak width ∆t is the FWHM of the Gaussian fit.
m/z Molecules Time of flight (ns) ∆t (ns) Rm
95 C5H5NO
+ 13 6 6 528.8(0.3) 70 97 00
C4H5N
+
3 13 627 327.0(0.6) 62 110 000
13C 4 6N
+
2 13 627 916.1(0.6) 71 97 000
C6H9N
+ 13 629 136.0(0.3) 67 102 000
243 C12H9N3O
+
3 20 493 142.0(0.5) 92 112 00
244 C12H10N3O
+
3 20 482 317.1(1.8) 120 86 000
245 C10H5N4O
+
4 20 469 137.7(1.4) 103 99 000
C12H11N3O
+
3 20 471 084.7(3.1) 138 74 000
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4 Online studies
To verify the performance of the MRTOF and the preparation traps with unstable nuclei, commis-
sioning was performed by coupling them to the prototype SLOWRI system. The prototype SLOWRI
system was designed for lighter nuclei, such as Li or Be. The performance for such lighter nuclei
has been previously investigated via Be laser spectroscopy [63]. The easiest case was chosen for the
commissioning experiment – the unstable nucleus 8Li.
In the commissioning experiment, the trapping efficiency of 8Li+ and the times-of-flight of 8Li+ along
with those of stable 7Li+ and 9Be+ were measured. In the analysis of atomic mass, a new analysis
method, which we refer to as the “single-reference method”, was adopted. The online experimental
setup consisted of a gas cell filled with 20 mbar He gas, an rf-multipole transport system, buffer
gas-filled ion trap, MRTOF, oﬄine ion source and detector suite, as shown in Fig. 2.12.
8Li ions were produced by projectile fragmentation of a 100A MeV primary beam of 13C on a 1.86
g/cm2 Be production target. Our desired nuclei, 8Li, was selected by the RIPS projectile fragment
separator [11] and transported to the prototype-SLOWRI branch, where the high-energy ions were
first decelerated by a wedge-shaped energy degrader before being stopped in the gas cell. The 8Li ions
were extracted as 8Li+ by an rf-carpet system [25, 62] and transported to high vacuum by an octupole
ion guide (OPIG) made of resistive carbon fiber reinforced plastic which allows simple production of
an axial drag force [26]. Stable ions produced in the gas cell could be largely eliminated by an rf
quadrupole mass separator (QMS). The A/q = 8 beam comprised 8Li+ and a small amount of 4He+2
produced in the gas cell.
4.1 Trapping efficiency with 8Li
It is important to measure the trapping efficiency of the preparation traps not only oﬄine, but also
online. Doing so allows verification that there are no unintended potential wells in which ions can be
inadvertently trapped. Using stable ions, the existence of such undesired features, in which ions could
be delayed for long durations, can be difficult to determine. Initial conditions of the ions, for instance
mean energy, energy spread and contaminants, are well-determined and often optimum oﬄine, while
they have a complicated relationship to the upstream conditions of the gas cell, the OPIG, the QMS
and so on. Using 8Li has a particular advantage for the efficiency evaluation online. 8Li, with the
half-life of T1/2 = 840 ms, decays into
8Be which immediately decays into two α particles with an
energy of ≈1.5 MeV each. If 8Li is implanted in a silicon detector (SSD) the α particle detection
efficiency should be ≈100% and 8Li ions can, additionally, be uniquely identified from their half-life.
In order to determine the efficiency, we must first determine the incoming rate of 8Li+. This is
complicated by the existence of a large fraction of unstopped light energetic particles (1−3H, 3,4He,
etc.) which can not be removed by the D1 magnet and pass through to the detector. Therefore, the
rate is determined by pulsing the beam from the cyclotron. To make the measurement maximally
consistent with oﬄine studies the decays are measured on an SSD after the trap system.
The beam was pulsed with a 2 s cycle where the beam on duty cycle was 33%. As shown in Fig. 4.1,
this results in a fair amount of detected decays in any given cycle belonging to 8Li which accumulated
in previous cycles, complicating the analysis of the rate. The rate was determined by taking this into
account as follows.
The number of 8Li which accumulate on the SSD after Ton is given by
N0 = τI0(1− e−Ton/τ ) (4.1)
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where τ and I0 are the lifetime and incoming rate of
8Li. The number of those which decay in the
subsequent duration Toff is then
Nd = N0
(
1− e−Toff/τ
)
. (4.2)
The number of 8Li on the SSD at the beginning of the nth decay measurement cycle is then given by
k = 0 : Nk = N0 (4.3)
k = 1 : Nk = N0 +N0e
−T/τ (4.4)
k = 2 : Nk = N0 +N0e
−T/τ +N0e−2T/τ (4.5)
...
k = n : Nk = N0
n∑
k=0
e−kT/τ (4.6)
where T is the cycle time of 2 s. From Eq. 4.2 we can then write that the total number of detected
decays after n cycles can be given by
N totd =
n∑
l=0
{
N0
l∑
k=0
e−kT/τ
(
1− e−Toff/τ
)}
= N0
(
1− e−Toff/τ
) n∑
l=0
l∑
k=0
e−kT/τ (4.7)
However, since the fraction of 8Li which remains after more than 3 cycles is minuscule, the terms of
k > 3 can be neglected. Hence, assuming that the rate I0 is relatively constant, the sum can then be
written as
N totd = N0
(
1− e−Toff/τ
){
n+ (n− 1)e−T/τ + (n− 2)e−2T/τ + (n− 3)e−3T/τ
}
(4.8)
= τI0(1− e−Ton/τ )
(
1− e−Toff/τ
) 3∑
m=0
(n−m)e−mT/τ (4.9)
where it has been accounted for that the first three cycles have less than three preceding cycles.
t (s)
N(t)
T
Ton To 
n
Sum
0 1 2 3 · · ·
N0
Figure 4.1: Experimental scheme of the 8Li decay measurement. For the cycle n, the calculated decay
counts of remaining 8Li which are implanted in previous cycles contribute to the detected
counts. The fraction of 8Li which remains after more than 3 cycles is minuscule.
The efficiency measurement was performed in the same way as oﬄine measurements, except with
a different detector. The CEM detector was replaced by an SSD, which was referenced to a virtual
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Figure 4.2: (left) A typical decay time spectrum of 8Li with fitting of the decay function. The obtained
half-life of T1/2 = 0.87 ± 0.07 s agrees with literature value of T1/2 = 0.84 s. (right) A
typical decay energy spectrum of α particle of 8Li.
ground at -150 V in order to implant the ions. A pulsed 8Li+ beam was delivered by chopping the
beam prior to the cyclotron accelerator. Decay measurements were performed with a chopping rate of
0.5 Hz and Duty cycle of 66%. Decay time and energy spectra were obtained using the SSD as shown
in Fig. 4.2. The beam was delivered for 0.68 s, then stopped for 1.32 s when decay measurements were
performed.
The values needed to calculate I0 were T = 2 s, Ton = 0.68 s, Toff = 1.32 s, Tdaq = 454 s,
n = 454/2 = 227, N totn = 1984 counts, τ = T1/2/ln2 = 1.21 s. From Eq. 4.9 using these values,
the beam rate was determined to be I0 = 21 cps.
The rate of trapped ions was measured at the MCP at the end of the MRTOF after the ions
performed N = 880 laps. Figure 4.4 shows a typical time-of-flight spectrum with an integrated count
rate of ≈0.26 cps after the same measurement duration as the decay measurement. After N = 880 laps,
the count rate at the MCP is known to be reduced by half compared to the rate with no reflection, due
to collisions with residual gas. Therefore, a count rate of 0.52 cps was used for the efficiency calculation
to make it consistent with oﬄine measurements. From these numbers, the trapping efficiency for 8Li
was evaluated to be 2.5%, which is consistent with the efficiency for 7Li of 2.5%.
The efficiency for conversion of a 1 GeV 8Li beam to a continuous 5 eV beam by a 2-m-long gas cell
with an rf-carpet ion guide was ≈5% [62] and the trapping efficiency for the 5 eV continuous beam was
2.5%. Thus, the total efficiency was ≈0.13%, excluding losses from collisions along the long MRTOF
flight path. In general, higher Z ions yield higher stopping efficiency, gas-cell extraction efficiency and
trapping efficiency. In an oﬄine test with 23Na ions, the MRTOF efficiency was found to be 27% as
described in Sec. 3.3.1.
4.2 Time-of-flight measurements
Prior to being analyzed by the MRTOF, ions are prepared in a sequential pair of buffer gas-filled
rf ion traps [70]. Ions are initially stored and precooled in the taper trap before being transferred to
the flat trap. The flat trap quickly cools ions to a very small cloud and then ejects them toward the
MRTOF by means of an electric dipole field. The small ion cloud and nearly pure dipole extraction
field provide ideal conditions for analysis with the MRTOF. Complementary pulses of ±60 V applied
to the central electrodes create a dipole electric field for orthogonally extracting ions from the trap.
During the measurement of 8Li+, the taper trap was utilized as an auxiliary trap to accumulate
and precool ions while another ion bunch was cooling in the flat trap.
As shown in Fig. 4.3, ions were accumulated and precooled in the taper trap for 10 ms before
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Figure 4.3: Measurement time sequence for the trap and MRTOF system (not to scale). After the
species of interest, indicated by the red peak, makes N laps, the potential of the MRTOF
ejection mirror is reduced to allow ions passage and the ions are detected with a MCP.
Only ions with A/q sufficiently similar to the species of interest make N laps, while heavier
(lighter) ions make fewer (more) laps.
being transferred to the flat trap. To maximize the accumulation efficiency, 7 ms was allotted for the
transfer to and accumulation in the flat trap. After accumulating the ions in the flat trap, the trap
axial potential well was deepened for 3 ms to maximally cool the ion cloud prior to ejection to the
MRTOF. While one ion bunch is cooling in the flat trap, the next bunch is already accumulating in
the taper trap, thereby, allowing an operational duty cycle of ≈100%.
After cooling, the flat trap rf signal was briefly turned off to minimize the effect of the rf electric field
on ions leaving the trap. Due to the high Q-value of the rf resonant circuit, however, the rf amplitude
decayed exponentially with a decay constant of τ ∼ 250 µs. Since waiting for the amplitude to fully
decay would allow the ion cloud to expand, the ejection was instead phase locked to a point in the
amplitude decay found to yield a maximum resolving power. The phase locked ejection signal served
as the TDC start signal for the ion time-of-flight (ToF).
Prior to ejection of ions from the flat trap, the potential of the first MRTOF injection mirror
electrode was reduced by 1 kV to allow the ions entry. The potential was then returned to its nominal
value at the time when the ions were in the MRTOF ejection mirror electrodes, to minimize any effects
from the changing potential. The ions were then allowed to reflect between the two mirrors for a time
sufficient to allow the ions to make 880 laps. After 880 laps, while the ions are in the injection mirror,
the final ejection mirror electrode potential was reduced by 1 kV to allow ions to exit and travel to a
MCP detector, providing stop signals for the TDC.
As in any other mass spectroscopic technique, reference measurements are required to determine the
mass from the time of flight. Ideally, isobaric references would be used. In the case of 8Li+, however,
the only isobaric reference available was 4He+2 , the rate of which was almost an order of magnitude
less than that of 8Li+. As such, 12C+ from the gas cell was used as a reference. Ions produced by the
ESI described in Sec. 3.5.2 were not useful in this case, as it only produces ions heavier than 12C.
Typical time-of-flight spectra for 8Li+ and 12C+ are shown in Fig. 4.4 with times-of-flight of t8 ∼ 8 ms
and t12 ∼ 9.8 ms, respectively. Due to higher-order ion optical aberrations in the mirrors and low-
angle scattering from the residual gas during flight, the spectrum has a slow tail. In order to properly
take the tail into account, a Gaussian fitting function with an exponential-tail [88], as described by
Eq. (4.10), was used.
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Figure 4.4: Typical time-of-flight spectra for (a) 8Li+ and (b) 12C+ after 880 laps in the MRTOF. The
slow tail is a result of higher-order ion optical aberrations in the mirrors and low-angle
scattering from the residual gas in the reflection chamber. The fit shown is from Eq. 4.10,
see text for details.
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f(t) =
 A e
−(t−tm)2/2σ2 for t ≤ tm + tc
A etc(2tm−2t+tc)/2σ2 for t ≥ tm + tc
(4.10)
where A is the Gaussian peak height, tm is the Gaussian centroid, σ is the standard deviation of the
Gaussian, and tc is the distance from tm to the exponential tail switching point. The shape parameters
tc and σ were determined from a high-statistics
12C+ spectrum and fixed for all fittings. The spectra of
8Li+ were each accumulated for 600 s, while each spectrum of 12C+ only required 50 s. Mass resolving
powers of Rm ∼ 167 000 for 8Li+ and Rm ∼ 203 000 for 12C+ were achieved.
4.3 Data analysis by Single-reference method
The mass is related to the time-of-flight by the simple relation of t = α
√
m, where t is the time-of-
flight, m is the mass, and α is the coefficient related to the total kinetic energy of an ion and the flight
length. In reality, however, the time of flight has an offset t0, i.e., t = α
√
m + t0, which results from
e.g., differences in cable and electronic delays between the TDC start and stop signals. To calculate
the coefficient without knowledge of the offset, at least two reference ions whose masses are already
known with sufficiently high precision are generally used. To perform this multi-reference method,
such a pair of ions with well-known masses must be prepared with sufficient intensities.
In addition, for accurate mass measurements with the MRTOF, the slight ToF drift must be com-
pensated by reference species. In the case of multi-reference method, the compensation can be rather
complicated. Furthermore, the interval between the reference measurements become longer, and the
linear interpolation of the drift may become less valid. Additionally, statistical uncertainty in the
unknown mass contains fitting uncertainty from 5 sets of data.
In our measurements, therefore, a so-called “single-reference method” was adopted, as will be ex-
plained in the following section. Using the single-reference method, the analysis became fairly simple,
the statistical uncertainty was minimized, and the ToF drift compensation was easily performed.
The behavior of the ToF drift during a measurement such as 8Li+, for which the rate was low, can be
a source of measurement uncertainty. The analysis of such uncertainty is not straightforward, however.
In the following discussion, we apply two separate treatments of the drift to determine the mass of 8Li+.
a) Linear interpolation approach
In order to determine the mass of 8Li, we used the single-reference analysis method for the ToF-
MS. Such analysis is already well-established in Penning trap mass spectrometry. The procedure
of the method is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. 8Li+ measurements are interleaved between two reference
measurements of 12C+. For various reasons, the ToF position drifts over time. While such drifts are
in principle not linear, over short durations they can be reasonably approximated as linear. As such,
a co-temporal ToF value for the reference (12C+) can be determined by linearly interpolating from
reference measurements prior to and after the 8Li+ measurement. The mass ratio between 12C+ and
8Li+ can then be determined, assuming the ToF offset t0 is known.
The ToF offset t0 was independently determined from the trap ejection noise, by comparing the
time difference between the TDC start and the real ion ejection timing. The time difference was
directly measured in the same circuit as the ToF measurements as shown in Fig. 4.6 and determined
to be t0 = 199 ns. The uncertainty in the propagation path of the noise is considered as a systematic
uncertainty, conservatively estimated as δtsys0 = 10 ns.
All ToF information for 8Li+ and reference species 12C+ used for the analysis are listed in Table 4.1,
and described as a function of the time elapsed in Fig. 4.7. For all listed time-of-flight values the ToF
offset evaluated above has been subtracted from the measured values.
The effective ToFs of 12C+, t12, are calculated by linear interpolation,
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Figure 4.5: Schematic procedure of the single-reference method. Closed symbols indicate measure-
ments for 8Li+ and reference ions 12C+, and open circle indicates the effective ToF of
12C+ at the time of 8Li+ measurement, T8, interpolated linearly between interleaved
12C+
measurements.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of the ToF offset measurement. The pathway where the pickup noise was passes
is unclear.
Table 4.1: All measurements of 8Li+ and reference species 12C+
# Time (s) Species Time of flight (ns) Effective ToF (ns)
1 0.000 12C+ 9 780 620.13(77) –
2 393.188 8Li+ 7 996 962.1(12) 9 780 612.56(67)
3 745.031 12C+ 9 780 605.8(11) –
4 1 088.844 8Li+ 7 996 966.0(32) 9 780 610.1(15)
5 1 438.781 12C+ 9 780 614.4(29) –
6 1 782.976 8Li+ 7 996 964.5(14) 9 780 617.0(15)
7 2 131.007 12C+ 9 780 619.51(89) –
8 2 473.960 8Li+ 7 996 965.1(17) 9 780 616.21(58)
9 2 824.906 12C+ 9 780 612.84(74) –
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Figure 4.7: All measured ToFs and effective ToFs of 12C+ calculated by linear interpolation approach
as a function of the time elapsed. Vertical error bars represent calculable statistical uncer-
tainties in ToF, while horizontal error bars indicate measurement time durations.
t12 = t
−
12 +
t+12 − t−12
T+12 − T−12
(T8 − T−12) (4.11)
The uncertainty of t12, δt12, was calculated using
δt12 =
√(
∂t12
∂t−12
δt−12
)2
+
(
∂t12
∂t+12
δt+12
)2
(4.12)
=
√(
T8 − T+12
T+12 − T−12
δt−12
)2
+
(
T8 − T−12
T+12 − T−12
δt+12
)2
(4.13)
Using each pair of t8 and t12, the mass of
8Li+, m8, was calculated from the simple equation:
m8 =
(
t8
t12
)2
m12 = ρ
2m12 (4.14)
The statistical uncertainty of m8, δm
sta
8 , was then calculated from
δmsta8 = 2m8
√√√√(δt8
t8
)2
+
(
δt12
t12
)2
(4.15)
The calculated ρ2 and m8 with statistical uncertainties are listed in Table 4.2.
The statistical uncertainties δmsta8 were determined from uncertainties derived from the ToF fittings,
while δtsys0 described above leads to a systematic uncertainty. An expansion of Eq. 4.14, taking into
account t0, up to the 1st order in (t0/t12) yields
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Table 4.2: ρ2-values and masses of 8Li+ in atomic mass units
# ρ2 m8 (u)
2 0.668 525 48(23) 8.021 939 1(27)
4 0.668 526 47(57) 8.021 950 9(69)
6 0.668 525 28(31) 8.021 936 6(38)
8 0.668 525 48(30) 8.021 939 0(36)
m8 = m12
(
t8
t12
)2
+m12
t8 (t8 − t12)
t312
t0 (4.16)
The effect of the uncertainty in tsys is determined by the second term in Eq. 4.16. The adopted value
of δtsys = 10 ns results in a systematic uncertainty of 3.4 keV.
From these results, final 8Li masses were calculated as listed in Table 4.3. In the table, the calculated
mass excesses, the weighted average mass excess and the literature mass excess are described together.
Table 4.3: Mass excesses, the weighted average mass excess and the literature value of 8Li
# ∆MRTOF (keV) ∆Lit (keV)
2 20 947.0(25)(34)
4 20 958.1(64)(34)
6 20 944.7(35)(34)
8 20 947.0(33)(34)
wav.(8Li) 20 947.3(17)(34) 20 945.80(5)
To confirm the single reference method, the masses of 7Li+ and 9Be+ were similarly determined with
data taken during the online experiment. The ToFs, effective ToFs and ρ2-values are listed in Table 4.4
calculated in the same way as 8Li, and plotted as a function of the time elapsed in Fig. 4.7. The
derived mass excesses are shown in Table 4.5 with the literature values. Figure 4.8 shows the individual
deviations from the literature values. The weighted average, including the systematic uncertainty from
δt0, is represented by the green band. In all cases, the results were in agreement with the literature
values. The weighted average deviation of 8Li was found to be ∆m = 1.5(17)(34) keV, corresponding
to a relative mass uncertainty of δm/mstat = 2.3× 10−7. The weighted average deviations of 7Li and
9Be were similarly evaluated and found to be ∆m = 3.2(10)(41) keV and ∆m = 4.2(26)(26) keV,
respectively.
To check for consistency in the statistical uncertainty evaluation, the Birge ratio [90], R, of the data
points was calculated. The Birge ratio is described as
R =
σout
σin
(4.17)
where the outer error, σout, gives a measure of the fluctuation of the data around the mean value:
σout =
√∑
iwi (ri − r¯)2
(N − 1)∑iwi (4.18)
where ri is the square of the ratio of the measured ToF to the reference ToF, ρ
2, for each point, wi is
the weight described as wi = 1/σi where σi is related to the error associated with the ratio ri, N is
the number of data points and r¯ is the weighted average of ri:
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Table 4.4: All measurements of 7Li+, 9Be+ and reference species 12C+. Some data which are not
available for analysis are indicated by N/A.
# Time (s) Species Time of flight (ns) Effective ToF (ns) ρ2
10 3 860.094 12C+ 9 780 615.3(12) – –
11 3 954.992 7Li+ 7 478 481.3(21) 9 780 616.07(96) 0.584 648 91(35)
12 4 056.891 12C+ N/A – –
13 4 151.891 7Li+ 7 478 476.6(17) 9 780 617.72(69) 0.584 647 98(28)
14 4 248.898 12C+ 9 780 618.53(82) – –
15 4 343.898 7Li+ 7 478 475.1(16) 9 780 615.01(88) 0.584 647 07(27)
16 4 442.929 12C+ 9 780 611.4(16) – –
17 4 536.969 7Li+ 7 478 479.6(15) 9 780 611.07(90) 0.584 648 24(26)
18 4 638.007 12C+ 9 780 610.78(74) – –
19 4 731.109 7Li+ 7 478 477.75(82) 9 780 606.76(78) 0.584 648 47(16)
20 4 914.023 12C+ 9 780 598.9(18) – –
21 5 005.968 7Li+ 7 478 480.9(18) 9 780 602.3(11) 0.584 649 50(32)
22 5 129.938 12C+ 9 780 606.83(99) – –
23 5 259.179 9Be+ 8 475 927.2(2.5) 9 780 611.03(77) 0.751 004 37(46)
24 5 391.047 12C+ 9 780 615.3(12) – –
25 5 521.969 9BeH+ N/A –
26 5 652.984 12C+ 9 780 616.0(13) – –
27 5 770.969 7Li+ 7 478 488.3(14) 9 780 615.1(11) 0.584 649 13(25)
28 5 895.945 12C+ 9 780 614.1(18) – –
29 6 085.000 9Be+ 8 475 930.1(13) 9 780 615.53(98) 0.751 004 18(27)
30 6 276.000 12C+ 9 780 617.01(87) – –
Table 4.5: Mass excesses, weighted-average and the literature value mass excess of 7Li and 9Be
# Species ∆MRTOF (keV) ∆Lit (keV)
11 7Li 14 906.5 (39)(41)
13 14 896.1 (31)(41)
15 14 897.1 (31)(41)
17 14 910.2 (29)(41)
19 14 912.7 (18)(41)
21 14 924.2 (35)(41)
27 14 920.1 (28)(41)
wav.(7Li) 14 910.3 (10)(41) 14 907.105(4)
23 9Be 11 354.0 (52)(26)
29 11 351.9 (31)(26)
wav.(9Be) 11 352.4 (26)(26) 11 348.45(8)
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r¯ =
∑
iwiri∑
iwi
(4.19)
The inner error, σin, is the weighted average error:
σin =
√
1∑
iwi
(4.20)
The error in the Birge ratio can also be calculated and scales with the root of the number of data
points:
σR =
0.4769√
N
(4.21)
The Birge ratio gives an indication of whether or not the variance in the evaluated data has properly
accounted for statistical uncertainties. A Birge ratio of 1 indicates that the evaluated data is con-
sistent with statistical fluctuations. A ratio greater than one suggests that some source of statistical
uncertainty has been neglected, resulting in an underestimated uncertainty in the evaluated data. A
Birge ratio of less than one could suggest that the error bars have been overestimated.
Except for the case of 9Be which had only two data points, the Birge ratios R were calculated
and shown in Table. 4.6. The Birge ratio of 8Li is unity within the uncertainty, so the evaluation of
uncertainty seems to be correct, while the Birge ratio of 7Li is still much larger than unity. Therefore,
the uncertainty evaluation using linear interpolation, neglecting fluctuations during the measurement,
underestimated the actual uncertainty in the evaluated data. Typically, one could simply rescale the
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Table 4.6: Results with Birge ratios R for linear interpolation approach
Species ∆MRTOF (keV) ∆Lit (keV) Deviation (keV) R
8Li 20 947.3(17)(34) 20 945.80(5) 1.5(17)(34) 1.07(28)
7Li 14 910.3(10)(41) 14 907.105(4) 3.2(10)(41) 3.42(19)
9Be 11 352.4(26)(26) 11 348.45(8) 4.0(26)(26) N/A
evaluated uncertainties by the Birge ratio to compensate for such difficult to quantify statistical un-
certainties.
b) Constant assumption approach
The Birge ratios for 7Li is much larger than unity in Table. 4.6. This suggests an underestimate of
the uncertainties in compute the mass values. This is most likely related to the difficult to quantify
effect of fluctuations during the measurements. While we could simply rescale the uncertainties by
the Birge ratio, let us try to account for these fluctuations by using a different method to calculate
the reference ToF used. The linear interpolation method previously used assumed that the ToF drift
was smooth and linear, however a real drift includes micro fluctuations in violation of this assumption.
As such, using a weighted average value of two interleaved 12C+ ToFs as an effective 12C+ ToF and
its standard deviation as an uncertainty could be better approach than using linear interpolation as
regards evaluating the uncertainty.
The weighted average ToF and its standard deviation were calculated by
twav = t12 =
∑
iwiti∑
iwi
(4.22)
δtwav = δt12 =
√∑
iwi (ti − twav)2
(n− 1)∑iwi (4.23)
where n is the number of points, ti and δti are the measured reference ToF and its uncertainty.The
ToFs, effective ToFs and ρ2-values are listed in Table 4.7, and plotted as a function of the time elapsed
in Fig. 4.9. The derived mass excesses are shown in Table 4.8 with the literature values and the Birge
ratios R. The Birge ratio of 8Li is unity within the uncertainty, therefore the evaluation of uncertainty
seems to be still correct, while the Birge ratio of 7Li is still larger than unity, but much smaller than
in the case of linear interpolation.
Figure 4.10 shows the individual deviations from the literature values. The weighted average, in-
cluding systematic uncertainty in δt0, is represented by the green band. In all cases, the results
were in agreement with the literature values. The weighted average deviation of 8Li was found to be
∆m = − 0.04(267)(341) keV, corresponding to a relative mass uncertainty of δm/mstat=3.6×10−7.
The weighted average deviations of 7Li and 9Be were similarly evaluated and found to be ∆m = 2.3(12)(41) keV
and ∆m = 2.5(31)(26) keV, respectively. Note that scaling of the uncertainties by the Birge ratios
results in the mass value for 7Li having a deviation of less than 1-σstat.
From these online mass measurements and many oﬄine developments, the performance of MRTOF
and the new analysis method were confirmed. It is found that the conventional linear interpolation
approach may not be the most appropriate analysis method for current MRTOF measurements due
the ToF drift. The constant assumption approach, which takes the magnitude of drift into account
when calculating the uncertainties, looks rather better for estimating the uncertainties. It produces
a smaller deviation from literature values and Birge ratios closer to unity. However, in all cases the
Birge ratio scaled results were accurate for both analysis methods.
Based on these results, the measurement time, tmeas, for ions up to 250 u/q with the achieved mass
resolving power of Rm ≈ 170, 000 was calculated as shown in Fig. 4.11 and compared with existing
Penning trap mass spectrometers (PTMS). The measurement times for PTMS were calculated by
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Table 4.7: All measured ToFs of 8Li+, 7Li+ and 9Be+, effective 12C+ ToFs calculated by the constant
assumption approach, and ρ2 values.
Species Time of flight (ns) Effective ToF (ns) ρ2
8Li+ 7 996 962.1(12) 9 780 615.2(68) 0.668 525 12(95)
7 996 966.0(32) 9 780 606.9(28) 0.668 526 91(66)
7 996 964.5(14) 9 780 619.0(14) 0.668 524 98(31)
7 996 965.1(17) 9 780 615.5(33) 0.668 525 56(53)
7Li+ 7 478 481.3(21) 9 780 617.6(15) 0.584 647 73(37)
7 478 476.6(17) 9 780 617.6(15) 0.584 647 00(32)
7 478 475.1(16) 9 780 617.1(29) 0.584 646 83(43)
7 478 479.6(15) 9 780 610.88(22) 0.584 648 26(24)
7 478 477.75(82) 9 780 609.0(43) 0.584 648 20(52)
7 478 480.9(18) 9 780 604.9(34) 0.584 649 17(50)
7 478 488.3(14) 9 780 615.31(92) 0.584 649 09(24)
9Be+ 8 475 927.2(25) 9 780 610.4(42) 0.751 004 47(78)
8 475 930.1(13) 9 780 616.5(12) 0.751 004 04(29)
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Figure 4.9: All measured ToFs and effective ToFs of 12C+ calculated by constant assumption approach
as a function of the time elapsed. Vertical error bars represent calculable uncertainties in
ToF, while horizontal error bars indicate measurement time durations.
Table 4.8: Weighted-average, literature value mass excesses and the deviations with Birge ratios for
constant assumption approach
Species ∆MRTOF (keV) ∆Lit (keV) Deviation (keV) R
8Li 20 945.8(27)(34) 20 945.80(5) -0.04(267)(341) 0.95(28)
7Li 14 909.4(14)(41) 14 907.105(4) 2.3(12)(41) 2.70(19)
9Be 11 350.9(31)(26) 11 348.45(8) 2.5(31)(26) N/A
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Figure 4.11: Dependence between the measurement time and mass. The magnetic strengths corre-
spond to existing Penning trap mass spectrometers: 5.9 T for ISOLTRAP, 7 T for SHIP-
TRAP and JYFLTRAP, and 9.4 T for LEBIT. The curve for the MRTOF with 40Ca+ is
the most recent tuning of the MRTOF and not described in this thesis (see Ref. [91]).
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tPTMSmeas = mRm/qB, while those for the MRTOF were calculated by t
MRTOF
meas = 2αRm
√
m/q, where
m is the mass of ion of interest, Rm is the mass resolving power, q is the charge, B is the magnetic
field and α is the normalized coefficient at the measurement point. Using the coefficient calculated
from the online result of 8Li (A/q = 8 and tmeas = 8 ms), the tmeas of the MRTOF does not gain so
much compared to the PTMS in the light region such as 8Li due to the cyclotron frequency being high
enough to precisely measure in a short time. While, as it is scaled
√
m in the case of the MRTOF,
there is about an order of magnitude difference between them at A/q > 100. For A/q > 100, the
PTMS already takes tmeas > 100 ms while the MRTOF takes only tmeas ∼ 20 ms.
Additionally, the MRTOF was recently tuned better and can achieve the same mass resolving power
with much shorter tmeas. In this fast tuning with
40Ca+, the tmeas was only 2.3 ms. The curve in
Fig. 4.11 is even below the one of 8Li+, and the tmeas of the MRTOF is about two order of magnitude
less than that of PTMS – the tmeas is below 10 ms over full range.
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5 Discussion and possible improvements
As seen above, it is succeeded in online mass measurement with the precision of less than 10−6 and
good accuracy. However, the performances of current system is not comparable to the designed one:
the mass resolving power of 106 and the trapping efficiency of almost unity.
Here, some possible improvements are proposed with discussions of some issues, especially for the
trapping efficiency, the MRTOF measurement.
5.1 Trapping efficiency
In Sec. 3.3.1, trapping efficiencies of 5.1% for 7Li+ and 27% for Na+ were described. As already
mentioned, the difference in efficiency between Na+ and 7Li+ is caused by the mass difference from
the helium. It is a well-understood and well-known effect in the buffer-gas cooling technique.
Na Ion source Gas-filled region Axial CEM
Taper trap
 taperaccum
 taper flataccum
70%
59%
57%
:
:
: taper flataccum cool
80%
~27%
Figure 5.1: Efficiencies measured at various places
Here, it is discussed where the efficiency bottlenecks are. In order to find the bottlenecks, various
efficiencies were measured using Na+ ions as described in Fig. 5.1. The same setup and conditions as
Fig 3.2 was used and the ion counts were measured at the axial CEM. As it was already described in
Sec. 3.2.3, the transmission efficiency through the flat trap is straight ≈ 80%. The measured efficiency
after accumulating in the taper trap for 10 ms, taperaccum, was determined to be ∼70%. The measured
efficiency after accumulating in the taper trap for 10 ms, transporting to and accumulating for 7 ms
in the flat trap, taper−flataccum , was determined to be ∼59%. The measured efficiency after accumulating
in the taper trap for 10 ms, transporting to and accumulating for 7 ms and cooling for 3 ms in the
flat trap, taper−flataccum−cool, was determined to be ∼57%.
From taper−flataccum /taperaccum, the transport efficiency from the taper trap to the flat trap, taper−traptrans ,
was calculated to be ∼84%. From taper−flataccum−cool/taper−flataccum , the transition efficiency by the dc potential
change, accum−cooltrans , was calculated to be ∼97%, which means almost no loss during the process. From
the trapping efficiency of 27% for Na+ divided by taper−flataccum−cool = 57%, the transport efficiency during
trap ejection process was obtained to be ∼47%, which is the largest part of the efficiency loss.
For the efficiency loss during trap ejection, the possible reasons include:
1. scattering in poor vacuum region in and after the trap
2. larger transverse beam size than the trap ejection hole (0.8 mm in diameter)
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The pressure in the flat trap is estimated to be on the order of 10−3 mbar and the pressure in the
trap chamber is measured to be about 1× 10−5 mbar. The mean free path, λ, corresponding to a He
pressures of 10−3 mbar and 10−5 mbar are calculated as λ ∼ 200 mm and 20 m, respectively. The
pressure along ion flight path in the poor vacuum region is expected to be in between. For such long
mean free path, it is difficult to explain the efficiency reduction above.
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Figure 5.2: Simulated transverse size of ion bunch in the flat trap
The transverse beam size after cooling is determined by the ion energy and the axial potential well.
It was simulated by SIMION and the distribution is shown in Fig. 5.2. The simulation was performed
under the same trap condition as experiment (frf = 5 MHz, Vrf = 400 Vpp and the estimated He
pressure of 1× 10−3 mbar). The fraction within ±0.4 mm is evaluated to be ∼43% which agree well
with the experimental efficiency of ∼47%. Therefore, the major efficiency bottleneck is considered to
be due to the transverse beam size.
The second bottleneck is the transfer to the flat trap from the taper trap, taperaccum, which was ∼70%.
It is caused by
1. rf mismatching between the taper trap and the flat trap
2. field imperfection
3. insufficient radial cooling in the taper trap
From the simulation described in Sec. 3.3.1, the effects of the rf mismatching between the traps and
the field imperfection are not so much to make ion motion unstable.
The insufficient radial cooling could occur in the taper trap. The pressure in the taper trap is
not measurable, so the pressure is estimated from the gas flow conductance and the pressure in the
trap chamber. Actually, the conductance of the trap ejection holes (2 × 0.5 mm2) is negligibly small
compared to the apertures before the taper traps (2 × 10 mm2), therefore a pressure gradient along
the taper trap can be created. In that case, the radial cooling in the taper trap would be smaller
than expected, which causes the transverse beam size to become larger and reduce the transmission
efficiency at the boundary.
5.2 Possible improvements for trapping efficiency
To overcome the problems associated with the trapping efficiency discussed above, we are developing
several solutions.
5.2.1 Enhancement of the cooling effect
The current gas pressure in the traps, estimated as ∼10−3 mbar, is limited by the gas pressure
in the MRTOF chamber. For ion-optical purposes, and to minimize the overall size of the MRTOF
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system, the distance between the flat trap and the MRTOF entrance was designed to be ∼200 mm.
By extended the distance up to ∼400 mm, additional pumps can be mounted and the pressure in the
traps can be increased.
Additionally, by cryogenic cooling to the flat trap mount, the temperature of the gas can be reduced
by a factor of about three, which corresponds to be about three times larger gas density with the same
gas pressure. In addition, the final ion equilibrium temperature can be smaller.
By these improvements, the cooling effect can be enhanced and the bottlenecks described in Sec. 5.1
can be solved. These are undergoing design and simulat, and will be installed in the SHE-Mass setup
(see Sec. 6.1).
5.2.2 Multi-step potential switching
ion temperature
potential/energy
cooling potential
ion-bunch size
segmented electrodes
Figure 5.3: Schematic view of the potential shape for cooling phase. The blue line shows a shallower
potential case and the red line shows a deeper potential case.
At given ion temperature, the trapped ion-bunch size is determined by the trapping potential well
depth. To make a small ion bunch at given ion temperature, the trapping potential must be steeper as
shown in Fig. 5.3. In the present setup, the potential is changed deeper from the accumulation phase
to the cooling phase by single step. Therefore, if the potential difference is too large, i.e., the cooling
potential is too deep, the ions are lost due to the ions get energies by sudden potential changes.
In order to make the cooling potential deeper, the potential must be changed adiabatically. A
multi-step potential switching from the accumulation phase to the cooling phase can be helpful.
5.2.3 New precooler trap coated by resistive material
The taper trap has worked well despite the much simpler structure than the conventional segmented
structure. To make an effective axial drag force, however, the inter-rod radius of the exit side must
be larger than the entrance side as explained in Sec. 3.1. This causes the pseudo-potential well to
become shallower and the beam size to become larger.
Another way to make an axial drag force without any segmentations is to use ceramic rods painted
by resistive material instead of conventional metal rods. Figure 5.4 shows a photograph of a prototype
resistive rod which was made recently and the schematic cross-sectional view. At the edges of the
rod, a conductive material is painted, while a resistive material is painted in the middle. The resistive
material slightly overlaps with the conductive material to make good electrical contacts. The resistance
of the paint material is ∼100 kΩ/seg.
Using the resistive rods, it is possible to make a precooler without tapered structure. The parallel
structure can create a deeper pseudo-potential and a well-shaped quadrupole field. Therefore, a smaller
beam size, better cooling effect and more stable trapping can be achieved.
5.3 Advanced ToF measurement
To improve the accuracy of the single-reference method and overcome the problems associated with
ToF drift seen above, we are developing several solutions.
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resistive paint ceramic rodconductive paint
Figure 5.4: Photograph of a prototype resistive rod. At the edges of the rod, a conductive material is
painted, while a resistive material is painted in the middle. The resistive material slightly
overlaps with the conductive region to make good electrical contacts.
5.3.1 Use of closer references
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Figure 5.5: The effect of δtsys0 for relative mass uncertainty as a function of relative mass difference.
tref = 10 ms and δt
sys
0 = 10 ns are assumed in this case.
In the online 8Li measurements, 12C+ was used as a reference because there are no stable A = 8
elements and 12C+ was the lightest stable ion obtained with sufficient intensity. In the single-reference
analysis of 8Li, a systematic uncertainty of 3.4 keV, corresponding to δtsys0 = 10 ns, was added. The
contribution of δtsys0 to the systematic uncertainty is given by
δmsys
m
=
2mref
m
t(t− tref)
t3ref
δtsys0 (5.1)
=
2
tref
1−
√
m+ ∆mref
m
 δtsys0 (5.2)
where δmsys/m is the relative systematic uncertainty, mref and tref are the mass and ToF of the
reference ion, and m and t are the mass and ToF of the ion of interest. The effect of δtsys0 with
tref = 10 ms and δt
sys
0 = 10 ns to the relative systematic mass uncertainty δmsys/m as a function
of relative mass difference ∆mref/m is shown in Fig. 5.5. For the combination of (m,mref) = (8, 12)
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as was the case in our 8Li measurement, the relative systematic uncertainty is rather large because
the relative mass difference is large. While for the case of (m,mref) = (100, 101) corresponding to
δmsys/m = 1 %, the contribution of δmsys/m is quite small; in the case of isobaric species it becomes
negligibly small. In the any case of mass heavier than Carbon, A ≥ 12, isobaric molecular reference
ions can be easily provided from the rf-carpet ESI ion source or another stable ion source; simultaneous
isobars are also available through the fragmentation process. Therefore, with better reference species,
the final uncertainty could be determined from only statistical uncertainty and could be δm/m≈10−7–
10−8.
5.3.2 Cycle-by-cycle measurements
In the measurement procedure employed above, each measurement is continuously performed for
a fixed duration to accumulate sufficient statistics to reliably perform peak fitting. If the ion rate
is sufficiently high, then each measurement could by short enough to follow macro and micro ToF
drifts. When long durations between reference measurements are needed, however, the uncertainty in
the reference ion’s time-of-flight could be underestimated, as seen above, and the error analysis will
become complicated, which could lead to overly high precision with inaccurate results.
CycleCycle
Conventional method Cycle-by-cycle method
…… …Reference
DAQ time
… … …Ion of interest
DAQ time
Figure 5.6: Comparison of the cycle-by-cycle method with the conventional method. Bars colored
blue for ions of interest and red for reference ions indicate each cycle. In the conventional
method, counts are accumulated during each DAQ time and peaks are obtained after each
measurement, while in the “cycle-by-cycle (CbC)” method the measurement is switched
cycle by cycle and a peak is obtained after enough cycles.
Because excessive numbers of ions per cycle lead to lost counts from detector dead time, even
maximally intense ions require N100 cycles before sufficient statistics exist for reliable peak fitting. In
principle, we could make minimum duration reference measurements interleaved with similar durations
of accumulation of data for the unknown species. The data for unknown species could be aggregated
in some way taking account of longterm drifts seen in the references. However, such would result in
50% loss from duty cycle and may not guarantee overcoming the problem of not knowing the nature of
the drift. To avoid such difficulties and improve the accuracy of the measurements, a “cycle-by-cycle
(CbC)” method as shown in Fig. 5.6 should be used.
In the CbC method, such uncertainties in the drift can be minimized. Each measurement of ref-
erence species and unknown RIs would be switched cycle by cycle, i.e., durations of 20 ms each at
50 Hz operation. It allows a measurement nature nearly equivalent to the isobaric simultaneous mea-
surement, therefore the drifts would be reflected in each measurement and a better final precision
and accuracy could be expected. Additionally, using this method with the flat trap, the reference
ions and unknown RIs can be introduced into the flat trap from opposing sides. While the reference
measurement is being made, unknown RI can be allowed to simply accumulate in the taper trap,
thereby allowing operation with no duty cycle losses.
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Figure 5.7: Macro ToF drift (left) and micro ToF drift (right). The right figure is enlarged figure for
the first 6 hrs in the left figure.
5.3.3 Drift reduction
The precision and accuracy of the measurements could further be improved by reducing the ToF
drift. The ToF drift has two components: macro and micro ToF drifts. Fig. 5.7(left) shows a typical
macro ToF drift over 36 hrs with the DAQ time of 60 s for each measurements, while Fig. 5.7(right)
shows a micro drift for first 6 hours of the macro drift. The macro ToF drift is caused predominately by
thermal expansion and contraction of the Titanium structures as shown in Fig. 3.26, while the micro
and nano drift is assumed to be due to longterm and shortterm voltage instabilities of the MRTOF.
The macro drift is usually non-linear but is enough slow, ∼3×10−7 /hrs in Fig. 3.26, to compensate
by reference measurements. However, the micro and nano drift is so quick that it is not so trustworthy
to compensate. The standard deviation from the average caused by the micro drift is ∼7×10−7 which
dominantly limits mass precision and accuracy.
The temperature of the Titanium structures are presently uncontrolled. By laying a water pipe
around the MRTOF chamber or the Titanium support itself and flowing water with a well-controlled
temperature, the macro drift would be suppressed.
The MRTOF voltages are now well-controlled by a PID system, and mirror voltages are biased
by voltages that are provided by a resistive divider chain built from high-resistance resistors. The
resistive-divider voltage supply allows to be less relative voltage drift, while it is difficult to change the
mirror voltages remotely and to find an optimum mirror voltage setting experimentally. Therefore, to
find even better potential configurations, full utilization of individual power supplies could be useful.
It costs more and will require slightly more complicated cabling, but it will be worthwhile to develop.
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6 Ongoing MRTOF projects
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Figure 6.1: A bird’s-eye view of the RIBF accelerator facility. Current MRTOF location is indicated
by a red square behind RIPS second dipole magnet, ongoing-project locations are indicated
by blue squares below GARIS-II separator [92] (SHE-Mass project) and nearby BigRIPS
separator [25] (SLOWRI project), and possible future locations are indicated by pink
squares at KISS system [93] and at RIPS with return-beam transport line from IRC [94].
The MRTOF can be moved to these locations and brought into operation within a few
days.
At present, direct mass measurements of radioactive nuclei are primarily performed in four ways:
single-pass time-of-flight, storage rings, Penning traps, and MRTOF. Of these, the Penning trap is
currently considered the gold standard for precision and accuracy. However, the MRTOF is capable
of comparable precision and accuracy in the case of T1/2 1 s. In principle, the MRTOF can make
a meaningful mass measurement with even a single ion, making it competitive with storage rings as
well.
In addition to having capabilities comparable to both Penning traps and storage rings, the MRTOF
is reasonably portable. The RIKEN MRTOF was initially assembled and tested oﬄine in the 3rd
basement (below BigRIPS in Fig. 6.1), and moved to its current location at RIPS while mounted on
the frame, then recovered within a few days.
Having demonstrated the functionality of the MRTOF, we will now discuss plans for its utilization
at RIKEN. For now, there are two ongoing mass measurement projects: SHE-Mass project at GARIS
separator for nuclei created via fusion-evaporation and SLOWRI project at BigRIPS separator for
nuclei created via in-flight fission and fragmentation. Other possible future locations are expected at
KISS system for neutron-rich nuclei near A ∼ 195 and at RIPS with return-beam transport line for
light and medium mass nuclei.
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6.1 Mass measurements of trans-uranium nuclei
One of most importance subjects in nuclear physics is whether or not the so-called “island of
stability” exists. The existence of an island of stability is theoretically predicted around N = 184, Z =
114. Within a classical framework, nuclei heavier than uranium cannot exist due to the very strong
coulomb repulsive force. In the 1960’s, however, Glenn T. Seaborg proposed the possibility of islands
of stability within a quantum framework.
Fig. 1. Predicted islands of stability. The color depth indicates the lifetime and the
boxes indicate known nuclei.[1]
Fig. 2. Typical yields of super heavy nuclei at RIKEN GARIS[2]
A Elem. T1/2 σ(b) Yield(/s) Yield(/day)
252-254 No 2.3s,1.6m,51s 2.00E-06 6.24E+00 5.39E+05
255-257 Rf 1.7s,6.4ms,4.7s 1.20E-08 3.74E-02 3.23E+03
261 Sg 0.23s 3.00E-09 9.36E-03 8.09E+02
261 Bh 12ms 8.00E-10 2.50E-03 2.16E+02
264-265 Hs 7.8ms,2ms 6.00E-11 1.87E-04 1.62E+01
266 Mt 6ms 9.00E-12 2.81E-05 2.43E+00
270-271 Ds 6ms,69ms 1.50E-11 4.68E-05 4.04E+00
272 Rg 3.8ms 3.00E-12 9.36E-06 8.09E-01
277 Cn 0.7ms 4.00E-13 1.25E-06 1.08E-01
stability may decay by spontaneous fission, β-decay, or by very long life-time
α-decay.
A combination of the RILAC and a gas filled recoil separator GARIS is the
most powerful super heavy element synthesizer in the world. We propose to
setup a multi-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrograph for direct mass mea-
surements of super heavy nuclei at GARIS facility. The proposed mass spec-
trograph will be used for mass measurements of many super heavy nuclei –
including relatively short-lived ones – as well as for precision spectroscopy of
such rare isotopes.
The proposed setup will have an overall efficiency of more than 20% and the
achievable mass accuracy should be sufficient to distinguish heavy nuclei from
any possible chemical compounds.
The super heavy element laboratory lead by Morita has measured the yields
of many super heavy nuclei. Some typical yields are listed in Fig. 2. The
candidate nuclei for direct mass measurements would be: 252,254No, 255−257Rf,
261Sg, 261Bh, 264Hs.
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Figure 6.2: A section of the nuclear chart showing the region of superheavy nuclei with half-lives
calculated by KUTY mass formula. Open squares indicate known nuclei. Half-lives are
indicated by log-scaled color. According to KUTY mass formula, the region whose half-life
can reach about 300 years will exist around spherical shell closure, Z = 114 and N = 184.
A campaign of mass measurements of trans-uranium nuclei with the MRTOF, which is named “SHE-
Mass” project, is now under development. Trans-uranium nuclei will be provided from a compact gas
catcher and transport system coupled with the gas-filled recoil separator GARIS-II. Figure 6.4 shows
a schematic view of the system. In a compact 20-cm gas cell installed at the focal plane of GARIS-II,
high-energy beam will be decelerated and thermalized by 100 mbar helium gas. The ions will be
efficiently extracted as a low-energy beam by an RF-carpet and transported through a differential
pumping section by an octupole ion guide. Continuous ion beam will first be trapped in a flat trap,
then ejected perpendicularly and sent to the flat trap of MRTOF via a 3 m long transport line; rough
mass separation will be performed by time of flight using a pair of steering electrodes which can be
pulsed. The transported ions can then be recaptured in the taper trap and the flat trap for final
preparation before performing time-of-flight measurements with the MRTOF. Current preparation
traps and MRTOF will be utilized for this project.
In the first SHE-Mass campaign, the masses of elements up to Lawrencium will be measured di-
rectly. The candidate nuclei are shown in Fig. 6.5. These nuclei are produced with fusion-evaporation
reactions, therefore the primary beam and target must be changed depending on compound nuclei
and evaporation process.
For Einsteinium isotopes, a primary beam of 48Ca will be used with a Gold target. For Fermium
isotopes, a primary beam of 40Ar will be used with a Lead target. For Mendelevium isotopes, a primary
beam of 48Ca will be used with Thallium target. For Nobelium isotopes, primary beams of 48Ca and
22Ne will be used with Lead and Uranium targets, respectively. For Lawrencium isotopes, primary
beams of 48Ca and 14,15N will be used with Bismuth and Curium targets, respectively. Six nuclei,
252−255No and 255−256Lr, have been already measured directly with the Penning trap mass spectrometer
SHIPTRAP, therefore these nuclei will be used to cross-check the accuracy of the system.
To perform these measurements, the system efficiency will be an important parameter because the
cr ss section of candidat nuclei is typically on the order of nanobarns. Prior to construct of the
system, the system efficiency has been estimated as listed in Table 6.1. The total efficiency, including
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Direct Mapping of Nuclear Shell
Effects in the Heaviest Elements
E. Minaya Ramirez,1,2 D. Ackermann,2 K. Blaum,3,4 M. Block,2* C. Droese,5 Ch. E. Düllmann,6,2,1
M. Dworschak,2 M. Eibach,4,6 S. Eliseev,3 E. Haettner,2,7 F. Herfurth,2 F. P. Heßberger,2,1
S. Hofmann,2 J. Ketelaer,3 G. Marx,5 M. Mazzocco,8 D. Nesterenko,9 Yu. N. Novikov,9 W. R. Plaß,2,7
D. Rodríguez,10 C. Scheidenberger,2,7 L. Schweikhard,5 P. G. Thirolf,11 C. Weber11
Quantum-mechanical shell effects are expected to strongly enhance nuclear binding on an “island
of stability” of superheavy elements. The predicted center at proton number Z = 114, 120, or 126
and neutron number N = 184 has been substantiated by the recent synthesis of new elements up
to Z = 118. However, the location of the center and the extension of the island of stability remain
vague. High-precision mass spectrometry allows the direct measurement of nuclear binding energies
and thus the determination of the strength of shell effects. Here, we present such measurements for
nobelium and lawrencium isotopes, which also pin down the deformed shell gap at N = 152.
Quantum-mechanical shell effects play acrucial role in determining the structureand the properties of matter. The elec-
tronic shell structure defines the architecture of
the periodic table. An analogous effect leads to
the so-called magic nuclei—closed nucleon shells
that result in an enhanced binding of the atomic
nucleus—that opposes Coulomb repulsion of pro-
tons and governs the landscape of the nuclear
chart. The heaviest stable doubly magic nucleus
is 208Pb with proton number Z = 82 and neutron
number N = 126. The quest for the end of the
periodic table and the northeast limit of the nu-
clear chart (Fig. 1) drives the search for even
heavier magic nuclei.
In these superheavy elements (SHEs), nuclear
shell effects are decisive for their mere existence.
Without them, their nuclei would instantaneous-
ly disintegrate by spontaneous fission through
Coulomb repulsion. A manifestation of these nu-
clear shell effects is an increase of the half-life by
15 orders of magnitude compared to liquid-drop-
model predictions for nuclei around N = 152 (1).
Thus, SHEs are a prime testing ground for the
understanding of shell effects and the character
of the nuclear force.
Already in the late 1960s, about two decades
after the introduction of the nuclear shell model
(2, 3), an “island of stability” of SHEs far from
the known nuclei was predicted. Recent experi-
mental evidence for the existence of isotopes of
elements up to Z = 118 (4) has confirmed this
concept, but the exact location and extension of
this island are still unknown (5–7). The presently
known or claimed nuclides in the northeast end
of the nuclear chart are shown in Fig. 1. The blue
shaded background indicates the gain in binding
energy from shell effects. Regions of enhanced
binding are predicted for the deformed magic nu-
clei at N = 152 and 162 around fermium (Z = 100)
(1) and hassium (Z = 108) (8, 9) and for spherical
nuclei at Z = 114, N = 184.
Direct measurement of the strength of shell
effects for SHE nuclei has been beyond exper-
imental capabilities until now. It could only be
derived either indirectly from a comparison of,
e.g., experimental cross sections and half lives
with predicted values, or from measured Qa val-
ues, i.e., energy differences, in alpha decays. Here,
we report the direct measurement of the neutron
shell gap by precision mass measurements on
nobelium (Z = 102) and lawrencium (Z = 103)
isotopes around N = 152. The results supply
valuable information on the nuclear structure of
SHEs, which is highly relevant for an improved
prediction of the island of stability.
Mass spectrometry is a direct probe of nuclear
stability, as the mass includes the total binding
energy. Until recently, masses in the region of
the heaviest elements could only be inferred via
a-decay energies. For nuclides with even num-
bers of protons and neutrons, where the decay
connects ground states, this approach is straight-
forward as the mass of the mother/daughter nu-
cleus can be derived from the measured decay
energy E = Dmc2 and the mass of the daughter/
mother nucleus, respectively. Although the un-
certainties add up along decay chains, the masses
of several nuclides between uranium (Z = 92)
and copernicium (Z = 112) have been deduced
in this way (10).
However, in general, the situation is more
complex as a decays preferably connect levels
with identical configurations, whereas the ground-
state configurations of mother and daughter nu-
clei usually differ for odd-Z and/or odd-N nuclides.
These nuclei decay to excited states that in turn
generally de-excite to the ground state by emis-
sion of photons or conversion electrons. Thus,
the total decay energy is shared among the a
particle, g rays, and/or conversion electrons, i.e.,
the mere knowledge of the a-particle energy is
insufficient. Unfortunately, for such nuclides un-
ambiguous decay schemes, which would provide
the information needed to obtain the true Qa
values, are rarely available. For many nuclides
above fermium (Z = 100), the mass values are
only extrapolated with uncertainties of several
hundred keV (10).
In contrast, direct mass measurements provide
absolute mass values and model-independent bind-
ing energies EB with no need for any ancillary
1Helmholtz-Institut Mainz, 55099 Mainz, Germany. 2GSI
Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH, 64291
Darmstadt, Germany. 3Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik,
69117 Heidelberg, Germany. 4Ruprecht-Karls-Universität, 69120
Heidelberg, Germany. 5Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universität, 17487
Greifswald, Germany. 6Johannes Gutenberg-Universität, 55099
Mainz, Germany. 7Justus-Liebig-Universität, 35392 Gießen, Ger-
many. 8Dipartimento di Fisica and INFN Sezione di Padova,
35131 Padova, Italy. 9PetersburgNuclear Physics Institute, Gatchina,
188300 St. Petersburg, Russia. 10Universidad de Granada, 18071
Granada, Spain. 11Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München,
85748 Garching, Germany.
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Fig. 1. Chart of nuclides above berkelium (Z = 97). The blue background shows the calculated shell-
correction energies (6). The orange-shaded lines indicate known and predicted shell closures. The
squares represent presently known or claimed nuclides. The nobelium and lawrencium isotopes whose
masses are reported here are indicated by red squares. The yellow and green squares represent nuclides
whose masses are determined by use of these new mass values, respectively, as anchor points in com-
bination with experimental a-decay energies. Hatched squares show nuclides with unknown or ambiguous
excited states. For details, see text.
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Figure 6.3: A section of the nuclear chart showing the region of superheavy nuclei candidates of the
SHE-Mass project. Open squares indicate known nuclei. Red squares indicate nuclei whose
masses have been measured directly by the Penning trap mass spectrometer SHIPTRAP.
Pink squares indicate nuclei to be measured directly with MRTOF and pink circles indicate
nuclei whose masses will be indirectly improved by direct mass measurements with MRTOF
in the first SHE-Mass campaign.
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Figure 6.4: Schematic view of the SHE-Mass setup. The MRTOF and the preparation traps will be the
same ones used in the current setup. Trans-uranium nuclei produced by fusion-evaporation
reactions will be separated and transported by GARIS-II. High-energy beam from GARIS-
II will be converted to a low-energy beam by a compact gas catcher system. The ions will
initially be trapped in a flat trap after passing through an OPIG, then will be ejected
perpendicularly and transported to the flat trap of the MRTOF. Expanded region shows
orthogonal view.
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that of GARIS-II, has been estimated to be 0.5-30%. The wide range is mostly a result of the efficiency
of GARIS-II having a strong dependence on the reaction symmetry.
Table 6.1: Efficiency estimation for each section in the SHE-Mass setup. The total efficiency is es-
timated as 0.5-30% corresponding to two order of magnitude higher than SHIPTRAP ef-
ficiency. Sections which have been already constructed or experimentally evaluated are
indicated by stars.
section efficiency
GARIS-II* 10 - 80% depending on the reaction asymmetricity
Gas cell
Degrader transmission >80% depending on the range in the degrader
Stopping fraction >80% depending on the energy loss in the degrader
Transport (in 4 ms) >80%
Extraction by rf-carpet* ∼100%
Charge states* >30% assuming 1+, 2+ and neutral
Molecular sidebands* >70% based on gas cell experiments at MSU
OPIG* ∼100%
Flat trap* ∼75% gain for heavier ions
4-m transport ∼100% with rough mass separation by time of flight
Taper trap and Flat trap* ∼75% gain for heavier ions
MRTOF* ∼100%
Detector* ∼85% assuming MagneTOF detector
Total 0.5-30%
Sections indicated with an asterisk in Table 6.1 have already been constructed or experimentally
evaluated. Sections which which still require development and evaluation include the compact gas
cell and 4-m transport section. A prototype of the compact gas cell is now being tested oﬄine. The
simulation of 4-m transport line is now ongoing.
6.2 Mass measurements of r-process nuclei
The origin of elements heavier than Iron is not trivial to answer. Since the famous B2FH paper
of 1957 [95], it has been assumed that heavy elements were synthesized in astrophysical processes
featuring cycles of neutron capture followed by β-decay; details remain uncertain.
In low neutron flux environments, such as AGB stars, the slow neutron capture process (s-process)
occurs over timescales of millennia. Subsequent neutron captures occur on timescale of decades to
centuries, confining the process to a path very near the valley of nuclear stability. Due to the near-
to-stable participant nuclei, the s-process is very well understood. It accounts for roughly half of the
observed heavy element abundances, though it is unable to produce Thorium and Uranium.
A second process, referred to as the rapid neutron capture process (r-process), occurs under mo-
mentary, violent conditions of intense neutron flux. Several scenarios for the synthesis of such heavy
elements have been developed; more than half of these elements are considered to be due to the rapid
neutron capture process (r-process) which could occur during super novae explosions or neutron star
mergers [96]. Under high-temperature and -pressure conditions, the high neutron flux results in se-
quential neutron captures on sub-millisecond timescales, driving the process far from the valley of
stability. As the neutron-rich nuclei beta-decay, the number of protons increases toward superheavy
elements. Though such an explosive reaction chain cannot be reproduced in the laboratory, one can
simulate the process if relevant nuclear data are known. Unfortunately, little is known about the nuclei
around the supposed r-process pathway, and the accuracies of present nuclear theory are far inade-
quate. The pathway of the r-process is a function of nuclear masses that determines the isotope of
each element where equilibrium between neutron capture and photon-induced neutron emission occurs.
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Figure 6.5: Candidates for first SHE-Mass campaign. In the initial campaign 23 nuclei, from Ein-
steinium to Lawrencium, will be measured directly. Six nuclei, indicated with a blue cor-
ner, have previously been measured by the Penning trap mass spectrometer SHIPTRAP
and will serve as an accuracy cross-check.
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Understanding this pathway is vital to understanding its contribution to elemental abundances.
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Figure 6.7: The floor plan for SLOWRI at RIBF/BigRIPS. The relativistic RI-beam provided from
BigRIPS is converted to a low-energy beam via two gas cells; one is an Argon-filled gas cell
featuring laser ionization (PALIS gas cell), another is an Helium-filled gas cell utilizing ion-
guide techniques (RF-carpet gas cell). Beam lines connected to each gas cell are merged
at the SD2 magnet and lead to an experimental hall.
RIKEN RIBF can produce many (but not all) r-process nuclides, and provide them as a relativistic
RI-beam. The soon-to-be-completed SLOWRI facility, which builds on more than a decade of work
in the development of Helium-filled gas cells, will convert the relativistic RI-beam to a low-energy
beam which is well-suited for precision spectroscopy. There are many important nuclei, of which
78Ni (Z = 28, N = 50) – expected to be a doubly-magic nuclide and the first r-process waiting
point – is one of most important. Recently, RIBF has produced 78Ni and nearby nuclei along the
presumed r-process pathway with sufficient intensity to precisely measure their half-lives. We will
start precise mass measurements of these nuclei, in the region where the r-process begins, using our
newly developed multi-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrograph which is well-suited for short-lived,
low-yield rare isotopes.
We have developed a new precision mass measurement method, multi-reflection time-of-flight mass
spectrograph (MRTOF) as described above. Ions accumulate and cool in an ion trap, then are trans-
ferred to a pair of electrostatic ion mirrors, between which they reflect for some time before being
released to travel to a detector. Comparing the time of flight of an unknown ion with that of a well-
known reference, the mass of the unknown can be determined with high-precision and accuracy. An
initial online mass measurement of 8Li, shown in Sec. 4.3, achieved an accurate relative precision of
10−6 with less than 200 detected ions, while oﬄine studies of the 40Ca/40K doublet indicate that a
relative precision and accuracy of 10−8 can be achieved with short flight times of ≈2.3 ms – ideal for
mass measurements of short-lived nuclei.
We have recently devised a means to perform wide-band mass measurements with the MRTOF.
Figure 6.8 shows a cocktail beam that can be delivered by RIBF/BigRIPS and a calculated spectrum
for it, with the MRTOF centered on 70Fe+. While unusually ordered due to ions of varying mass
number making different numbers of reflections, the various isobaric multiplets do not intermingle;
such is a general feature. Using a single tune of BigRIPS, we should be able to measure 32 nuclei
simultaneously. Of those nuclei, 13 could be of interest for the r-process but have mass uncertainties
exceeding 100 keV: 67−68Mn, 67−70Fe, 68−72Co, and 75Ni. By making a 2nd measurement with the
MRTOF centered on 74Ni+, we can add 73−74Ni and 74Co without retuning BigRIPS.
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Figure 1:  (Left) Anticipated spectra from a single tune of BigRIPS centered on 70Fe+, based on in-flight fission of a 10 pnA 
beam of 238U.  The hashed region indicates ions in the vicinity of a switched electrode resulting in reduced mass accuracy. 
(Right) Cocktail beam from produced by a single tune of BigRIPS. Colors indicate present mass precision: blue: !m<100 keV, 
green: !m>100 keV, yellow: no data.  Bold frames indicate r-process nuclei. 
 
ii) What you hope to learn within the period of the research  
FY2014 
In FY2014 we hope to install the MRTOF directly after the large gas cell.  In this time we 
will be able to use the MRTOF to study the cleanliness of the gas cell – are significant amounts of 
stable molecular ions extracted?  Molecular ions extracted with too high intensity could potentially fill 
the ion trap used to prepare ions for the MRTOF, while a low intensity yield of stable molecular ions 
may be useful as reference species for mass measurements. 
 In FY2014 we would also hope to perform first offline testing of the large gas cell.  In such 
tests, we would be able to make use of the MRTOF initially for identification of extracted ions.  By 
using a spark-gap or fission source in the gas cell, we will be able to probe the cleanliness of the system 
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Figure 6.8: (left) Anticipated spectra from a single tune of BigRIPS centered on 70Fe+, based on in-
flight fission of a 10 pnA beam of 238U. The hashed region indicates ions in the vicinity
of a switched electrode resulting in reduced mass accuracy. (right) Cocktail beam from
produced by a single tune of BigRIPS. Colors indicate present mass precision: (blue)
δm < 100 keV, (green) δm > 100 keV, (yellow) no data. Bold frames indicate r-process
nuclei.
We hope to eventually measure the masses of all r-process nuclei. At present, however, RIBF can
provide sufficient intensities for us to measure nearly all candidate r-process nuclei between 78Ni and
132Sn, by making a small number of wide-band mass measurements. These precision mass measure-
ments will allow models to focus on the secondary effects of the r-process site conditions. This will
hopefully lead to b tter d te m nati n of the r-process site.
In FY2014 we hope to install the MRTOF directly after the large gas cell as shown in Fig. 6.9. In
this time we will be able to use the MRTOF to study the cleanliness of the gas cell – are significant
amounts of stable molecular ions extracted? In what charges states are radioactive ions extracted?
Are radioactive ions extracted as atomic or molecular ions? In FY2014 we would also hope to perform
first oﬄine testing of the large gas cell. By using a spark-gap or fission source i the gas cell, we will
be able to probe the cleanliness of the system by ionizing the gas and extracting the ions. Stable
molecular ions extracted with too high intensity could potentially fill the ion trap used to prepare
ions for the MRTOF, while a low intensity yield of stable molecular ions may be useful as reference
species for mass measurements. In such tests, we would be able to make use of the MRTOF initially
for identification of extracted ions.
The MRTOF will be vital to the initial commissioning efforts. By enabling us to definitiv ly identify
molecular ions, the MRTOF will allow us to differentiate between, e.g., air leaks, water contamination
and oil contaminations in the gas cell, the correction of which will be vital to achieving highest possible
efficiency. The MRTOF will, furthermore, allow us to definitively determine the molecular state of
any extracted radioactive ions. This will be particularly important in the initial commissioning, as
active chemistry could limit the ability to perform wide-band mass measurements.
By the end of FY2014 we should make a “Day-Zero” commissioning with 72Ni beam to study gas
cell efficiency and behavior in online conditions. For such a Day-Zero test, the MRTOF will provide
primary analysis of the gas cell’s chemical behavior with the transition metals Fe, Co, and Ni.
In FY2015 we would have first online tests of the gas cell and MRTOF. Using a Uranium primary
beam we could produce rather intense beams in the vicinity of 78Ni. As masses of Ni isotopes more
stability than 78Ni are unknown, we would start with a cocktail beam as shown in Fig. 6.6(right) before
adjusting BigRIPS to provide a cocktail beam as shown in Fig. 6.10(left). Continuing in this fashion,
we will measure r-process nuclei from 78Ni to 132Sn. This could, in principle, be accomplished with
as few as 6 different settings of the BigRIPS fragment separator and 2 weeks of mass measurements.
The technique can then be used to study other portions of the nuclear chart as well.
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Figure 6.9: Experimental setup with MRTOF mass spectrograph directly connected to the rf-carpet
gas cell via an ion trap. The setup will accept ions passing straight through the D4 magnet
at BigRIPS.
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Figure 6.10: (Left) Isotope mixture that can be delivered to the MRTOF with BigRIPS centered on
78Ni. Masses of all isotopes could be measured in less than 1 day. Colors indicate present
mass precision: (blue) δm < 100 keV, (green) δm > 100 keV, (yellow) o dat . Bold
frames indicate r-process nuclei. (Right) Accessible region between 78Ni and 132Sn. The
black pathway represents the likely r-process pathway. The red box indicates the area
shown at left.
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Comprehensive mass measurements of short-lived neutron-rich nuclei contribute significantly to
solve the origin of heavy elements, especially for determining the r-process pathway. It will ignite
more precise studies of r-process and nuclides related to the r-process. When nuclear masses and
half-lives of relevant nuclei are provided, the r-process can be calculated mainly from the experimental
data. One can find real physics in the discrepancy between the calculation and the abundance. For
example, what effect is missing in the present r-process model? The demand for more precise data,
such as the branching ratio of delayed-neutron emission will be emphasized. The combination of
RIBF/BigRIPS, SLOWRI and MRTOF is also suitable for such precise nuclear data measurements.
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7 Summary and outlook
The atomic mass is a global property that reflects the net result of all interactions at work in
the atom. Information concerning nuclear structure can be derived from examination of the binding
energies and such information is particularly important for nuclear structure studies and as an input
to solve the pathway of the nucleosynthesis. At present, for direct mass measurements of radioactive
nuclei, the Penning trap is widely used and considered the gold standard for precision and accuracy.
However, the MRTOF is capable of comparable precision and accuracy in the case of T1/2 100 ms.
In principle, the MRTOF can make a meaningful mass measurement with even a single ion, making
it competitive with storage rings as well.
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Figure 7.1: Map of the mass precision vs. the half life for various mass measurements in the last
decades. The ranges of the mass precision for three measurement techniques are indicated
by arrows and the target area of the MRTOF is also indicated by circle: the mass precision
from below 10−6 to the order of 10−8 and the half life of <100 ms. The closed orange
diamond indicates the position of the current online mass measurement of 8Li, and the
opened one indicates the actual time required for the measurement: ∼18 ms (7 ms for
accumulation, 3 ms for cooling and ∼8 ms for ToF)
Through oﬄine developments and online measurements using radioactive 8Li, we achieved sub-ppm
mass precision with <10 ms measurements, competitive with Penning traps. In the analysis to derive
the mass, we employed a single-reference analysis which allows to compensate the ToF drift and derive
the mass simply. The result is compared with various measurements in the last decades in Fig. 7.1.
The ranges of the mass precision for three measurement techniques are indicated by arrows. Obviously,
there is a general trend so far: the shorter the life-time, the poorer the mass precision. It is difficult
to achieve the mass precision of <10−6 for the half-life of <10 ms except for a few data of very light
nuclei. The target area of the MRTOF is indicated by circle: the mass precision from below 10−6 to
the order of 10−8 and the half life of <100 ms. The closed orange diamond indicates the position of
the current online mass measurement of 8Li, and the opened one indicates the actual time required
for the measurement: ∼18 ms (7 ms for accumulation, 3 ms for cooling and ∼8 ms for ToF).
For future masss measurements, especially for trans-Uranium nuclei, an electrospray ionization (ESI)
ion source combined with an rf-carpet was developed. The ESI ion source can be a powerful reference
source, especially for mass measurements of trans-Uranium nuclei which have no stable elements. By
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combining with the MRTOF, molecular ions up to 245 u were identified and most of them have isobaric
molecules.
For now, there are two ongoing mass measurement projects: SHE-Mass project at GARIS separator
for investigation of superheavy elements and SLOWRI project at BigRIPS separator for investigation
of r-process nuclei. Other possible future locations are expected at KISS system and at RIPS without
constructing new MRTOF, since the MRTOF is reasonably portable and easily moved from place to
place; disassembling, moving and recovering are done within a few days.
We strongly believe knowledge of nuclear physics coming from mass measurements of short-lived
nuclei could be dramatically expanded by mass measurements with the MRTOF.
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